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PREFACE 
This report documents the results of a study conducted by the McDonnell 
Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC) from 1 June 1976 to 31 March 1977 
for the NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) related to 
integrated payload and mission planning for Space Transportation System (STS) 
payloads. This Phase III effort is a continuation of the Shuttle payload 
planning studies initiated by NASA/MSFC in October 1974. 
An executive summary of this phase is reported in MDC-6740. Final detailed 
technical results of this study phase are reported in the following volumes of 
MDC G6741. 
Volume I - Integrated Payload and Mission Planning Process
 
Evaluation
 
Volume II - Logic/Methodology for Preliminary Grouping of
 
Spacelab and Mixed Cargo Payloads
 
Volume III - Ground Data Management Analysis and Onboard
 
versus Ground Real-Time Mission Operations
 
Volume IV - Optimum Utilization of Spacelab Racks and Pallets 
This Volume I presents the results of Task 1.0 which provide the definition 
of the payload planning process, an analysis of payload planning tasks and 
schedules, and the definition of payload planning major products, including 
mockups of two new products: the Planning Baseline and the Mission 
Approval Document. 
Included in the appendixes of this volume are the following Task 2. 1 results. 
* Appendix E - Early Spacelab Mission Assignments (Task 2. IA) 
* Appendix F - Operations Planning Methodology for Determining the 
Tracking Requirements for Flight and Ground Items 
(Task 2. IB) 
Appendix G - STS Payload Carrier Data Files (Task 2. 1B).0 
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Requests for additional information should be directed to the following 
personnel:
 
* 	 Mr. R. E. Valentine, Study COR
 
NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight.Center
 
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
 
Telephone: 205-453-3437
 
o 	 Mr. R. P. Dawson, Study Manager
 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
 
Huntington Beach, California 92647
 
Telephone: 714-896-3205
 
* 	 Mr. R. D. Nichols, Field Office Representative
 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
 
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
 
Telephone: 205-881-0611
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SUMMARY 
The principal objectives of this study were to continue definition of the 
integrated payload and mission planning process for STS payloads and to 
conduct discrete tasks which will evaluate performance and support initial 
implementation of this process. The scope of activity was limited to NASA 
and NASA-related payload missions only. 
The integrated payload and mission planning process has been defined in 
detail, including all related interfaces and scheduling requirements. The 
process begins its annual cycle with the formulation of a NASA Payload 
Model and Payload Descriptions covering the STS operational span. Using 
NASA-headquarters-supplied program planning guidelines, a NASA Mission 
Model and a NASA Planning Baseline (more detailed 5-year plan of payload 
complements and mission descriptions are prepared). At the request and 
direction of the cognizant payload Program Office, specific missions are 
analyzed in sufficient detail to assess the compatibility of the payload com­
plement and provide preliminary definition of the mission, cargo, opera­
tions, and development requirements. A mockup of the major new planning 
document (Planning Baseline) has been prepared and submitted to NASA 
for review. 
Related to the payload mission planning process, a methodology for assessing 
early Spacelab mission manager assignment schedules was defined. Appli­
cation of the methodology indicates that the first six Spacelab missions should 
be approved and mission managers assigned by March 1977. By the last 
quarter of 1979. 'all of the first 19 Spacelab missions should be approved and 
mission managers assigned to meet the projected flight dates. This assess­
ment may be updated or extended as missions are defined. 
Sets of parameters .necessary to define STS payload carriers (Orbiter, 
Spacelab, IUS, and SSUS) were developed to support the creation of data files 
for the NASA Payload Planning Data Bank (PPDB). These data parameters 
xv 
were structured for single point update and by vehicle configuration. A set 
of operations planning parameters was also identified and formatted for the 
purpose of inclusion into an operations planning data bank. These files will 
be used by NASA to support the planning activities for the Planning Baseline 
and Mission Model. 
xvi 
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Section 1
 
INTRODUCTION
 
The NASA STS will introduce a new era of space activity involving a significant 
increase in the number and types of space payloads and missions. The payload 
users will include NASA, DOD, commercial, and foreign interests,. To 
satisfy the varied needs of these payload users, and in order to utilize the 
STS in the most effective way, additional emphasis is being given by NASA to 
the unique planning and program integration activities necessary to fully 
exploitSTS capabilities. This planning and integration process becomes 
extremely important when considering the high rate of projected STS traffic, 
the frequent requirement for payload sharing, of STS flights, the varied states 
of payload development, and the different operational aspects of each payload. 
In 1974, NASA contracted with MDAC for assistance in the preliminary 
definition of an agency-wide planning and integration flow process which would 
translate payload-user requirements for flight into definitive plans for the 
utilization of the STS. This study effort (Phases I and II) was completed in 
April 1975. However, major organization changes have since been made 
within NASA to accommodate STS operations; namely, the establishment of 
the Office of Planning and Program Integration (OPPI) for NASA payloads and 
the adoption of new mission management approaches. The principal objectives 
of the Phase III study effort were to update the planning process for these 
changes, continue the definition of the processes, and conduct discrete tasks 
that will evaluate effectiveness and support initial implementation of the 
processes.
 
To accomplish the study objectives, two main tasks were established: 
* 	 Task 1. 0 - In Task 1. 0, the planning process defined in Phases I 
and II was updated; the revised planning process was evaluated 
and simulated; and the associated procedures, documents, and 
discrete products were defined in sufficient detail for implementation 
by NASA. 
WCDONNCL-	 I 
0 	 Task 2. 0 - In Task 2. 0, discrete tasks were performed to evaluate 
the process effectiveness and support its final implementation, 
specifically: (1) payload/cargo planning and grouping and compati­
bility analyses, and (2) payload flow and mission operations 
assessments. 
Integrated payload and mission planning refers to a generic, NASA-wide STS­
payload mission planning process performed prior to. mission approval and 
assignment. As such, planning activities of NASA Headquarters, payload 
centers, and STS centers and operators are included in the planning process. 
The major ground rules and assumptions for Task 1 of Integrated Payload and 
Mission Planning are summarized in Table 1-1. The planning process 
includes all the various NASA agencies that are involved with the planning 
and'integration of payloads into the STS. However, the process addressed 
here is limited to NASA and NASA-related payloads only. Other payloads, 
such as DOD, commercial, or foreign payloads, are integrated outside of 
this process. Payloads to be considered are those identified in the NASA 
Payload Model as approved by the COR. Emphasis is placed on defining the 
planning process aid products for early Spacelab missions. In developing the 
Table 1-1 	 22707 
MAJOR GROUND RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR 
INTEGRATED PAYLOAD MISSION PLANNING 
PROCESS EVALUATION (TASK 1) 
* AGENCY-WIDE PLANNING AND INTEGRATION PROCESS
 
* PROCESS FOR NASA AND NASA-RELATED PAYLOADS ONLY 
* USE 	 COR-APPROVED PAYLOAD DATA ONLY 
* EMPHASIS ON EARLY SPACELAB MISSIONS'
 
* MAXIMUM USE OF EXISTING NASA PROCEDURES AND TOOLS 
* STUDY EFFORT IS TO BE PRODUCT ORIENTED 
* PROCESS IMPLEMENTATION IN 1976-77 PERIOD 
/.2 
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definition of the planning process, maximum use was made of existing NASA 
procedures and tools. The study efforts were product oriented; that is, as 
soon as discrete tasks were completed, they were documented and submitted 
to NASA for review and approval. The planning process is to be developed 
in the 1976-77 period and go into a normal operational mode in the 1977-78 
period. 
Section 2 of this volume updates the definition of the planning process. In 
earlier contract phases, the planning process was referred to as STS/Payioad 
Utilization Planning. Since this work ivas completed, the changes made within 
NASA, relative to the planning and integration processes, required an update 
of the objectives and guidelines for the planning process, its interfaces, and 
its products. This led to an update of the planning process and master flow. 
Section 3 presents the results of the planning process analysis wherein a 
time-phased simulation of the master flow was performed to determine 
adequacy of the process to meet critical planning cycle time lines and 
produce the required products. 
Section 4 defines the planning products (reports and other documents) and 
their production tasks and schedules. A mockup of the Planning Baseline 
is included in the Appendix. 
Section 5-defines the data systems (computing programs, data banks, and 
structure).used or planned for the planning process and production of its 
products. 
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Section 2
 
INTEGRATED PAYLOAD AND MISSION PLANNING PROCESS DEFINITION
 
2. 1 INTEGRATED PAYLOAD AND MISSION PLANNING OBJECTIVES 
Any definition of the integrated payload and mission planning process must 
satisfy the planning process basic objective and the key functions it must pro­
vide or support. Experience has shown that any planning process must have 
well defined goals and products keyed to user needs if it is to escapethe realm 
of academia and influence the activity involved in implementing a program. 
It cannot be all encompassing, at least at the detailed level, nor can it provide 
the guidance it should if it is fragmented. It must integrate the various 
elements involved in long-range planning, at least in a preliminary fashion,, 
to assess problems and incompatibilities before they occur, preclude these 
where it can, and bring them to the attention of management in time for 
resolution when necessary. This is the primary function of long-range plan­
ning. The planning process supports this function through providing visibility 
irito future programs and by integrating and assessing these programs with a 
planning baseline. The role of the planning process and its products in 
supporting the planning functions is indicated in Table 2-1. The planning 
functions noted are those explicitly identified in the roles and responsibilities 
of the Office of Planning and Program Integration (OPPI) which the payload 
planning process must support. Each product provides the output of a given 
function, and, in some cases, provides the basic input data needed for other 
functions. Not indicated here, but certaintly inherent in assessment of the 
long-range plan validity, is the comparison and assessment of the fiscal and 
technical resources needed to implement the projected missions. 
2.2 NASA PLANNING PROCESS 
The integrated payload and mission planning process is a part of NASA's 
overall planning for the implementation and accommodation of payload 
missions for the Shuttle era. NASA's overall planning process is still 
evolving, but was defined for the purpose of this study as shown in Figure 2-1. 
NASA and NASA-related payloads - such as National Oceanographic and 
ICDONNELL 
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Table 2-1 	 19805 
IP&MP BASIC FUNCTIONS-
IP&MP OBJECTIVE: 	 PROVIDE SOUND, INTEGRATED LONG-RANGE PLANS FOR 
NASA AND NASA-RELATED PAYLOADS, PAYLOAD GROUPINGS, 
AND MISSIONS 
IP&MP PROCESS: PRODUCTS 
0 INPUT 
0 OUTPUTFUNCTIONS 
1.DEVELOPIMAINTAIN NASA PAYLOAD MODEL 	 * 
2.DEVELOPIMAINTAIN MISSION MODEL AND 
SUPPORTING ANALYSES 
a * 
3. 1DENTIFYIINTEGRATEIANALYZE USER 0 0 * 
REQUI REMENTS 
4. IDENTI FY/RECOMMEND COMMON PAYLOAD SUPPORT NEEDS a 
5. INTEGRATE NASA PAYLOAD FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS 
INTO OSF's STS FLIGHT SCHEDULE 
a 0 
6.ANALYZEIRECOMMEND PAYLOAD FLI GHT 	 a a * 
ASSIGNMENTS 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) weather satellites -are compiled and 
defined on a regular basis in the NASA Payload Model by the planning pro­
cess. Working with NASA Headquarters-supplied guidelines and STS 
accommodations data, these payloads are grouped into feasible and compatible 
payload groupings of STS missions over a 12-year span in the NASA Mission 
Model. A five-year projection, performed in more detail and including con­
sideration of the project schedules and funding guidelines, is provided in the 
NASA Planning Baseline. Specific missions compatibility analyses are per­
formed at the request and direction of the cognizant payload Program Office. 
These analyses support selection of a confirmed payload complement and 
assess the mission, cargo, operations, and development requirements. 
For NASA (and NASA-related) payload missions, mission development is 
initiated upon approval by NASA Headquarters, leading to assignment to a 
Payload Program Associate Administrator (AA). Partial NASA payloads, 
upon NASA payload approval, are passed on to the Office of Space Flight (OSF) 
for incorporation in mixed (NASA and non-NASA) missions for approval. 
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Somewhat in parallel, five-year projections of non-NASA payloads are 
accommodated by the OSF traffic model and Space Flight Operations Plan 
(SFOP) which integrate the total STS traffic and help identify and plan future 
STS capability requirements, A Mission Manager and an STS Operation 
Manager are assigned by their respective AA to coordinate and manage the 
development of their respective portions of the total mission. Project Approval 
Documents (PADs) and Project Plans are prepared to obtain and manage the 
funding for mission implementation. Individual NASApayloads which may fly 
on this mission, or others, may be previously approved and implemented or 
may be dependent on online approval and development with the mission. 
An example of the relationships between the upstream processes and the 
downstream analyses, is integration and operations activities for a typical 
Spacelab payload as shown in Figure 2-2. The activities are initiated at 
NASA Headquarters and are supported by appropriate NASAcenters and 
contractors. These processes, which include preliminary mission and 
integration activities, may be interpreted as advanced planning activities. 
After the planning process is completed and missions are approved, a 
mission manager is selected and detailed mission and payload operations 
planning is initiated. This activity, conducted at the appropriate NASA 
center, leads to integration of the payloads. When this work is completed, 
Figure 2-2 19004 
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the installed payloads are shipped to the launch site, integrated into the 
Spacelab STS, and launched. From this example, it may be interpreted that 
this process is the leading edge of all planning processes for a specific 
mission. 
2. 3 	 NASA PREMISSION IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING PROCESS 
2. 3. 1 Master Flow Chart 
The process and products were analyzed to identify and schedule the necessary 
functions and tasks required to develop the products in a timely manner and 
to interface with the key external milestones and guidelines associated with 
the established NASA management decision and budget formulation processes. 
A detailed master flow chart (Figure 2-3) cbvering one annual cycle of the. 
process and interfacing activities was prepared to assist in defining and 
assessing the process (task flows, sequences, inputs, interfaces, and 
schedules). Some 80 different taskswere identified, most of which are 
preformed twice or more per cycle. For clarity, only one full task flow is 
shown for some items, such as interface requirements or mission approval. 
Basically, the Payload Model and Planning Baseline are updated twice each 
year; Mission Compatibility Analyses are essentially performed continually 
as required to meet requested reviews and initiate developments. NASA 
Headquarter interfaces (guidance, data, reviews, and approvals) are keyed 
to the budget formulation process. Payload centers interface with supporting 
payload project data and utilization of the Planning Baseline. STS centers 
interface with total traffic data, preliminary flight schedule assessments, 
and utilization of the Planning Baseline and validated payload interface 
requirements. 
On Figure 2-3, the master flow is presented in a one-year cycle time line 
that is organized horizontally by the following functional elements or products. 
1. 	0 NASA Headquarters (approvals, payload planning wedges, program 
operating plan POP calls, budget, etc. ) 
2.0 	NASA Premission Implementation Planning 
2. 1 	Payload Model (includes formal updates of PPDB) 
2. 2 	 Mission Model (updated as required) 
2. 3 	 Planning Baseline 
MCD ONNSLL DOIGO 5A 
2. 	4 Integrated Payload Interface and Common Payload Support 
Requirements Analysis 
2. 	 5 Mission Compatibility Analyses (performed as requested by the 
cognizant payload Program Office) 
3.0 	 Payload Centers (SPRAG reviews, payload data, etc.) 
4. 0 	 STS centers and operations 
Basically, the planning process is fed by the NASA payload lists developed by 
each Program Office and by NASA-related payloadsi from the compilation 
of non-NASA payloads. Previously, the NASA AAs released payload lists 
in, January and June. In order to accommodate these into approved'Payload 
Model and Shuttle System Payload Data (SSPD) formats by January and July, 
the payload list releases are assumed to occur in November and May. 
Descriptive and programmatic data on these payloads is compiled into a 
NASA Payload Model and approved by the OPPI. This is updated semi­
annualy (January and June) and represents the official list of NASA payloads 
approved'for planning purposes. 
Descriptive data on these payloads and NASA-related payloads is compiled 6n 
STS 	SSPD sheets and filed into the PPDB. The payload centers support this 
activity by providing the necessary data. This data is used in the develop­
ment and assessment of payload groupings by flight and year, which feed the 
update of the NASA Mission Model and the Planning Baseline, and the 
continuing analysis and assessment of integrated payload interface requir­
ments. The interface requirements are compiled and assessed in coordina­
tion with the SPRAG and the joint users requirements group (JURG). The 
assessed requirements are reviewed by the STS payload planning steering 
group (SSPPSG) for validation and imposed on the STS as appropriate. In 
some cases this will lead to identification of requirements for new common 
payload support needs; this leads to generation of the necessary PAD and 
Project Plans by the appropriate Program Office. 
The Mission Model, which presents a brief description of NASA and NASA­
related payload groupings over a 12-year horizon, is updated as required to 
1 NASA-related payloads are assumed to be non-NASA payloads which are
 
developed or integrated by NASA into NASA-managed payload groupings,
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represent a reasonable projection of NASA long-range plans. It is reviewed 
by the AAs and approved for planning purposes by OPPI. When Mission Model 
updates are required they should be scheduled during low-activity periods ih 
the annual cycle. 
The Planning Baseline is a five-year projection of NASA payload projects and 
missions (payload grouping, desired flight dates, orbits, accommodations, 
etc.). It is updated twice a year following update of the Payload Model. The 
Planning Baseline presents a 5-year NASA Missions Plan, mission synopses, 
and assessments of the STS utilization and payload support requirements. 
The Planning Baseline is reviewed by the AAs and approved by OPPI. 
The March Planning Baseline groups the (new) November payloads into updated 
and new mission definitions and provides a common programmatic planning 
reference to the centers to support their concurrent and July POP responses. 
This March issue incorporates the January POP guidelines and budget plan. 
It is approved for planning purposes by OPPI, by April, and supports the 
formulation of the five-year budget preview to the Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) in April and the project and operations planning by the centers. 
Reviews of the POP guidelines and budget plan and the May payload list 
(including new start guidelines) lead to the September update of the Planning 
Baseline, which focuses on the programmatics (integrated schedules and 
funding compatibility), for input to NASA Headquarters in support of the 
formulation and submittal of the NASA budget to OMB in October. This effort 
will incorporate the new-starts review data approved by the AAs. Head­
quarters lead time requires an early September submittal. 
Those missions requiring approval in this cycle are analyzed in depth 
sufficient to establish mission compatibility, feasibility, and requirements 
necessary to initiate mission planning. These analyses are performed at the 
request and direction of the cognizant payload Program Office. These are 
reviewed by NASA Headquarters and, upon approval, initiate planning for 
mission implementation. This is initiated by assignment to a payload 
program AA and mission manager. This leads to a mission project plan 
and PAD (if required) and, on approval and funding release, to development 
of the integrated mission. 
13 -' :iDING PAGE BLANK ?TOT FILMED 
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2. 3. 2 March Submittal Example 
A simplified product task block schedule is presented in Figure 2-4 as an 
example of the planning process fo.r a March submittal, and covers the Pay­
load Model January update, the Planning Baseline March submittal, and an 
April Mission Compatibility Analysis. Compiling and preparation of 
SSPD is initiated in October, based on prospective payloads submitted by the 
various discipline offices and on NASA-related payloads submitted by other. 
users. Effort is concentrated on updating of approved or high probability of 
approval payloads. Following NASA and OMB budget negotiations in mid-
November, the Payload Model is updated, based on the AA-approved Payload 
List in early December. The Payload Model is submitted in late December 
or early January for Headquarters review and approval. Beginning with the 
approved Payload List, SSPD effort is accelerated and PPDB update initiated 
to complete Level A payloads descriptions by early January and Level B by 
late January. 
The Planning Baseline update is initiated in December with long-lead analyses, 
accelerated by final guidelines and payloads data in January, and submitted 
for Headquarters review in mid-March. Development of the Planning Base­
line proceeds along two lines, a programmatic overview and a compilation 
of the individual mission descriptions over the five-year projection. 
Mission Compatibility Analysis will have a more flexible schedule dependent 
on mission complexity and analysis requirements and available lead time from 
request to review. The example shown in Figure 2-4 is for an April review 
initiated in January with identification and selection (in February) of a 
mission payload complement, followed by a technical analysis of the mission 
requirements and a programiatic definition of its development requirements. 
2.4 NASA PLANNING PROCESS CYCLE 
The annual fiscal-year cycle of NASA planning is summarized in Figure 2-5 
with emphasis on the process and the key products. The cycle begins with 
the initiation of the President's budget planning for the next fiscal year. 
Based on projections of this budget plan and NASA and OMB negotiations, a 
NASA planning wedge is established which is used to initiate the process. The 
NASA Payload Model, payload descriptions, and Planning Baseline documents 
are prepared in steps and the results are used by NASA to respond to the 
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first Program Operating Plan (POP-l) call in January. This POP-I response 
is used to formulate a revised planning wedge in May, and the process is 
repeated. After response to POP-2, final NASA and OMB plans are estab­
lished that will be the basis for planning approval for the subsequent fiscal 
year. 
The semiannual update of the Payload Model and Planning Baseline are 
indicated in relation to the budget reviews at NASA Headquarters and the POP 
responses by the NASA centers. The initial, or Spring cycle, sets the basic 
response to the Administration directives and budget. The March Planning 
Baseline accompanies but does not incorporate the March POP response 
which goes into the submitted-budget first resolution by Congress and the 
OMB and Congressional Budget Office (CBO) Spring preview of projected 
(five-year) budgets. The July POP response by the centers can utilize the 
approved March Planning Baseline. The September Planning Baseline 
incorporates the July POP response and proposed new starts through the 
NASA Headquarters Program Offices budget submittals in August. The 
September Planning Baseline supports the budget formulation and major pro­
gram decisions. 
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Requested mission compatibility analyses are prepared and submitted to 
meet review schedules. The Mission Model is updated only as required, 
with the effort scheduled between major regular activities, i. e., Planning 
Baseline updates. 
2. 5 PLANNING, FUNDING, AND MISSION IMPLEMENTATION 
The planning process, government funding activities, and payload development 
are shown in a simplified manner in Figure 2-6 to illustrate their phasing 
relationships. This example shows the activities for FY'80 only. For this 
fiscal year, NASA planning processes begin in FY'78. After a one-year 
cycle, the plans for FY'80 are formulated, and the total government 
budget is submitted to Congress for review and approval. This government­
approval cycle requires a one-year lead time before FY'80 funds can be 
actually released. For representative NASA payloads, preliminary design 
activities can be proceeding in parallel with these planning activities, but, 
the substantial funding for development and implementation cannot be released 
until the fiscal year funds are released. A typical in-line payload develop­
ment cycle is shown to be three .years before actual flight. 
Thus, as indicated by this phasing relationship, the planning process pro­
vides planning for a five-year fiscal period with a six-year horizon from 
completion of the activities. This process is repeated for each subsequent 
fiscal year. 
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Section 3
 
INTEGRATED PAYLOAD AND MISSION PLANNING PROCESS ANALYSIS
 
The updated process was analyzed in terms of the production schedules and 
input, output, approvals, and negotiations milestones. Task titles which 
indicate the type of effort required at each step in the process were defined 
using the previous (Phase 11) task master flow as a guide. The task descrip­
tion sheets and task durations, previously developed, provided similarity 
information, and where no correlation existed, the task durations were 
estimated and iterated. 
When the tasks defining the process were laid out, the input milestones, the 
product or assessment, output milestones, and the task durations themselves 
were investigated for adjustment if the task schedule was too compact. Simu­
lation reports such as shown in Figure 3-1 were used to take either integrated 
or snapshot views of the task production schedules. The simulation unit of 
time (input) is work days, and the simulation report (output) unit of time, 
represented by each of the symbols appearing before a task title, was selected 
to be either in months (in the quarterly report) or in weeks. The task pro­
duction schedules for the two products shown in Figure 3-1 provided an over­
view of the task duration and predecessor (dependency) conditions that were 
postulated. Assessments of the task activity definition and duration were 
made by inspection, and any changes that resulted were made to the master 
flow chart. 
The planning process cycle, although fairly constrained by the NASA 
Headquarters activity milestones (budget negotiations, approvals, POP 
calls, program plan and funding preparations, etc. ), was adjusted, where 
possible, to obtain a task schedule that was balanced with regard to corres­
ponding tasks and activities being performed at the various NASA payload 
centers and by the STS centers and operators. 
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Simulation results of the planning process are presented in Appendix A. It 
should be noted that the simulation results were used to develop the master 
flow (Figure 2-3) which is the final process definition. The simulation reports 
themselves were not updated to reflect revisions and last minute changes. 
As such, the master flow incorporates a preliminary schedule analys.is and 
is scaled to a rough time line sufficient to identify the tasks and interfaces. 
With changes to some of the product contents, some tasks were added or 
revised and these were not resimulated. 
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Section 4
 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
 
4. 1 MAJOR INTEGRATED PAYLOAD AND MISSION PLANNING PRODUCTS 
The planning process assembles the data needed for planning and processes 
it for publication in appropriate documents. Several of these documents, 
i. e., Payload Model, Mission Model; Interface Requirements, and Integrated 
Mission Analysis and Planning (IMAP), have been published in the past. In 
the future, this process will synchronize the development and publication of 
these documents so that they support coordinated agency planning. 
An important tenet of the study was that development of new documentation 
should be minimized, and that where documentation was necessary, current 
or planned documentation should be used, if possible. In this sense, the 
existing Payload Model and Mission Model are incorporated into the process. 
The existing IMAP reports are representative of preliminary mission 
compatibility analyses. The Planning Baseline, which contains the require­
ments for NASA-wide planning, is the only major new document specifically 
generated for the process. 
The three major types of documents that are developed in the planning process 
are listed together with some of their key characteristics in Table 4- 1. 
The NASA Payload Model and the Planning Baseline are references for 
deciding on general program content and pacing and in formulating the budget. 
The Mission Model provides long-range program projections and options. 
Another planning product is the Mission Compatibility Analyses performed 
and reported on request for review. 
The NASA Payload Model covers all NASA and NASA-related payloads over a 
iZ-year horizon and presents them in an ordered and condensed catalog of 
approximately 20 to 30 pages. The NASA Mission Model covers the projected 
1Z years of STS operations and presents the preliminary NASA and 
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22708Table 4-1 
MAJOR PAYLOAD PLANNING PROCESS DOCUMENTS 
FLIGHT ISSUE 
DOCUMENT PURPOSE COVERAGE FREQUENCY REPORT SIZE 
NASA CATALOG OF ALL FIRM AND NOT UPDATED 20-30 PAGES 
PAYLOAD PROJECTED NASA AND NASA- RELATED EVERY 
MODEL RELATED PAYLOADS WITH TO FLIGHTS 6 MO 
(12 YR) DESIRED LAUNCH YEAR, AND EXCEPT (JAN, JUN) 
CURRENT STATUS BY TYPE 
ALL NASA -
NASA SUMMARY OF CARGO MANIFESTS ALL NASAl UPDATED 60 PAGES 
MISSION AND PRELIMINARY MISSION RELATED AS REQ'D 
MODEL 
(12 YR) 
SCHEDULES FOR ALL NASA/NASA 
RELATED PAYLOAD TRAFFIC DUR-
ING TOTAL STS LIFETIME (12 YR) 
MISSIONS 
(e.g. 295 STS 
MISSIONS FOR 
1980-1992) 1 
NASA 
PLANNING 
PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTIONS, 
SCHEDULES AND RESOURCES OF 
-e.g. 96 
FLIGHTS 
UPDATED 
EVERY 
50 PAGE PROGRAM 
OVERVIEW 
BASELINE 
(SYR) 
FIRM AND PROJECTED MISSIONS 
WITHIN A 5 YR FISCAL PLANNING 
(FY 
1980-85) 
6 MO 
(MAR,SEPT) 
200 PAGES 
MISSION 
CYCLE FOR NASA AND NASA- DESCRIPTIONS 
RELATED PAYLOADS 
NASA-related groupings of payloads into NASA missions (e.g., 267 NASA 
and 28 NASA-related flights) plus NASA traffic summaries. 
The Planning Baseline covers the NASA and NASA-related missions and 
NASA payload projects over the next five years, e.g., approximately 96 
missions over the FYs '80-'85 period). It includes a program overview, 
estimated at 50 pages, and a mission descriptions catalog, typically 200 to 
300 pages based on two-page descriptions per mission. 
4. 2 NASA PAYLOAD MODEL 
The NASA Payload Model (Figure 4-1) is based on NASA payload lists 
provided by the AAs for the Office of Space Sciences (OSS), the Office of 
Applications (OA), and the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST), 
and by NASA-related payload data supplied by users to OPPI. In addition, 
payload projects status reports, new starts proposals, and various payload 
studies provide additional data for preparing the Payload Model. 
The Payload Model and associated SSPD are used throughout NASA as 
references in performing studies. They are also used in the planning process 
for capture and cost analyses, interface requirement analysis mission 
options and definition, and for the Planning Baseline. Data from the SSPD 
are used to load and update the PPDB which is a centrally controlled source 
of payload data. 
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The 	Payload Model contains:. 
A. A brief description and status (firm, planned, and projected) of 
each payload anticipated during the next 12 years - grouped into 
automated and sortie payloads by sponsor (office and discipline). 
B. 	 Assigned payload codes and physical parameters (e. g., mass and 
dimensions) 
C. 	 Brief mission descriptions, including desired launch schedules and 
orbital parameters. 
D. 	 Identification of data source and responsible organization for each 
payload. These sources provide payload descriptors (SSPD 
Level A and B sheets). The descriptor sheets are grouped into 
Level A and Level B Payload Description Books that are separate 
but supportive documents to the Payload Model. 
Payload listing within a discipline should be sequenced by planned or desired 
first flight date. The listing should also include the estimated or planned 
payload development lead time and thus indicate its required new start date 
(fiscal year). The payload code should designate the discipline and whether 
it is a sortie or automated payload. 
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The Payload Model updating is initiated in November and May each year, and 
is issued in January and June following approval by the OPPI. Figure 4-2 
presents the tasks and schedule associated with the June Payload Model 
update. 
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COMPLETE PPDB UPDATE 	 I1I 
Updating the June Payload Model is initiated by receipt from NASA Head­
quarters of the individual payload offices' (QSS, OA, and OAST) payload
 
lists around mid-May. These should review and update the schedule and
 
status of any payload currently in development or scheduled for flight, or
 
retrieval and servicing, as well as identify proposed new starts (and their
 
flight year) and projected or planned future payloads over the new decade.
 
Deletions, deferrals, or other "changes to previously planned payloads should 
be noted. These payload lists and data are integrated along with NASA 
program planning guidelines, and NASA-related payload lists to synthesize 
an updated NASA Payload Model consistant with program goals and resources. 
Payload program characteristics (%o by office, flight mode, etc. ) will be 
summarized for a demographic overview of the payload program and an 
annual payload flight schedule summary (all NASA/NASA-related payloads)
 
as well as descriptive listing (sequence table by office and discipline) are
 
prepared. A draft document is prepared and submitted in mid-June to OPPI.
 
Following approval, an approved June Payload Model is issued and distributed. 
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Payloads requiring new or formal updates to their SSPD sheets and PPDB 
entries will be identified. 
Updates may be made at any time through the proper OPPI channels. Formal 
update reviews are preformed in association with the semiannual updates 
of the Payload Model. For the June Payload Model, the associated updating 
of payload descriptions (SSPDs) is initiated in April on approved or high 
probability of approval payloads. The SSPD sheets are the initial formatted 
descriptions prepared at two levels of detail - Level A, the first level is a 
2 to 4 page format, Level B is a 10 to 20 page format. Appendix B presents 
a suggested Level A SSPD format for sortie payloads. These are filled in or 
completed as required by the appropriate payload sponsors or other cognizant 
organization and are compiled into two documents: Level A Payload Descrip­
tions, and Level B Payload Descriptions. As these description sheets are 
completed and approved, the updated data are entered into the PPDB for 
cataloging and access to subsequent PPDB users. 
4.3 NASA MISSION MODEL 
The NASA Mission Model (Figure 4-3) presents summary cargo manifests 
and preliminary schedules (one-year granularity) for NASA and NASA-related 
missions during the operational lifetime of the STS. The cargo manifests 
are made up from the payloads in the NASA Payload Model using data avail­
able from the SSPDs and PPDB. The PPDB can be used to extract mission­
compatible payloads - e. g. , same orbits, viewing, year, etc. - through 
automatic search and retrieval of requested key characteristics. This pro­
vides a preliminary screening of payload candidates for a given mission 
grouping. STS and Spacelab handbooks and accommodations data are used 
to match payload groupings to STS and Spacelab capabilities. 
The NASA Mission Model is used throughout NASA as a reference for per­
forming studies and as a basis for facility planning, charting future directions 
for the centers, and long-range planning -particularly in the supporting . 
research and technology (SR&T) development area. It also provides users with 
preliminary flight-assignment information, year(s) flown, other payloads 
involved in multiple cargoes, etc. 
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* 	 PLANNING 
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STEP AHEAD 
A. 	 Summary cargo manifests for each flight, including: 
1. 	 NASA mission number and year. (For approved flights, launch 
dates are included. For payload-launch-constrained flights, 
launch windows are included. ) 
2. 	 Launch site. 
3. 	 Compatible payload grouping for each flight. 
4. 	 Sortie payloads carried and automated payloads delivered, 
retrieved, and/or serviced (also indicates user or office for 
each 	payload). 
5. 	 Payload name, code, type, weight, and dimensions. 
6. 	 Identification of which payloads have shrouds (e. g., for 
cleanliness) or other accommodation-driven flight 
configurations. 
7. Payload orbit parameters (the orbits that the payloads ate 
delivered to, and/or retrieved from). 
8. 	 Total cargo weight and dimensions. 
9. 	 Load factor (based on weight). 
10. SIPS flight configuration and STS elements involved for each 
launch (IUS, Spacelab modules and pallets, TUG, Upper Stages, 
OMS kits, and major flight support equipment). 
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B. 	 Payload and mission cross index by payload name, discipline, and 
office. 
C. 	 STS element utilization summaries (launch rates, schedule, IUS expen­
diture rate, TUG utilization rate, and Spacelab module and pallet 
Payload traffic summaries which indicate the traffic by user and/or 
D. 	 Payload traffic summaries which indicate the traffic by user and/or 
office and flight modes and/or carriers. Summary charts indicate 
percentage of flights with payloads by each user, operating mode, 
payload reflights, etc. 
The NASA Mission Model is published (updated) as appropriate to reflect 
major changes in the long-range program trends, characteristics, and/or 
objectives. Updating of the NASA 'Mission Model (Figure 4-4) will be done 
when directed by NASA Headquarters, OPPI. Mission Model payload capture 
analyses is preceded by Spacelab payload grouping analysis for far-term 
Spacelab payloads. This allows insertion of Spacelab payloads as compatible, 
integrated, single payloads into the mission-payload capture program for 
rapid assessment. The payload grouping and capture programs match the 
payloads basic physical characteristics (mass, dimensions) and mission 
requirements (orbit) to the STS capability. Detailed time line or functional 
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interfaces are not considered except in average load context (average power, 
etc). NASA cargo manifests are delineated in desired flight sequence 
(Mission Plan). Near-term (five years) payloads and missions are extracted 
from the latest Planning Baseline. For -new (far-term) missions, payload 
accommodation requirements are briefly assessed to identify major cargo 
manifest content support items (e. g. , OMS, modules, pallets, etc.). A 
mission and payload cross reference index is prepared identifying all missions 
on which each payload flys. Program (far-term) mission rates and resources 
requirements are identified for NASA/NASA-related payload groupings. 
These are summarized (with the near-term data from the latest Planning 
Baseline) into programmatic overview charts indicating user participation 
(% OSS, % OA, etc. ), carrier distribution (% Spacelab, % IUS, etc. ), and 
modes (% delivery, etc. ). Major STS utilization (modules, pallets, IUS, 
Orbiter, OMS, etc.) is defined. The NASA Mission Model is documented and 
submitted to OPPI, NASA Headquarters, for approval. 
4.4 NASA PLANNING BASELINE (FIVE-YEAR PLAN) 
The Planning Baseline (Figure 4-5) describes the firm-plus-projected NASA 
and NASA-related traffic within the six-year planning horizon with prelimin­
ary schedules and resource utilization profiles. It serves as a common 
point of departure and provides planning data for the organizations that must 
do the procurement for, and the planning and implementation of, the missions 
included in the plan. Payload projects, mission plans and schedules, STS 
utilization and requirements, and two-page mission descriptions are pre­
sented. Appendix C presents a mockup version of the 1977-1982 Planning 
Baseline document. 
The Planning Baseline is used throughout NASA as a common reference that 
summarizes NASA and NASA-related payloads, missions, and STS element 
utilization. The prime users of the March issue are the NASA centers who 
employ it to support their project planning and July POP response. The 
September issue prime user is NASA Headquarters for conducting NASA 
program planning, preparation, and support of the Budget Plan submittal 
to OMB in October. 
Other users include working and steering groups, study groups, etc., in 
relating their specific project or function to the total NASA program overview. 
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In order to preclude overlaying a new management planning system on the 
various centers, the development of the Planning Baseline is predicted on 
using current data which are developed by the various centers in their nor­
mal course of business. Table 4-2 summarizes the input sources, identified 
for integration into the Planning Baseline. As can be seen, the majority of 
the input sources are already in existence or are normally produced for new 
payloads. However, some new sources of data, or expansions to existing 
data sources, appear to be necessary. 
While data on new starts and program schedules exist for each payload office; 
it would be convenient to pull these together each January and June as official 
OPPI program planning guidelines. The mission models, although in exis­
tence, needs to be updated and oriented to the planning process and functions, 
including a long-range guideline to the Planning Baseline semiannual updates. 
Spacelab payload integration plans would provide guidelines and specific data ­
for Spacelab payload grouping analyses and Spacelab mission description and 
utilization. The remaining documents in Table 4-2, the lower half of the 
matrix, would provide reference to STS accommodations and planning needed 
for preparing mission descriptions and assessing STS utilization requirements. 
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PREPARATION IN 
PLANNING BY OSF 
A definitive mockup (Appendix C of the Planning Baseline was prepared 
showing the format and typical content of the'document. The mockup was 
based on previously developed descriptions and outlines, recent coordination 
on program needs, data and material in the Early STS Mission Plan (June 22, 
1976), and specific mission studies. A horizontal format (-Figure 4-6), 
similar to a briefing document with a minimum of text, was selected to 
accommodate tabular program data in the most efficient manner. 
Briefly, a program assessment and overview section follows the introduction. 
This is followed by a more detailed overview of the five- year plans of each 
Payload Program Office, a section summarizing resource requirements 
and STS utilization, and a Missions Plan (preliminary; flight schedule and 
payloads). This is followed by a mission and payload cross index and flight­
sequenced two-page descriptions of each NASA and NASA-related payload 
mission. These summarize each mission objective and description, config­
uration, weights, support requirements and equipment, payload descriptions, 
development milestones, and program management information. 
The Planning Baseline is submitted each March and September. The 
September Planning Baseline (Figure 4-7) preparation is initiated in June 
following the first budget resolution and Payload Model update. Preparation 
proceeds along two lines: mission descriptions and program overview. 
Mission descriptions are initiated by updating and synthesizing new payload 
groupings based on the new program guidelines and payload and STS traffic 
updates. Mission operations are defined and payload compatibility and STS 
accommodations assessed. Flight system requirements and cargo manifest 
are defined and ground operations and support requirements defined. Pro­
gram overview is initiated by compiling payload project data (firm or 
projected) for each program office and defining preliminary development 
schedules for the updated missions (integrated payloads and missions sche­
dules and mission project key milestones start, integration, 'and launch). 
STS requirements and utilization is compiled across the missions by year 
and (new) common payload support needs identified and defined. General 
program summary and assessments are made to complete the.overview. 
The Planning Baseline is coordinated throughout NASA Headquarters by 
OPPI. Upon completion of this coordination, the document is reviewed by 
the OPPI for final approval. 
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4. 5 PRELIMINARY MISSION COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES 
In the course of premission approval planning, preliminary mission analyses 
may be performed to assess the compatibility of the integrated payload with 
the STS, the mission profile and operations, and the individual payloads and 
experiment operations. 
Depending upon the specific request, data input, and direction by the cognizant 
payload Program Office, these analyses may cover areas such as: 
A. 	 Payload definition data, including: 
1. 	 Objectives and requirements of each of the experiments in the 
payload complement. 
2. 	 Experiment equipment. Specific equipment unique to a single 
experiment, as well as that which is shared by two or more 
experiments, e. g., Common Operational Research Equipment 
(CORE). 
3. 	 Mission equipment, both Common Payload Support Equipment 
(CPSE) and Mission-Dependent Support Equipment, required. 
4. 	 Configuration definition, layouts, and mass properties 
(space, weight, and center-of-gravity). 
B. 	 Mission definition data including mission profile, orbit selection, 
launch time, attitude and g-level requirements, tracking and com­
munications, maneuvers, and environment. 
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C. 	 Integrated payload interface requirements, including: 
1. 	 STS subsystems analysis and capability assessments,
 
comparing:
 
a. Electrical power system(s) against power and energy 
timeline demands. 
b. 	 Command and data management system (CDMS) against 
requirements for displays, controls, payload checkout, 
onboard experiment analysis, storage, etc. 
c. 	 Guidance, navigation, stabilization, and control systems 
against requirements for upper stage operations, experiment 
pointing accuracy, deadband, g-levels, contamination, etc. 
d. 	 Communications (onboard and network) systems against 
data stream and control requirements. 
e. 	 Crew systems against crew, skills, and payload specialist 
requirements. 
f. 	 Environmental control life support systems against 
environmental, cooling, etc. , payload and mission 
requirements. 
2. 	 STS and payload interface analysis and compatibility assess­
ments, comparing: 
a. 	 Structural and mechanical interfaces and constraints 
against structural and mechanical loads, etc. 
b. 	 Fluid systems interfaces against coolant, etc., 
requirements. 
c. 	 Safety, reliability, payload bay environment, etc. , inter­
faces against potential safety hazards, and operational 
and environmental requirements. 
D. 	 Mission operations, including mission sequence of events, payload 
operations, experiment resources, attitude maneuvering time line 
from lift off through landing, and experiment and crew operations. 
E. 	 Ground operations, including payload integration and STS element 
ground operations flows, activities, and time line required to proc­
ess payload elements through the various levels of integration and 
launch operations; mission support operations; interface require­
ments; and impact assessments. 
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F. 	 STS resource utilization summary, including: 
1. 	 The identification of the STS elements required, the resources 
required for each task in the mission and ground operation 
activities, and time lines for the utilization of these resources. 
Standard STS time lines are used as appropriate. 
2. 	 Compatibility problems encountered and possible solutions 
evaluated. 
3. 	 Unallocated resources such as weight capability, space, power, 
and heat rejection capability which can be made available to 
complementary additional payloads will be specified with a 
description of any problems related to their utilization. 
G. 	 Preliminary cost estimates of the mission and a funding profile 
relating it to schedule estimates. 
H. 	 Launch and mission schedules, including the phasing of payload 
experiment availability dates with respect to the desired launch 
date. 
I. 	 Assessment of the mission's safety with respect to the STS and its 
interface verification. 
J. 	 Alternate payloads and groupings as candidate options to the pro­
posed payload complement for possible use as contingency payloads. 
Not all of the areas may be analyzed to the depth indicated in each case. The 
degree of analysis and depth of reporting will be dependent upon the specific 
request, effort level, and time available. 
Figure 4-8 indicates the tasks and schedules required to perform a compre­
hensive mission compatibility analysis. Completion time is estimated at 
eight weeks following payload selection. The preceding payload selection 
analysis, which may not be required in some cases, is estimated as a 
five-week process, including the definition of mission payload options, 
evaluation, and selection. 
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PROGRAMMATICS 
Following payload selection, the mission payload configuration, stowage, 
support equipment, and mass properties are defined, and missions opera­
tions are analyzed to define orbits, launch time, and flight attitude and 
maneuvers. Integrated payload compatibility and accommodation require­
ments, including resources time lines, are assessed. A summary mission 
description (preliminary) is developed and problem areas assessed. A 
technical summary is prepared for review. 
Mission payload projects availability is assessed against preliminary mission 
development schedules and major milestones are defined. Mission-peculiar 
hardware development requirements are identified and a mission project 
work breakdown structure (WBS) may be defined. Integration plans (approach, 
levels, sites, and dates) are identified. Mission project costs and funding 
requirements are estimated and a programmatic supplement prepared for 
review. 
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Section 5 
INTEGRATED PAYLOAD PLANNING DATA SYSTEMS , 
The analytical efforts require to produce the payload planning pioducts 
require efficient data systems. A problem exists in data exchange, update, 
and utilization, particularly in nondedicated flights with multidiscipline 
payloads that are developed by several different NASA centers. The start 
of the entire planning process therefore occurs with the efforts to develop 
and specify the payload data required. 
The NASA PPDB is an excellent tool, but, in order for this system to be 
effective, it requires that each center prepare, insert, and maintain the 
payload data for which they are responsible. 
The data system use for product production is outlined in Figure 5-1. The 
data systems are: 
1. 	 SSPD - Levels A and B data files. 
2. 	 PPDB - Containing files: SSPD, Payload Model, Mission Model and 
Cargo Manifests, Common Payload Support Equipment, and STS 
Payload Carrier Data files (see Appendix G) such as IUS, SSUS, 
Spacelab, and Orbiter. 
3. 	 Spacelab Payload Grouping Program - Spacelab rack and pallet 
payload capture program for input to the STS payload utilization 
program. 
4. 	 STS Payload Utilization Program - Payload capture program for 
evaluating and planning the 12-year Mission Model. 
5. 	 Mission/System/Compatibility Analysis - Mission analysis and 
system analysis programs used to perform a further compatibility 
review of the payloads missions planned over the next five years. 
6. 	 Mission Planning System (MPS) -An integrated set of planning and 
analysis programs capable of performing mission feasibility 
investigations leading to mission implementation decisions. 
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As shown, the cornerstone for all the products is the payload data which 
should be present in its latest form in the SSPD. Access to the latest SSPD 
data requires that the responsible center input and maintain these data in the 
PPDB for NASA- wide access and planning use. 
The NASA and NASA-related Payload Model consists of a catalog and 
description of firm and projected payloads approved for use in planning for 
up to 12 years in the future. It provides the basis for both near-term and 
long-range planning. Detailed payload data are added to the SSPD files, 
published, and placed in the PPDB as they are developed. The distinction 
is that the Payload Model is only the catalog of brief descriptions of these 
payloads whereas the detail data for planning analysis are separate entities 
updated in the SSPD. 
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The Spacelab Payload Grouping Program fits Spacelab-designed sortie pay­
loads together in racks and/or on pallets to form Spacelab flight configur­
ations and grossly evaluates their total demands on the STS system to assure 
that the configurations are feasible (preliminary groupings). The logic for 
the Spacelab Payload Grouping Program, developed under Task Z. ic'of this 
contract, is reported in Volume H. This program is currently in develop­
ment at MSFC. The Spacelab-configured payloads resulting from this pro­
gram are fed into the existing MSFC STS Payload Utilization (Capture) 
Program which synthesizes a 12-year-long flight plan (Mission Model) of 
automated and sortie payload flights. The STS capture program fits automated 
payloads to flights and adds them to Spacelab flights where possible. These 
candidate payload groupings are each fed through a set of system perform­
ance screens to reduce the combination sets to those basically feasible. An 
iteration with mission operations and scheduling of STS components is per­
formed until an acceptable Mission Model is achieved. 
The Planning Baseline (which covers the missions in the next five years) is 
a more detailed look at the feasibility of these missions, and requires an 
assortment of technical analyses. These analyses could be grouped into a 
data system to rapidly appraise the payload mission compatibility at a lower 
level of detail than that in the Mission Model. 
The mission compatibility analyses investigate payload STS system compat­
ibility to the level required to support mission implementation decisions. 
An integrated set of routines resident on an interactive data system, such as 
the MPS at MSFC, is required to effectively evaluate these missions. The 
responsible center, using its particular data system, will make use of the 
predecessor payload planning products and the latest payload data definition 
to establish the case for mission feasibility. 
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INTEGRATED PAYLOAD PLANNING PROCESS SIMULATION
 
A simulation of the payload planning process was performed using the MDAC­
developed Generalized Operations (GO) program. GO is an event simulation model
 
which handles task flow sequences, durations, priorities, starting dates, the
 
resources required and available for event accomplishment, and queuing and
 
conflict reports when run in the resources-constrained mode. The activities,
 
durations, and schedules were simulated using GO to obtain that program's
 
output formats.
 
The activities shown on the planning process master flow are presented in
 
Table A1 as itput data to the GO program. These data include key task-event
 
descriptions (task titles and corresponding master flow task numbers), dura­
tions (in work days required), start dates (if task starts independently after
 
a delay of n days from the start of the simulations, which was set at Oct 1),
 
predecessor task lists (if task starts dependent upon the completion of
 
required predecessor tasks), and task locatioh relative to the eight master
 
flow organizational elements.
 
The related activities for a single one-year cycle are shown in the event time
 
line of Figure A-1 on a quarterly basis. This figure portrays an integrated
 
time line of all of the 277 tasks or activities simulated, presented in the
 
order of when each of the activities is completed.
 
A breakout of the tasks contained in each of the organizational elements of the
 
master flow is shown in Figure A-2 on a weekly basis. Key submittal or issue
 
dates for the major products are indicated on the figure, as are the durations
 
for all the activities. It is recognized that some actual development, analysis,
 
and update durations will be longer than shown (some being nearly continuous)
 
as only the critical (minimum) durations were simulated (these being activated by
 
releases, approvals, etc.).
 
The process cycle requires 12 months, matching the government fiscal year from
 
October to October. As indicated by the time lines, the production of the major
 
products requries nearly continuous effort all year long in each of these pro­
duct areas.
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5 N0,3334
E ISIONS 1.35) 2
01 35 456 HT. PROGRAMIS 61 00048
 
3 BUDGET S.JBITTAL (1.36) 5 255633 35
0 21 INALIZE 61 00049
P 30 10 -J1 2 'U8 IL LONE L AUISS0 G (1.2 61 00050 
NASA P/I MODE (2.1.2) 13 40
02 29PTE 61 00051
1
01 3 IDENTIFY NSL/MTDIFIED P/l (2.1.33 10 40' 2 61 0002
 02 4 UM'IARIZE 61 00053
P/L TRAFFIC (2.1.41 5 

02 5 YNTES lE SSPO DATA 61 00054
(21.5.) 5 3 

22 5 61 00055
IP0TE PPO6 P/L STATUS (2.1.6) 15 3 
02 1 3 RESMT 5 00057JAL P M:STODEL (2.1.7) 10 4 61 00056
 02 3 OPLETE SSPD LEVEL A REVS(2.1.8) 105 7 B 61(2.1.9)
02 9 REVISE NASA PL MODEL 

61 00058
 
DATA L2.1.03 5 5
02 10 AD SSP LEVa A 6 61 00059.
 
32 1 1J EJAN ASA PL MODEL (2.1.113 1)5 61 00060 
02 1 C.JHOLETI 61 00061SSPO LEVEL B REV(2.1.123 10 9 
8 

5 PTE P2 (2.1.13) 10 9 10 61 000
PPD/ PL DATA 

02 14 SSUE JAN SSPD 61 00063
MOD83 (2.1.1 3 10 12 

02 15 OMPLETE JAN 
PPDB UPDATE (2.1.151 10 12 13 
5 02=PAYLOAD 61 0006 461 00065
(2.1.13 165 02 17 PRE NASA P/L MODEL 2 .. 16 ) 30 135
6 D TE L3NG L A D SSP D 

61 00067
5 165 16 M 602 10 DENTFY NEW/ DIFID P/L( 2.1 .18) 7
(2.19 10
02 19 SUMJARIZE P/L TRAFFI: 61 00068
(E2.1.20) 10 18
02 20 JPOATE SSPO DATA 61 00069
 
02 OMPLETE SSPD LV.A UPDATE(2.1.231 5 19 

15 18 61 00071
21 JPOATE PPDB P/L STATIS (2. .21) 5 120 1 61 00070
02 13
02 22 PREP/SJBMIT JUE PL MJELC2.1.2) 

61 00072
 
MODEL 2.1.243 5 122 23
02 24 REVISE NASA PL 61 00013
 
02 25 34 5SP0 LEVEL A DATA (2.1.25 5 121 61 00075 
02 26 ISSUE JUE NASA P1 43DEL 63 0006(2.1.26) 10 24 

02 27 61 00076
0PLETE SSPO-B DATE (2.1.271 10 190 

02 28 STORE C/S P/L 6ATI (2.1.211 10 25 61 00077
10 27
PL UPDAT(2.1.29) 
02 23 FTP JIINF POD IPDATE(2.I s3LA 5 8 00079 
03 1 FA2 TERM S/I P/L GROJPINS (2.21 20 90 2I 61 00073 
02 22 ISSUE JJNE 5J9 61 00078 
03 2 ASSESS SPCELA ACCM.RHT(2.2.25 20 1 
 61 00082
 
03 3 .APTUJRE ANALYSAS-NS /EL *(2.2.3) 5 2 61 00083
15 1301UPOGRA(2.2.) 

03 5 ASSESS CAPTURE ACCOM.REQTS(2..28 00085
 
03 27 N. '4155JN '430FL 61 00084
10 2 
 61 

6 SEFING 041(0O MANIFES'S (2.2.61 5 27 61 00086
03 

.7 ASSESS NASA MISSIONS COSTS(2.2.7 2 5 0008
 
03 8 RP 61 00087
 
03 61 

AISSISNS P1. INSEX (2.2.83) 
13 9 SEFINE ISSILNS PIAN/SU Y(2. 2.9 5 6 4 61 00083
5 1551 103 13 )EF.MISSI.3N MODEL FU'3O0D 1(2.2.103 5 61 00089 03 11 )EF.STS UTIIL/ATIGN (2.2.611 5 
 00090
61 103 12 PPP/SUSMIT MISSIENIN ELi2.212 15 121 
03 13 REVISFE ISSILN ML3451 (2.2.133 61 00092
 
031 ISSUE MISSIdN OEL (2.2.141 0 15 7 L 61 00093 
03 1 )JNr-LLAU ANALMAI ,ITW3JI)30 - 1 61 00094
 
INGS (2 .3.2) 1 10 1 61 00095234 2 PPYN.MISSIOI P/I URUU (2..3) 10 ' 1O)134 3 IEF.PLSSE SO 01-T4 PQJECTS 1C)STS 
61 00096
04 4 AN6-.3T.STS TRAFFI/RESOP(2.3.4 10 1 
 00097
)4 5 QEF.MISSIO P/IL G 'UPINGS (2.3.5] 5 Z61 
 61 00098
5 2
04 6 ANL.MISSION & OPERATIONS (2.3.61 
 61 00099
04 7 )EF.PQELIM.FLT.SCIEOJLES (2. 3.71 5 2 4 61 00100
 )4 8 iSSESS PL COPPATIILITY (2.3.83 5 5 b 
 61 00101
 04 9 DETERMI4E ACCOM. PUNTS (2.3.91 5 5 6 61 00102
04 10 DFFGQO.OPS & SUPPORT (2.3.10) 5 5 .
 61 00103
)4 11 IT-G.PL PkOJECTS/S1)JL(2.3.11) 5 5 3 7 
 61 0004
 
04 2 DCF.Calt0 MAt FSTS 
 (2.3.121 IJ 8 9 

N TASK TYPE (1 = PLNG. 2 NASA'HDQTRS, 3 = PL CENTERS, 4 = STS OPS)
 
- TASK NUMBER IN ORGANIZATIONAL ELEMENT'
 \'ORGANIZATION ELEMENT NUMBER 
OF PoR QU i 
MC~oN~a 42 
Table A-. Key Task Event Descriptions (Page 2 of 3) 
:30NNELL-DOJSLAS 
SYS9.PAN.AIS 
AUTOMATI3N COMPANY 
AT START 
PREDECESSOR 
TASKS 
VER 
8.0 
09/09176 
19.55.21 
PAGg 
04 1 1 EF.SYSTEM/SUBSYS. RQMTS (2.3.131 10 
04 1 DEF.MISSION PROJ.SCH/OST(2.3.141 1004 1 1 EF.ASA MISSION PLA/SUM(2.3.15 10 
04 1 1PREP.MISSION & PL IDEX 12.3.16) 10 
04 1 1 OMPILE MISSION OESCIPTS(2.3.17) 10 34 1 EF.SrS RONTS £ UTILIZATI(2.3.18 10 
04 1 1 EF.MISSiONS/PL PROJ.FJNO(2.31 10 
04 2OEF.COi9N PL UPPORT RQT!2.3.20 . 5 
04 2COMPARE FUOING/BUOGET GL(2.3.21) 504 2 PREP/SUB.VOL II PLNG 8/L (2.3.221 504 2 REP/SBo.VOL I PLNG B/L (2.3.23 5 
04 2 EVISE PLNG BASELINE (2.3.24) 10 04 2 ISSUE MARCH PLNG.BASELINE(2.3.25) 504 2 1NG-LEAD ANAL.SEPT. B/L 2.3.26 20 
04 2 fNI.SSION PL GROUPINGS (2.3.27) 10 
04 2 1 EF.PL PROJECTS & COSTS (2.3.28) 1004 21 NAL.TOI.STS TRAFFIC/RESR(2.3.29) 1004 3 EF.'4ISSION P/L GROUPINGS 2.3.30) 5 
4 31NAL.MISSI)N E OPERATIONS(2.3.311 5 
04 3 1 SECPRELIM.L.SCHEDULES(2.3.321 504 3 1 SFSS PL COMPATIBILITY (2.3.331 5 
04 3 TERMIN ACCOM. R4 S (2.3341 5 
4 3 1EF.GQO.OPS L SUPPORT (2.3351 5 04 31 NTEG.PL PROJECTS/SCEO. (2.3516) 5 
04 EF.CAqGJ MAN~RESTS 42.3.37)3 3 SYSTEM/SUBSY . 2MTS (2.3.381 1010 
04 3 EF.MIBSI4 PROJ.SC,COST(2.3.39) 10 
04 40 EF.NASA MISSION PLAN/SUN(2.3.40) 10 
04 4 REP.MISSION & PL INOEX (2.3.41) 10 
04 42 OMPILE MISSION OESCRIPTS(2.3.42) 1004 4 EF.STS ROMTS & UTILIZATI(2.3.43 10 
04 4 EF.MISSIONS/PL PROJ.FUND(Z.3.44 104 45 )EF.oOHJN PL SUPPORT R3T(2.3.45) 5 
04 4 OMPkRE FUNDING/BUDGET 'L(2.3.46) 5 
04 47 IEP/SUB.VOL I PLNG B/L (2.3.41) 504 48 REP/SUB.VOL I PLNG B/L (2.3.40} 534 49 VISE 'LNG BASELINE (2.3.491 1004 5 EVISE PLNG B/L (FIN&L (2.3.50) 10 
;-)c5 ec p jHP 02 o5061 
9 
9 10 111 
12 15 
12 13 14 151314 15 
14 415 
17 18 
19 
115 16 17 
20 21 
22 23 
24 
170 25 
26 
26 
26 
27 
27 
27 29 
30 31 
30 31 
30313028 32 
33 3434 
34 35 36 
36 
37 40 
37 38 39 4038 39 40 
39 4042 43 
4 
235 41 4Z 
45 4647 4849 
61 
61 
61 
61 
6161 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
6161 
6161 
61 
61 
bL 
61 
61 
6161 
61 
61 
61 
6161 
00105 
00106 
00107 
00108 
0010900110 
00111 
00112 
00113 
00114 
00115 
00116 
00117 
00118 
00119 
00120 
00121 
00122 
00123 
00124 
00125 
00126 
0012700128 
0012900130 
00131 
00132 
00133 
00134 
00135 
0013600137 
00138 
00139 
00140 
00141 
00142 
00143 
05 2 NTEG.PL I/F RUTS/ACCO (2.4.2)05 3 REP/SUB INTEG.PL I/f ROTS(2.4.31
05 4 .3ORD. REV. INTEG.PL I/F 12.4.4)05 5 SSUE VALIDATED PL I/F ROT(2.4.5105 6 OMPI LE P L INTERFACE ROTS (2.4.1 
05 7 NTES.PL IF RU TS/ACCOM (24.205 8 REP/SUB INTEG.PL I/F RQTS(2.4.31
05 9 CORD. REV. INTEG.PL I/F (2.4.4) 
05 0 SUE VALIDATED PL I/F RI(24.5I,51 MPILE P/L INTERFACE R QTS(2°41I:4 1 
05 12 NTES.PL I/F ROTS/ACCO' (2.4.2)
05 1 RFP/SUB INTEG.PL I/F ROTS(2.4.3J
D3 L 90ZO. REV. INTEG.PL I/F (2.4.41 
05 15 SSUE VALICATED PL I/F ROT(2.4.5
05 16 OMPILE P/L INTERFACE RQTS(24.1
05 1T INTEG.PL I/F RQTS/ACC3M 2.4.2)
05 I ,EP/SUB INTEG.PL I/F ROTS(Z.4.3)
05 19 2ORO. REV. INTEG.PL IF (2.4.4105 20 SSUE VALIDATED PL I/F ROT(2.4.5)
05 21 SSESS PL I/F ROTS T3 NMSE(2.4.6)
05 22 EFINE NEW MMSE POT/CONCEP(2.4.7)
05 23 SSESS MRSE SCHEO/FUNDING( 2.4.8105 24 DE4TIFY/ASS.M4SE OPTIONS 2.4.9 
05 25 EV/SUB 'MSE RQMTS (2.4.10
05 26 SSESS PL I/F ROTS T) MNSE(2.4.6105 27 SFINE NEW WMSE ROT/C2NCEP(2.4.71
05 28 SE5S MMSE SCHED/FUNDING (2.4.8)
05 29 IDENTIFY/ASS.MMSE OPTIONS (2.4.91
n5 3? VOMJ SO PL OPIONS (2.5.11 
06 2 ,VAL.PL GROUP.ISSIOV RQTS(2.S.2)
06 31 3HED/AVAIL ASSESS. (2.5.3)
06 4ONFIG/PL GROUP.OPTIJNS (2.5.4)06 5 )EF.PG.SCHEDULE & ISSUES (2.5.5)
06 61PREP/SUB MISSION PL OMPLE 2.5.6)
06 7 EFINE MISSION PAYLOA) (2.5.7)36 " 1NALYZE MISSION OPERATIONS(2.5.8)06 S)EF.Pk PROJECTS COSTS/STAT(2.5.91
06 IASSES PL COMPATIBILI Y (2.5.10)36 1I S.RES3URCE RQMTS1k:94S2.5.111 
06 12 ) FINE MISSION W.8.S. (2.5.12135 13 &NAL.GROUND OPS E SUPPORT(2.5.131
06 1; OEF.SUBSYSTEV/SUPPORT EQP(2.5.141
06 15 (ISSION5 PROJ SCHED/0VERU(2.5.15)06 1 )EFINE GRD.OPS & SUPPORT (2.5.161 
6 17 OEV° MISSION DEFINIT13N 12 5.17306 1 )EF.MI ION UNI2UE HON Rq 2.5.18)
C19 ISS.MMI510L RB OR4E4DAT (2.5.19)06 20 )EF.INTESRATION PLAN (2.5ZOI06 21 DET.oISSI N PRUJ COST/FNO(Z.5.ZI)06 22 PREP/SUB MAD-VOL I (TECHI(2.5.221
06 2 PREP/SUB MAO-VOL II(PROJI2.5.23)
36 2 EF.NISSION PL OPTIONS (2.5.1)
06 25 NAL.OL GROUP.4ISSION RQTS(2.5.206 26 SCHED/AVAIL ASSESS. (2.5.3)06 27 ONFIG/PL GROUP.OPTI3NS (2.5.4)
26 28 EF.PGM.SCHEDULE L ISSUES (2.5.5)
06 29 REP/SUB MISSION PL C3MPLE(2.5.6)06 30 EFINE MISSION PAYLOAD (2.5.71
06 31 'NALYZE MISSION OPFRATIONS(2.5.8)
06" 3 1EF.PL PROJECTS COSTS/STAT(2.5.9)
06 33 SSESS PL COMPATIBILITY 12.-5.101 
26 34 SS.RESJJRCE 8%)MTS/&3:34S(2,5.11) 
06 35 EFINE MISSION W.. S. (2.5.L106 351 NAL.GPOJNO CPS L SUPPORT(2.5.13)06 37 JEP.SUBSYSTEmSUPPORT EOP(2.5.j4) 
2 
15 
5 
5 
0 
20 
15 
5 
5250 
20 
15 
5 
5 
20 
20 
15 
5 
5 
10 
15 
15
15 
15 
10 
15 
15 
15 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
55 
5 
5 
5 
55 
10 
I0 
10 
10 
10 
5 
5 
5
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
S 
5 
5 
5 
55 
1 
2 
65 3 
465 
6 
7 
130 8 
961130 
11 
12 
195 13 
14 
195 
16 
17 
260 18 
19 
65 
21 
22
22 
23 24 
195 
26 
27 
2702219 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 8 
910 11 
11 
11 12 
13 
1413 14 15 
16 17 
16 17 18 
18 
19 
19 20 21 
61 
24 
24 
25 
26 
27 28 
29 
29 
29 
30 
30 31 
32 33 3434 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61. 
61 
61 
61 
6L 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
6 
61 
61 
61 
61 
616161 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
6161 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
6L 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
6161 
00145 
00146 
00147 
00148 
00149 
00150 
00151 
00152 
0015300L54 
00155 
00156 
00157 
00158 
00159 
00160 
00161 
00162 
00163 
00164 
00165 
00167 
00168 
00169 
00170 
00171 
001720017300174 
00175 
00176 
00177 
00178 
00179 
0018000181 
00182 
00183 
00184 
0018500186 
00187 
00188 
00189 
00190 
00191 
00192 
00193 
00194 
00195 
00196 
00197 
00198 
00199 
00200 
00201 
00202 
00203 
00204 
00205 
00206 
00207 
00208 
0020900210 
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Table A-1. Key Task Event Descriptions (Page 3 of 3) 
'CD03lELL-DOUGLAS 
SYS9.PAN.A&S 
AUTOMATION COMPANY 
AT START 
PREDECESSORVER 
TASKS 8.0 9. 
.9/09/76 
21 
PAGE 
7 
06 38 MISSION PROJ SCHED/OVFRVU(2.5.15) 
0 39 DEFINE GRO.OPS C SUPPORT (2.5.163
06 40 0EV. MISSION OEFINITION5 2.5.17I 
06 41 EF.4ISSIJV UNIQUE HOW RU 2.5.181 
D6 42 ASS.MISSION & RECOM4ENAT(2.5.191 
06 43 JEF.INTEGRATION PLAI (2.5.20' 
36 44 )ET.MISSION PROJ COST/FND(2.5.21) 
06 45 'REP/SU3 MAO-VOL I (TECHI(2.5.22) 
. l . . P9RFP(IiUR MAO-Vl IT)PRIJII2*.23) 
07 1 SPRAG REVIEW INTG.PL I/FRE-.L) 
37 2 PROPOSE NEW PL STARTS (FEB) (3.13 
07 3 POP- RESPJNSE (PAYLOADSJ (3.2) 
07 4 SPRAG REVIEW INTG.PL I/F(IEF.MAR) 
07 5 SPRAG REVIEW MMSE RiMTS.(RFF.MARI) 
07 6 PAYLOAD PROJECTS PLANNING (3.31
07 7 SRAG REVIEW INT.PL.I/F(REF.JUNE) 
37 8 JFW STARTS COSTS/SCHEDULES (3.4) 
07 3P-2 RESPONSE (PAYLO&S) (3.5) 
07 10 ASSIGN MISSION MANAGER (3.6) 
07 11 'REPARE/SUBMIT PROJECT PLAN (3.7) 
07 12 SPRAG REVIEW INT.PL.I/F(REF.SEPT)
OT 13%4RM$ RI E RJMTS(EF.$ PTI 
-R-O= AL TRA '4)M9.-JAN°1f) 
08 2 ASSESS PRELIF. FLT. SHEDJLE(4.2) 
O8 PROPOSE NEW STS STARTS (4.31 
08 'OP-I RESPONSE (STDI (4.41 
06 5 4ON-NASA PAYLOADS (4.51 
08 6 S75 OPERATIONS CAP6IL.PLNI(4.6) 
08 7 JPOATE TJTAL TRAFFIC MODEL (4.71 
38 8 PROVIDE TOTAL TRAF.iODEL-JUN(4.8) 
38 9 ASSESS PRELIM. FLT.SHEOULE (4.9) 
08 10 POP-2 RESPONSE (5TD) (4.10 
nR iiPnATF TITAL TRAFFIC MODEL 14.11)
____0I J ILU PL UP 
09 ANAL.PL GROUP.MISSIO4 RQTS(2.5.2) 
39 SCHED/AVAIL ASSESS. (2.5.3) 
09 AONFIG/RL GROUP.OPTI)NS (2.5.4)39 DEF.PGM.SCHEDULE C ISSUES (2.5.5) 
09 61PREP/SUB MISSION PL ZCMPLE(2.5.6) 
09 711DEFIE MISSION PAYLOAD (2.5.7) 
09 LANALYZE MISSION OPER&TIONS(Z.5.8) 
I9 9 3EF.PL PPOJECTS COSTS/STAT(2.5.91 
09 1 ASSESS PL COMPATIBILITY (2.5.101 
09 IIASS.RESOURCE RQMTS/ACCO4S(Z.5.113 
09 1 lDEFINE MISSION W.8.S. (2.5.12) 
09 1 IIANAL.GROUND OPS & SUPPORT(2.5°13)09 IEF.SUBSYSTEM/SUPPORT EOP(2.5.14I39 1 ISSI U PROJ SCHED/)VEkVU(2.5.15) 
5 
5 
5 
5 
10 
10 
13 
1010 
10 
50 
35 
ID 
10 
70 
10 
10 
10 
5 
40 
10 
30 
20 
5 
30 
35 
15 
70 
15 
20 
13 
10 
15 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
55S 
34 35 
36 
37 
36 37 
39 40 
39 40 
4142 
42 43 
55 
80 
80 
120 
120 
135 2 
185 
5 
& 
215 
HO 
250 
250 
5 
85 
85 
80 1 
120 
135 3 
5 
175 1 
6 8 
260 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 5 
6 
6 
6 
' 
7 8 
9 
!10 11ill1I1 12 
38 
41 
44 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
63 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
6161 
00211 
00212 
00213 
00214 
00215 
00216 
00217 
00218 
00219 
00220 
00221 
00222 
00223 
00224 
00225 
00226 
00227 
00228 
00229 
00230 
00231 
00232 
00233 
00234 
00235 
00236 
00231 
00238 
00239 
00240 
00241 
00242 
00243 
00244 
00245 
00246 
00247 
00248 
00249 
00250 
00251 
00252 
00253 
00254 
00255 
00256 
0025700258 
09 1 3EFINE GRD.OPS & SUPPORT (2.5.161
09 1)EVo MISSION DPFINIT 1 2.5 
09 1 IDEF.MISSION UNIQUE HOW RO(2.5.18 
09 IASS.)ISSION E RECOMMENAT(2.5.19 
09 2 EF.INTERATION PLA4 (2.5.20) 
DET.MISSION PROJ COST/FND(2.5.21) 
PREP/SUB MAD-VOL I (TECHII)(2.5.22) 
09 2 PREP/SUB MAO-VOL II(ROJI(2.5.231 
29 2 3EFo1SSION PL OPTIONS (2.5.1) 
09 2 ANAL.PL GROUP.MISSIO4 RQTS(2.5.2) 
09 2 SCHED/AVAIL ASSESS. (2.5.3) 
09 2 ICONFIG/PL GROUP.OPTIONS (2.5.4) 
09 2 DEF.PGM.SCHEDULE C ISSUES (2-5.51 
09 2 PREP/SUB MISSION PL ZOMPLEI2-5.6) 
09 3 )EFINE MISSION PAYLOAD (2.5.7)
09 3 ANALYZE MISSION OPERTIONS(2.5.8) 
09 3 DEF.PL PROJECTS COSTS/STAT(2.5.9I 
09 3 lASSESS PL COMPATIBILITY (2.5.10) 
09 3 ASS.RESOURCE ROMTS/AZOMSI 2 5.11)
39 3)EFINE 1SCION W.8.S. 125:121 
39 3 ANNAL.GROUND OPS & SUPPORT2.5.13J 
5 
5 
5 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
13 
161 
t13 14 15 
16 17 
16 17 18 
18 
19 
19 20 21 
651 
24 
'24 
'25 
26 
.27 iS 
29 
29 
29 
30 
.30 31 
32 
'33 34 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
00259 
00260 
00261 
00262 
00263 
00264 
00265 
00266 
00267 
00268 
00269 
00270 
00271 
00272 
00273 
00274 
00275 
00276 
00277 
00278 
00279 
09 3 DEF.SUBSYSTEM/SUPPORT EQPT2.5.14) 5 
39 3 14ISSION PROJ SCHED/OVERVU(2.5.15) 5 
09 3 DEFINE GRD.OPS & SUPPORT (2.5.16) 5 
09 4 1)EV. MISSION DEFINITION (2.5.171 5 
29 4 )EF.MISSION UNIQUE HOW 0(2.5.18) 5 
0E SS.MISSIOI L R2COMMENOAT(2.5.19) 10 
09 4 OEF.INTEGRATION PLAN (2.5.20) 10 
09 q DET.4ISSION PROJ COST/FND(2.5.21) 13 
09 4 1'RFP/SUB MAD-VOL I (TECH)(2.5.221 10 
09 4 IPREP/SUB MAO-VOL II(PROJ)(2.5.23) 10 
-A**BOVE ACTION SATISFACTORILY ZCMPLETE) ** 
34 
34 35 
36 
37 
36 37 38 
.39 40 
39 40 41 
.41 
42 
42 43,44 
2 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
00280 
00281 
00282 
00283 
00284 
00285 
00286 
00287 
00288 
00289 
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CR20-1 
FIGURE A-2 
PLANNING PROCESS WEEKLY REPORT (SHEET 1 OF 4) 
C
 
"SIMULATION REPORT" 
OCT JAN APR 4 JULY OCT E 1-100] PAGE 1 
FACILITY TASK* 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 0 
5679 123456F890123456789D1234567B90123456789012345678912345689012345789012345S79D123456 
1 I * 93 COMPLETE 3MB HEARINGS (1.11 
2********4**** 7890
 
2 * US )EVELOP P/L PROSPECTUS-DISCP(I.2) .- ' 
3 * PRO I3e NSA REL.P/L BY USER(L.3)

4 go COMPLETE OS MARKUP (1.43

5 as PROVIDE P/L PLNG.WEDGES-NOV.(L.5
 
* US. DEVELOP P/L MODEL BY P/L AA (1.6) ."
 
7 * .36 FINALIZE NASA/OMB BUDGET 11.7)

8* 93 PROGRAM DATA ANO GUIDELINES (1.8).

9 * OR REVIEW & APR.JAN.4ASA PL MODII.9).
 
10 * 06 POP-1 CALL G GUIDELINES (1.10)
 
11 * II AA CALLS FOR NE. STARTS (1.11

12 *I REV/AIALYSE POP-I RESPONSE (1.12).13 * .S REV/APPROVE MAR. PLNG. B/L (1.13J
1 = 8 SPECIFIC MISSION OBJ.L GUID(II4)
 
15 * 689 PREPARE BUDGET REVIEW (11
IJPDATE P/L PROSPE:TJS-DISCP(I.16:
 
17 aI PROVIDE NASA REL.PL BY USER(1.17.
 
LB S.MB BUDGET REVIEW (1.18N
 
16 0: 

19 * .68 PROVIDE P/IL PLNG.WEDGES-MAY(I.19 NASA 
20 * E9 BUDGET FIRST RESOLJTION (1.20) HDQ 
21 * .U UPDATE PL M]OEL BY PL AA 1.21) 
22 * P8 REV/SELECT MISSIO PL OPTIOIL.Z2 
23 PROGRAM DATA 9 POP-2/GUIOEL(1.23). 
24 * . REV/APPFDVE HISSIN MODEL (1.24).
 
25 * . S.REV/APPR.JUNE NASA PL MDDEL(L.25)
 
26 * .. REV/APPROVE MISSION (1.26)
 
27 * ES ASSIGN P/L AA t PGO MGR. 11.213
 
28 * -, P/L PROJECTS & FUNDING fl.28. 
29 * SB OSF PROJECTS & FUNDING (I.gl 
30 * .08 REV/APPR. SPLIT P/L MISSIJN(1.3)31 * MRS P/IL OFFICES BUDGET TO COMPTII.3LI 
32 .99N OSF BUDGET TO COMPTROLL-k (1.32Z 
33 * . . .IS BUDGET F)RMULAT3 E ISSUES(l.33? 
3S ... RIS EV.SEPT.PLNG.B/L -APPRJVk.(1.34) 
35 * .) NASA MGT. PROGRAM )E:ISI)MS(1.35 
36 * .. FINALIZE BUDGET sU34lrTIL 11.36) 
2 * lflh1I1:COMPILE LONG LEAD SSPD (2.1.1) 
2 * I I UPDATE NASA P/L MOEL (2.1.2)
3 * II IDENTIFY NEW/MODIFIED P/L (2.1.3)
4 .11 SUMMARIZE P/L TRAFFIC (2.1.)L
5 .1 SYNTHESIZE SSPD OATA (2.1.5) 
6 * .1111 UPDATE PPOB P/L STATUS (2.1.61
7 * III PREP/SUBMIT JAN.PL MODEL (2.1.73 
8 * 111 COMPLETE SSPD LEVEL A REVS(Z.1.S)
9 I X REVISE NASA PL MODEL 12.1.9).
 
10 * 1 LOAD SSPO LEVEL A DATA (2.1.10).
 
11 * 111 ISSUE JAN NASA PL MODEL (2.1.11)

12 IR X COMPLETE SSPO LEVEL B REV(2.1.121 
13 * * I STORE & C/O PL DATA 12.1.131 
14 * * . .ISSUE JAN SSPD (AGB) (2.1.14) 
is * JAN Rl. I' COWMPLETE JAN PPDB JPDATE (2.1.15) 
17 P . 113111 UPDATE LONG LEAD SSPD (2.1.161

ZT : PL .A UPDATE NASA P/L MODEL (2.L.1).
I8 * MODEL * It IDENTIFY NEW/MODIFIED PIL12. 1.18). - *(2.1.19)II SUMMARIZE P/L TRAFFIC19 * 
20 * II UPDATE SSPD DATA (2.1.20) MODEL 
21 * .3X. UPDATE PPOB P/L STATUS (2.1.21)
 
22 * II PREP/SUBMIT JUNE PL MJOEL(Zo.I.ZZ

23 it. COMPLETE SSPD LV.A UPOATE(Z21.23)
 
24 L.REV1SE 44SA PL MODEL (2.1.4)
 
25 * JUNE II.LAO SSPD LEVEL A DATA (2.h12)
 
26 * 11 ISSJE JJNE NASA PL 4ODEL (2.1.25)
 
II 12.1.27) 
MO EL.1E0 II STOREISSUE& C/3 P/L DATA UPOAT12 .1 29 
27 * PL X.N. COMPLETE SSPD-B UPDATE 
JUNE SSP  A& e (2. °.E8 
29 Z * M DEL 

30 * .11 COMPLETE JUNE PPDB UPDATE(2.1.301
 
ay"
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FIGURE A-2 CR20-1 
PLANNING PROCESS WEEKLY REPORT (SHEET 2 0F 4)
 
-- SIMULATION REPORT*' 
OCT JAN APR JULY OCT WEEkS 1-130 PA3 2 
FACIITY TASK( 5 6 9 
3 1 * 
2 * 
3 
4 
5 * 61-
* $ * 
911n 
12 * 
13 * 
14 
* 111 FAR TERM SIL Pit GROUPINGS(2.2.1I1 
• . UJU ASSESS SPACELAB AZOM.RMT(.2...11 CAPTJRE ANALYS IS-4ASAfREL. 2.2.3) 
till SYN. MISSION MODEL PRJGRAM(2.2.4) 
I1 ASSESS CAPTURE ACCOM.REOQTS(2.2.53
It DEFINE CARGO MANIFES S (2.2.6) -
ISSUED It ASSESS NASA NISSI3NS DSrS(2..2.7 -­(AS REQD).I PREP.MISSION G PL I1DEX (2.2.8) . 
(AS RED) .11 DEFINE MISSIONS PLAN/SUMRYC2.2.9 . 
. I! DEF.4ISSION 4ODEL FUNDING2.2.10 . 
.. £1 DEF.STS UTILIZATION (2.2.11i -
. - I1 PREP/SJBMIT MISSION 40DELI2..123. 
.I REVISE MISSION MODEL (2.2.133 
. 
I1 ISSUE MISSI'I MODEL (2.2.141 
MISSSION 
.MODEL 
'. 
4 1 
2 * 
345 * 
6 
7 
8 * 
9 * 
10 * 
11 * 
12 * 
13 * 
14 * 
15 * 
16 * 
17 S* 
18 
19 * 
20 
21 * 
22 * 
23 * 
24 * 
25 * 
Z6 t27 * 
28 * 
29 
30 * 
31 * 
32 * 
33 
34 
35 * 
36 * 
37 * 36 * 39 * 
40 * 
41 * 
42 * 
43 . 
44 * 
45 * 
46 * 
7* 
4* 
49 
so*
51 * 
* 
9l111:1 LONG-LEAD ANAL.MA PLN B/L(2.3.1)- . 
* III SYN.MISSION PiL GROUPINGS.(23.2. 
1 1IIOEF.PL PROJECTS C CJSTS (2.3.3) 
1II ANAL.TOT.STS TRAFFIC/RESOR(2.3.4.
11 DEF.MISSION P/L GROUPINGS (2.3.5) 
It ANAL.MISSION & OPERATIONS (2.3.6) 
1 1I DEF.PRELIM.FLT.SCHEDULES (2.3! 8.t 
- I.ASSESS PL COPATIRILITY (2.3..-
II.DETERMINE ACCOM. RQMTS (2.3.3. 
.DEF.GRD.DPS & SUPPORT (2.3.10 
- X.INTEG.PL PROJECTS/SCHEOUL(23.111 -
. 
%DEF.CARGO MANIFESTS (z.3.12 . 
OIF.SYSTE'/SUBSYS. RQNTS (2.3.13) 
Ill OEF.MISSION PROJ.SCWCOST(2.3.14) 
SI DEF.NASA MISSION PLAN/SU4(2.3.5).' 
111 PREP.MISSION G PL INDEX (2.3.163 
.R1 COMPILE MISS UN OESCRIPTS(2.3.171 
Z.11 DEF.STS RQMTS & OTILIZATI(2.3.18 
.111 DEF.MISSIONS/PL PROJ.FJND(2.3.19) 
. XI OEF.COMM2N PL SjPPORT RQTI(2.3.20) 
-I COMPARE FUNCING/BUOGET GL(2.3*211 
11 PREP/SUB.VOL I PLNG 8/L (2.3.223. 
11 PPEP/SJB.VOL I PLNG B/L (2.3.23). 
.-
X REVISE PLNG BASELINE (2.3.24) 
IQ ISSUE MARCH PLNG.BASELIIEI2.3.25­
. . ll.LONG-LEAD ANAL.SEPT. B/L(2.3.261 .MARCH LXI SYN.MISSION Pk GROUPINGS (2.3.273 
.'ie OFF.PL PROJECTS & COSS (2.3.28
PLANNING LIZ ANAL*T3T.STS TRAFFICjESR2.3.29) 
41 OEF.MISSI3N P/L GR)UPINGS(2.3.3D3
BASELINE .11 ANAL.MISSION C OPERATIONS(2.3.31I 
*It DEF.PRELI.FLT.SCHEDULFS (2.3.323 1 
.. 
ASSESS PL COMPATIBILITY t2.3.333 
. 
II DETERMINE ACCOM. RQMTS (2.3.341 
I DEF.GRO.SPS & SUPPORT (2.3.35) 
- 1 ITEG.PL PROJECTS/SCHED. (2.3.36) 
. 
DEF.CARO MANIFESTS (2.3.311. 
.. 
I DEF.SYSTEMISUbSYS. RONTS (2.3.334.
*.1 OEF.ISSION PR3J.SCH/COST(2.3.39).
It DEF.NASA MISSIJN PLAN/SUM(Z.3.43. 
IlI PREP.MISSION C PL INDEX 2,23,4L) 
.. 
I C2M'ILE MISSION DESCRIPTS(2.3.423 
- 11 DEF.STS AUNTS & UT[LIZATI(2.3. 43 
.-
DEF.MISSIONS/PL PROJ.FU402.3.44)SEPT 91 OEF.COMHON PL SUPPORT RT(2..*51 
11PNC04'ARE FUNDING/BUDOET ;LIZ.3.461 
PLNG 1nPREP/SUB.VOL I PLIG B/IL (23.47BASELINE Il.PREP/SJB.VOL I PLIG B/L (2.3.481 
I
.. 
I REVISE PLNG BASELINE (2.3.49) 
ILI REVISE PLN B/L (FINAL) 42.3.501 
. 
.I ISSUE SEPT.PLG BASELIE (2. 3.513 
PLAN-
NING 
BASE-
LINE 
52 
CR20-1FIGURE A-2 
PLANNING PROCESS WEEKLY REPORT (SHEET 3 OF 4)
 
"SIMULATION REPORT" 
OCT JAN APR JULY OCT WEEKS 1-OO PAGE 3 
FACILITY.TASK* 1 2 3 4 5 6 78 9 0
 
* * **** * Z34567893 E Z 5Sb7 U9 lZ345 789Dl Z3 56b7 B 901234551E90 LZ 45 7B9 Ol23456789OLIZ3 E 59 go23 5 890123 4t5&739g0
 
5 	 1 *1111 COMPILE P/L INTERFACE ROTS(2.4.i.I

2* ilS•.INTEG.PL I/F RQTS/ACCOM (2.4.2 .
3|sX PREP/SUB INTEG.PL I/F ROTS(2.4.33 . . 
4* It COURD. REV. INTEG.PL I/F (2.4..4
 
5 * DEC ISSUE VALIDATED PL I/F RQT1(2.4.5 	 * INTEG 6 * E 1111 COMPILE P/L INTERFACE RTSI(.4.I)
S* SSUE11111 INTEG.PL I/F RQTS/ACCD (2.4.21 .	 PAYLOAD 
8R 111 PREPISU3 INTEG.PL I/F RQTS(2.4.3)
 
9 * . - IA COORD. REV. INTEG.PL I/F (2.4.4) .INTERFACE
 
tO * lWfi.ISSJE VALIDATED PL I/F RQT(2.4.5)
Iill 	COMPILE P/L I4TERFACE ZOTS(2.4.1) REOTSi1 4 MARCH St-
12 * .Ittl INTEG.PL I/F RQTS/ACCOM (2.4.21.

t3 * ISSUE . 1lit PREP/SUB INTEG.PL I/F RQTS(2.4.3)
 
14 * JUNE : II GOURD. REV. INTEG.PL I/F (2.4.4.

1.5* 	 IA TSSJE VALIDATED PL I/F ROT(2.4.5)
t6 4 	 ISSUE. 1iii COMPILE P/L INTERFACE ROTS(2.4.1317 * 	 . 11111 INTEG.PL I/F RQTS/AC N4 (2.4.21
L8 il11 PREP/SUB INTEG.PL I/- RQTSIZ.4.3 
2L SEPT ISSUE I COGRO. REV. INTEG.'L IP (2.4.41 A 
Zl RIX ASSESS PL I/F AQrS TO NMSE(Z.4.6) . .T IiIEi.DEFINE MSE 	 . COMMON22 s NEW RUT/CONCEP(2.4.7) . 
till ASSESS MMSE 2.4.8) 
24 * till IDENTIFY/ASS.MMSE OPTIONS (2.4.9) - . . PAYLOAD 
25 XX.JXXDEV/3UB 10151 RQMTS (241...*SUPR 
23 t SCHED/FUNDING 	 PA. A
 
28 * 	 SBITL . . RS . IllE/?B (2.4PPORASSESS( 'ISE| SCE/UNIf
25 * MARCH -= •Eli ASSESS PL I/F ROTS TO MMSEIZ.4.61 ­27 * M C 
. IIi ASSESS SCHEO/FUN DIN. :29,1 EQUIP28 *SUBMITTAL itII DEFINE11 NEWMMSENSE RT/CONCEP(2.W47).1 j :. 
29 SEPTSUBMITTAL 1l11 IDENTIFY/ASS.MMSE OPTINS (2.4.931 ANALYSIS 
30 * 	 - SEPT . llzz DEV/SUB MMSERQHTS 1z.4.101 
7 	 1 ... SPKAG REVIEW INTG.PL I/FIRF.F.OECI . . 
2.......... PROPOSE NEW PL STARTS (FEB) (3.1)

3 	 ........ POP-I (PAYCOADS) (3.2).
*4 RESPONSE
4 * ... SPRAG REVIEW INTG.PL IIF(REF.MAR)
5 	 ... SPRAG REVIEW MMSE RQMTS.(REF.MAR) . 6. 	 .. f.tt*444*- PAVLOAD PROJECTS PLANNING (3.3) PAYLOAD7 * *. 
4 	
+ SPRAG REVIE INT.PL.I/F(REF.JUNE 
 P
.	 
• +4+ NEW STARTS COSTS/SCHEOULES (3.4) . CENTERS 
9 *. r+ POP-? RESPONSE (PAYLOAUSI (3.53

tO * *. . +4 ASSIGN MISSION MANAGER (3.6).
101 

..... 	t4++ PREPARE/SUBMIT PROJECT
' 	 .iI (3.
12. 

.44- SPRAG AEVIEW INT.PL.I/F(REF.SEP) 
13 * . .4*4 SPRAG REVIEW MMSE 14MrSIREZ.SEPI 
I * :A/4(t PROVIDE TOTAL*TRA.ODEL-JAN(4.I, .d 2 	 it4.SSESSA PRECIM. FLT. SCNEOULE(4.2) 
.3 * &IAl&4 S STARTS (4.3) .	 S S PROPOSE NEW STS 
 ST)
4 4A&AIA POP-I RESPONSE (STD) (4.4):* 
5 AAA NON-NASA PAYLOADS .6)) CENTERS 
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Appendix B
 
STS PAYLOAD DATA SUGGESTED LOAD SHEETS
 
The mission descriptions in the Planning Baseline mockup were reviewed in the
 
context of the payload data input required to produce them and to arrive at a
 
preliminary assessment of mission and payload compatibility. This payload
 
data level assessment was compared to the level indicated in the prior issues 
of SSPD Level "A" sheets (sortie). A revised SSPD Level "A" load sheet 
(sortie) was developed which would be adequate for development of the mission
 
descriptions in the Planning Baseline. Despite efforts to reduce the data
 
level required, the new data sheets (presented here) are as extensive, and in
 
some areas, request additional information. Specifically, this includes
 
provision for multiple (series) mission at differing orbital parameters/
 
targets, payload status and principal contact, increased major instrument
 
descriptions (envelope, rmounting area/location), and identification of mission
 
(payload) support equipment required. Some of this data may not be available 
at initial payload formulation, however, any attempt to integrate the payload 
into a mission description will tend to identify or require the synthesis of 
this information. Such data should be so noted ("assumed" or "analysis derived," 
etc.) and/or approved by the relevant payload principal investigator/sponsor/ 
discipline working group prior to documenting (SSPD book) and insertion into 
the PPDB. In many cases it may be easier to have such data approved for 
planning purposes post facto rather than require its initial generation by the 
payload sponsor (i.e., have him approve or modify the completed SSPD rather 
than "fill in the blanks"). 
An additional useful input would be conceptual sketches of the payload 
installation as envisioned by the payload sponsor/investigator. Although these 
may initially conflict with installation constraints and multipayload require­
ments, they would nevertheless be useful in understanding the payload 
installation requirements.
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SUGGESTED LEVEL A SSPD INPUT SHEETS 
SORTIE PAYLOAD PLANNING INPUT DATA 
SHEET 1 PAYLOAD NO. 
PREP. DATE 
REVISION DATE__ 
1.0 	 PAYLOAD NAME
 
2.0 	 DEVELOPMENT AGENCY/OFFICE
 
3.0 	 PRINCIPAL CONTACT (ADDRESS/PHONE)
 
4.0 	 PAYLOAD/EXPERIMENT PURPOSE:
 
5.0 	 PAYLOAD STATUS
 
.1.__PLAN ONLY 
 .3. ___APPROVED BY
 
_ 
.4,_FUNDED BY

.2.-PROPOSED/SUBMITTED TO_ 

6.0 	 DISCIPLINE
 
.7.-SPACE PROCESSING
 
. ASTRONOMY 

2.- HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS .8.-.LIFE SCIENCES
 
.9. SPACE TECHNOLOGY

.3. __ SOLAR PHYSICS 

.4.-_ ATMOSPHERICS & SPACE PHYSICS .10...COMM/NAV
 
.5.-EARTH OBSERVATIONS .11.-OTHER (SPECIFY)
 
.6.- EARTH/OCEAN PHYSICS
 
7.0 	 PAYLOAD TYPE/MODE (CHECK EACH AS APPROPRIATE)
 
72 	 OPERATIONSMODE7.1 	 CARRIER 

.1.-	 MODULE (PRESSURIZED) .1..ONBOARD CONTROL
 
.2. _PALLET .2.GROUND CONTROLP' 'r .112
 
.3. CARRY-ON - .3.-MAN-IN-LOOP ' ,
 
.4. OTHER (SPECIFY) .4.- AUTOMATED
 
.S..OTHER (SPECIFY) 
8.0 	 MISSIONS DATA MISSION: 0(
 
.1. DESIRED FLIGHT DATES
 
.2. DESIRED TIME ON ORBIT
 
.3. DESIRED INCLINATION (DEG)
 
.4. DESIRED APOGEE ALTITUDE (KM)
 
.5. 	 DESIRED PERIGEE ALTITUDE (KM)
 
.6. 	 VIEWING (SPECIFY TARGETS)
 
.. EARTH
 
.2.__SOLAR
 
.3...STELLAR
 
A.._OTHER (INCLUDES NONE)
 
.7. VIEWING FREQUENCY (SPECIFY) (E.G., MINUTES/ORBIT, 	 HRS/DAY, ETC)
 
.8. VIEWING CONSTRAINTS (SPECIFY) (E.G, SUNLIGHT, DOWN SUN, ETC)
 
.9. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS (SPECIFY)
 
.1. MANEUVERS (SPECIFY)
 
.2. 	 POINTING ACCURACY
 
.1 ARC SEC
 
.2 HR/OPN
 
.3. 	 POINTING STABILITY
 
.1 ARC SEC
 
.2 HR/OPN
 
.3 ARC SEC/SEC
 
, -	 56
 
SORTIE PAYLOAD PLANNING INPUT DATA 
SHEET 2 
9.0 MAJOR INSTRUMENTS/EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTIONS 
EQUIPMENT 
LOCATION 
MASS (MODULE, 
EQUIPMENT DIMENSION (kg) PALLET, 

NAME ENVELOPE (CM) (DRY/WET) ETC) 

.1 	 (Hx WxD, WHERE HxW = 

OPERATING FACE OF 

INSTRUMENT)
 
.2 
.3 (ETC) 
ITEMS VOL (M3 ) TOTAL MASS LOCATION 

1-3 MODULE
 
4-- -- PALLET 

OTHER 
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PAYLOAD NO. 
PREP. DATE 
REVISION DATE____ 
DESCRIPTION OF
 
PHYSICAL/FUNCTIONAL
 
REQUIREMENTS
 
I.E., VENTING, COLD PLATE, 
ETC. MOUNTING AREA (M2 ) 
SPECIAL REMARKS 
MOUNTING AREA (M2 ) 
SORTIE PAYLOAD PLANNING INPUT DATA 
SHEET 3 
PAYLOAD NO. 
PREP. DATE 
REVISION DATE -
10. POWER REQUIREMENTS (WATTS) (FLIGHT) 
STANDBY
.1 
.2 OPERATING 
11. EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS 
.1 CONTINUOUS 
.2 INTERMITANT 
.3 (SPECIFY) 
(E.G.. EVA, RMS. 
12. DATA/COMM UNICATIONS ­
.1 DIGITAL 
MAX RATE (KBPS) 
MB/OPERATION 
MB/MISSION 
.2 ANALOG
 
BW
 
HR/OPERATION 
.3 TV HRS/DAY 
DC 
DC 
AC/ FRED 
AC/FREQ 
CREW-
HR/OPERATION FREQ NO. HRS/OPN 
(I.E., 1 ORBIT 
OVER TARGET, 
ETC.) 
ON-OR BIT 
DOWN 
STORED RT DUMP UP 
13. COMPUTER SUPPORT (YES OR NO) BULK MEMORY (SIZE) RAPID ACCESS MEMORY (SIZE) 
14. ENVIRONMENTAL REQ- IN FLIGHT- OPERATING/STANDBY 
MODULE LOCATED PALLET LOCATED 
.1 TEMPERATURE OK
 
.2 HUMIDITY%
 
.3 CLEANLINESS, CLASS
 
.4 ACOUSTIC LIMIT, dB OVERALL
 
.5 ACCELERATION LIMIT, g
 
.6 RADIATION RATE LIMIT, J/Kg-S 
.7 OTHER (SPECIFY) 
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SORTIE PAYLOAD PLANNING INPUT DATA
 
SHEET 4
 
PAYLOAD NO. 
PREP. DATE 
REVISION DATE ­
15. 	 SPECIAL HEAT REJECTION REQUIREMENTS (WATTS) (STANDBY/OPERATING)
 
.1 MODULE ITEMS
 
.2 PALLET ITEMS
 
16. 	 FLIGHT SUPPORT & INTEGRATION EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS (QUANTITY)
 
.1 (MISSION DEPENDENTSPACELAB SUBSYSTEM EQUIPMENT - MDSE)
 
.1..1 METER RACKS .11..EXP. HEAT EXCHANGER
 
.2-0.5 METER RACKS .12-EXP. PWR SWITCHING PANELS
 
3. CEILING STORAGE CONTAINERS .13EXP. INVERTER (400 HZ)
 
.4.MODULAR FILM VAULT .14-EXP. RAU
 
.5-TOP AIRLOCK 
.15.EXP. I/O UNIT
 
.6..AFT AIRLOCK .16.EXP. COMPUTER
 
.7__HIGH QUANTITY WINDOW/VIEWPORT .17.DATA DISPLAY/SYMBOL GENERATOR
 
.8-HIGH VACUUM VENT FACILITY .18-H! DATA RATE RECORDER
 
.9__PALLET COLD PLATES .19-MULTIPLE PAYLOAD MOUNT (MPM)
 
.10 PALLET THERMAL COVER 	 .20INSTRUMENT POINTING SYSTEM (PS)
 
.21-OTHER (SPECIFY)
 
17. 	 GROUND SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
 
.1 SPECIAL HDLG
 
.2 CLEANLINESS
 
.3 POWER
 
.4 ACCESS
 
.5 FLUIDSIGASES
 
.6 CRYOGENICS
 
.7 TEST& CHECKOUT
 
.8 SPECIMEN HOLDING/TRANSFER,

.9 RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
 
.10 INTEGRATION
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Appendix C 
PLANNING BASELINE MOCKUP 
The mockup of the NASA Planning Baseline document was devised as a means 
of definition of the contents and format. The mockup presented here is the 
third revision, and reflects the evolution of the document from a broader 
concept incorporating STS/OSF/OTDA assessments and significant budget/ 
funding assessments to a more restrictive concept dedicated to NASA pay­
load programs (including NASA related) and missions only with no fiscal 
analyses. However, a general constraint to payload planning wedges (fiscal) 
is assumed through the input of the Headquarters Payload AA' s to the 
Payload Model/new starts lists. 
The mockup, as presented here, provides sample charts/data for each 
section along with text suggesting the content of each section. Mission 
descriptions for three of the 31 NASA/NASA-related STS missions (excluding 
OFT) during 1977-1982 is presented in the two-page mission description 
format. The mockup presents missions in terms of NASA mission numbers 
(automated and sortie) in nominal sequence of desired flight date and makes 
no attempt to structure or schedule non-NASA missions or STS flight numbers 
which will accommodate the NASA missions. The Planning Baseline is built 
upon elements of the Payload Model and Mission Model with increased depth 
and assessment of the five-year projection. The major new elements are 
1) greater definition of Spacelab payloads and Z) the two-page mission 
descriptions for each NASA/NASA-related mission. In addition, the Planning 
Baseline is updated twice a year (March and September) whereas the Mission 
Model is updated only as necessary to reasonably reflect nominal long range 
program planning. Thus, at any given time, the Planning Baseline is the 
more current document for the next five years planning and updates of 
the Mission Model extrapolate from it. 
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ACROIYI5 AMIDABBREVIATIONS 
DOD Department of Defense CA Office of Applications 
FY Fiscal Year OPPI Office of Planning and Program Integration 
-qS NASA Headquarters GOF Office of Space Flight 
i:S institutional Management Support CSS Office of Space Science 
Ipue Integrated Payload and lission Planning OTDA Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition 
(Project Office at ZISFC) 
'US IntenD Upper Stage PDR POP 
Preliminary Design Beview 
Program Operating Plan 
J3UG Spacelab Joint Users Requirecents Group 
REDSAD Resource Data Storage and Retrieval 
Thousand 
SPPO Shuttle Payload Planning Office 
KSC Kennedy Space Center 
SPR)A STS Payload Requirements and Analysis 
LRF Launch and Recoverj Farlities Group 
NSFC Marshall Space Flight Center SSPPSG Space Shuttle 
Group 
Payload Planning Steering 
MI4SE f~ulti-discipline thssion Support 
Equipment STS Space Transportation System 
SASA National Aeronautics and Space TBD To Be Determined 
Adsnistration 
i1 NASA s'anagenont instruction TP 
Transition Period 
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Section 2: G4I1IBES 
c14i.*$~s :~.o.~.: 
major program office area (all supplied by Head- : 
Genera]. Progrscatio guidelines and priorities, by 
Nvcr.; v- -'-:-:rt: 
quarters),ill be presented. Delineates the rajor A :VA:Jb .4I : j = 
guidelines and directives provided by Headquarters. - .- :- ; : 
In addition, mjor assmtions rade in preparing 
the Baselie shall be presented. 
2 
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DRIGIDA PAGE IS
 
D)i POOR QUALITY
 
Section 3: PROGRAM ASSESSIUT 
3.1 PROGRAMCr= 
- 1:discussion on the current status, objectives, 

ad thrust of the NASA program over the 5-year ..z 4 . .. ..... 

A short 
. .
 
projection. Provide a short discussion (approx-.i-. . ............. ....- ­ -
rately 6 to 12 lines) of each program office (OSS. . - .. .: 
OA, OAST, UTDA) and its primary on-gotig progres f;........... 
- end major new starts over 5-year projection :.-. 
, ---.... ..----­: "------ -------­
-
........ 
Brief note on IIAA-related participation, brief ­
note on other civil (non-NASA) payloads and DOI ... ­
activity (unclassified). 
2N 
...... ... u ­
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3.2 SPACELB PAYLOADS 
Provides a more detailed discussion and listing 
(Figure 3-3) of Spcelab payloads and programs by 
program office, users, etc., - focusing on Spacelab 
payload mdel sinilar to Figure 3-2. Group suela 
psyloads by discipline and office end by flight 
year to preclude excessively detailed listing. 
Discuss Spacelab payload grouping criteria. 
FARTERMPAYLOAD 
HIS 6UNEIMIACJNG TH 
....- .LCTTI.... E.........Ll~pc~nT~
 
....1 
.... a.. a 
a a 
FlJre,-3 Jne1976 NPASpAS~6Paylo Modelfor Pnnin Punasa 
7 
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3.3 MISSION MODEL 
Provide brief text describing the IIASA/NASA related 
mission model (Figure 3-4) - text on grouping of 
payloads into flights - types of flights by Barb 
user, STS flights versus ELY, Spacalab traffic, 
retrievel, IN1, etc. 
STS 	 30ELVFLIGHTS 
37STSFLIGHTS(6 OFD 
{3 FLIGHTS 
RETRIEVE flEeT ISE) 
&Fay 	 NldoWsN01 IL 
6% LV 275% ss 13 
(3%CA 5CAST 17 
ESA' 1 
NOAA 0 
TOTAL 63 
131PAYLOADSACCOMMODATIONS 
(XI NUMBER OF FLIGHTS BY CARRIER 'o1yOFTe Pa 
Rted MiMssin -Figre 34 NASA/NASA Mod 1977 to1982 
3.4 SPACELABUSERS- 197T TO 1982 
flscussen hoa these Spacelab payloads are grouped
 
o- the planned S acelab flights (Figure 3-5), and
 
the percentage of Spaceea flights contributed by
 
each user - including shared flights ad percent­
age of -ndi'ieuaj payloads reflocn by each user.
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3.5 STS UTILIZATION 
Diseses STS utilization by user and by element ­
required mission rates by key elements, etc. 
Spaeelu, rack and pallets umits indicate the 
utbaer of racks or pellets that must be floan each 
year to accomoodate the Spaeolab payloads, i.e. A 
giean single flight ma fly 8 single racks and 8 
double rocks in one long nodule or four pallets and 
no module, etc. The total flown each year is indi­
cated for each.elerent and launch site. In addition 
figure 3-6 shows the distribution of STS users by 
flights (dedicated and shared) and total payload 
caus distribution, including percent of payloads
reflown, during the six year time period. 
es asy3­
*asa. 
eas, 
n. 
figsr, IS0 NASNASA Relaed M1Unaaiso - 1977 to1982 
lan O:SA]A-eaoSTFlhs 
10 
.5 3 OT mc/ 1 5 60T3 
Table 3-1 
:IASA/NASA-HSLATED STS UTILIZATIO1I 
- Planned UASA/ASA-Rlated STS Flights 
STS 
and 
Hardware 
Facilities aY 7T CY 78 aY 79 ay80 a 81 CY 82 
Total 
Flights 
Drbiters 
=R0 
- R0 
0 
0 
3 (OFT) 
0 
3 OPT/4 
0 
12 
0 
15 6 OFT/31 
1 
ISPacelabo 
mR 
Snort 'Iodie 
Long 1odule 
Pallet units 
Rack Units (Single) 
Rack nits (Doublei 
_R_ 
- Short Module 
Long Module 
Pallet Units 
Rack Units (Single) 
Rack nics (Double) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(2) 
0 
1 
5 
6 
4 
(0) 
(8) 
2 
4 
14 
29 
17 
(0) 
(9) 
4 
4 
18 
31 
23 
(0) 
(18) 
6 
9 
35 
67 
47 
(0) 
E0 
0 
0 
0 
3 (6 
0 
sts) 5 (16 
0 
stgs) 8 (22 stgs) 
SSW 
57. 
TE 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
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Table 3-2 
COMON PAYLOA)SUPPORENERDS- NEWORADDITIONAL 
Mission and Need Bet. Set. 
ite. Description payloads Date Start Funding 
Maint Epuipsent 
Groundl Epuicroent 
Faeilities
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Asses...sand identifies payload reds. new or !. .. " - •..-. . . 
planned or athorized. These re its= required by. . 
"
 
""'• I 
project) which lend themselves to conio usage and - Ai, .,,r~ I . ,." 
severaltpayload progress (not unique to a single .... " 
inte categr geerlcapblto-.seeras panoad proaes. sho........This would include r .u-ld.. :-"....:.:., : 
additions to the STS (e.g. I Spacelab rocks) , new 
payloal flight support equipment (I sE,APPe,atd(pojctOR ) whichend th Wsl ,to prnonse d 
,, i 
- , 
' . . 
or additions to the data network or ond facilities 
Disctsson and Table 3-2 should (t)odti so 
item, (2) identify paylojes andmorearss reuiin-. 4 . 
iemr (3) lve general requirements s appropriate .. 
(e.g., ppny 5-k continuous power, rtck),'and 2 - ' . -.. . . -
() define nd datedtart date and etifatedilitiesfudin, .Mor item ahae lueped together into. 
a deneric neeate rdentifiedby project start date 
(e.g.. MiE-78). 
ORIGINAn PAGE
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3.' PROGRA4 ASS SIT MID RCOIDATIONS 
This text vsll assess the program content against 
the genertl objectives in the different program 
areas - w to sufficiency, overall rogram balance, 
sequence, etc. It will s raze the results of 
the STS utilization and co.n payload stpport needs 
assessments to identify/upport specific recom­
mendation (additional procurements, deferrals, etc.). 
In addition, it wil identify program level program 
zilestones, etc.) and suggest alternatives, options, 
or other remedial action as warrented. It wll 
highli6, action itese calling for manageent
decision and implementation, including new starts 
and mssion approvals required this cycle. 
" PROGRAM THRUS/CONTENT VERSUS OJECTIVES 
* PROGRAM BALANCE I .SCIENCE APPLICATION, TECHNOLOGY. OSF... CURRENT AND FORCASTED 
* STS UTILIZATION - (OVER/UNDER. ETC.) 
S CPS.SCOPE-NEED - CAUSES 
* PROBLEM AREAS
 
* NEW STATUS IMPACTS
 
Fas 37. Pragom Anent 
15
 
.79 
l9CnONM/ELL CCt UGI ~ 
Continuation of text for Parav-aph 3.7 provides 
prorm reocoendations. 
................ ,-........
 
iA 
-j-p
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PROBLEM AREAS 
OPTIONS 
- MISSION APPROVAL SUBMITTALS 
. MAJOR NEWTART DECISIONS DRIGijWA PAGm ISD0p POOR QUALITy 
Fkna 34. poont R~cornnwdtlonsr______________________ 
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A ,CNNSLL 
Section 4: PROGRAM OVERVIW 
4.1 OFFICE OF SPACE SCIESWS PROGRWS 
Summarzes the Office of Space Science (CSS) progrem 
activities. The various CGS issions and programs 
(current, submitted, proposed new starts, and 
planned) will be assessed against the NASAprogram 
objectives and guidelines to estab ish their program 
basis and priorities (this assessment na,/should be 
done by the OSS/Headqartere). Program assessment 
should address OSS disciplines (i.e., Physics and 
Astronony, Planetary, Life Sciences, other). The 
basic point of this section is to establish an 
integrated overview of the Space Scie'ce Progran, 
and its supporting elements/projects, ahich is also 
integrated with the basic purose, objectives, and 
guidelines of the total HASApogrUm (i.e., to place 
each OSS project in its proper context of the total 
TIASAprogram objectives end goals). 
74,
 
i....1 CS Currently Authorized Projects .,. 
Bfiet3J, describes status end scheedule of currently 
active and authorized MS payload and mlssion pro-
jest Table 4-1 identifies flight date, edssion 
number (and or vehicle), schedule profile (5-year 
projection), lea canter,dseon ueenr. 
integation site ad dte, and payload type. 
. 
f 
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- -.. ,f r
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tl.e 
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f45. ut-:':pe 
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-...........
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75 0IRIIGINAL PAGE IS 
,OF POOR QUALITY 
4.1.2 0S Submitted and planned New Projects 
Identifies OSS payloads/mission concepts currently 
planned as potential projects starts by estivated 
start year on a project-by-project basis as shown 
in Table 4.2. Teit Mii discuss table and specific 
projects with emphasis on near-term submitted or 
proposed projects or on signiflcant program impact 
projects (sique STS requirements, etc.). In­
process or planed studies or submitted MADSfor 
selected pMyloas/miesions will be cited and major 
problem areas o{ pacing items noted, especially 
impacts on the resource base. 
Estimates of start dates, key, milestones based on 
the tentative flight date(s), end SS utilization 
Mill be identified. Major project elements and 
interfaces to other projects and the resource base 
may be identified. Only payload/mission concepts 
which are sponsored (for planing prisoses) by 
the appropriate Program Office (via Payload Model/ 
Traffic Model approval) are included. 
22 
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I 1982 N 
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Table 4-2 
0SS SUBM=TTEDMD PLINED NEWPAYLOADS 
Fitm I V5 11 wr -T8 nI_ sn TT 1 1ca0n2 ene Soe 
528 
List Is .f t s . each di cipdie. 
Date 
1/0 
Maager 
-
Moentr. 
I . 
U Snin eeiab Pertsad 
I Deplayed Paflad 
pe asdPeyload
Im Posiysa 
r ss ,Peoasd . -
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4.2 OFFICE OF APPLICATION7S PROGOV 
Sirilar to Psa'eraph 4.1 fur OCS, but addressed to 
OA Progran objectives and disciplines, missions end 
progrand, new starts, and gidelines. 
4.2.1 OA Currently Authorized projects 
Coera is the sace as Lhat described in 
Paragaph 4.1.1 for 0W. 
OF poop QUALM 
Ivs 
-T 
AstreeIjT 
It. 
OA CI 
flS 
' it 7 
2able 4-3 
LY AUIIORIZSD 
CTSeed 
78 st 
PAYLOAdS 
Lead 
d, "ete 
inteI 
sit g.. 
Tsteg sle 
Mas -is 
?lfeanees 
taties'S alb Payload 
ovrieplyc Farlnad 
MCONELCOO1~ .. 
0 qead Pald. 
*1.5 ral... 
Sen 
25 
raylod 5, 
~~~,177 
4.2.2 OA Sbmitted and Planned 1ew Projects 
Coverage ts e s e as that described in 
Paragraph 4.i.2 for 05S. 
26 
.......ima.~M 
tevrts 
(Sutnitt ed) 
Table 4-4 
A SIJBSCTTBD AMDPLANNEDNEW PAYLOA1 
i.t 9.nI e.V 
.nftiii.8a0 Centeri 
I -­ itt bw nlght Seie.ei ea- disciplIn. 
, Ite t 
ante Sate 
isio 
lianager Sesaka 
1980 
N 
ervstart, 
'99S e trt. 
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4-3 	 OFFICE OF AEONAUTICS AMDSPACE TECOIOGY 
PnOCRA)S 
Coverage is similar to that provided in Paragraph 
4.1 for OSS, but addressed to AST Progran objectives 
and discipliness missions and programs, new starts, 
and guidelines. , 
4.3.1 QST Currently Authorized Payload Projects 
Coverage is sinla to that provided in Paragraph 
4.1.1 for WS. However, because of the detail of 
AST projects, they should be grouped by program 
areas or major projects ith visibility ecphesi 
those projects resulting in STS payloads and 
missions. Only space nyoad projects are covered. 
OF POOR QUALITY
 
role 4­ 5 
CAST CURPSITLt AUTHORIZED PAYWAX 
a, 
First 
it 
M 
77ia 78 
s a.&letd 
V5 In wo52 Cie 
mice8 
ie 
Integ 
tt 
lim 
~sgr faa 
a r. son: 
RI j...s 79 
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4.3.2 CASTSaibditted and Planned Ne Paroad Proleots 
Coverage is sij lar to that provided in Paragraph 
4.1.2 for 0=L and as amended by Paragraph 4.3.1. 
Coverage is provided for 0AST space payloatd projects
only. 
30 
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OAST S JMI D AD PLAINED VW PAYLOADS
 
I Date He. 
s 
7 
sele 
1 st 
Lea 
Centerso.sger 
.tg Ite 
si te II 
M 
EkF 
I I 
.11 
ett lleted)e 
c, Sqest AT41 
Iotes, • paelab Palnd 0 letaned P yload I 5 PayI. De 
31 
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Section 5: NA MISSIONS PLAN 
5.1 SUMMARY 
This section swtnsaizes the tot) NASAmissions, i.e., 
the fli~sts authorized, planned, and proposed over 
the 5-year period. The related trafficHASA/NASA 
will be analyzed and defined by mission type, activity 
trends - by site, users, etc. 
'able 5-1 
SPACELABMISSION SUMM4ARY 
NASA 
Mission Preferred Prisary 
?io. Launch Date Mission Agency Objectives 
S1 Jo). 1980 First Spacelab Mission HASA/ESA Spacelab MI 
32 Oct 1980 Second Spacelab Mission NASA Spacelab MI 
S3 Jar. 1981 Third Spacela)b Mission NASA Space Processing 
s1b mar 1981 Life Science (Mod i) NASA Life Science 
S5 Jun 1981 l 6ult:nser81-3 NASA/IESA Earth Viewing 
S6 Aug 1981 Atl Elphasis M1o.1 NASA Advanced Technology 
ST Sep 1981 Life Science (Mod I) HASA Life Science 
$8 Oct 1981 Combined Astronomy NASA Space Viewing 
S9 nov 1981 Mltiuser 82-1 NASA Space Processing 
SID Feb 1982 Multilser 82-2 NASA/ESA Earth Viewing 
Sl Apr 1982 Life Science (Mod II) NASA Life Science 
S12 May 1982 AMPS NASA/ESA Space Physics 
S13 Jun 1982 Multiuser 82-4 NASA/ESA Earth Viewing 
S14 Jul 1982 Atl Emphasis No. 2 NASA Advanced Technology 
S15 Aug 1982 Evaul NASA Earth Viewing 
s16 Sap 1982 Multiuser 82-3 NASA/ESA Earth Viewing 
S17 Oct 1982 Life Science (Mod II) NASA Life Science A 
S18 Nov 1982 Astronoes/High Energy NASA Space Viewing 
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SPACELA MSSIONS pAYLAS 
MASS (KG)/pRESuSE VOL (M) X PALLET AREA (M2 )/OPEATING POWR (KW) 
aci .A 
A (Dircod)NO.0i0. AS . OS -. 0S 
Juy i98s S. Gs 1.5 Spectro- 2. ST-iS-s noied S. ASE.0i Lies. 
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F2. TI 33 5 
LS-i3-AS OuL XOS- (Wi.57-31-P TIMS 1 (M3) PALETei Dropine 
5 0/40 he, 33P:L ps 
5. HO--Si-S nLonuie 
lea- fPSoM1 51 e- 3. i 
i. SiieossIS-OS- LiI 
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.1 5035l . 5O-.- i oco 2. 
3 eTSI... .3~e 
JaIseos ft3 2 SP-tS r 82 
5-6u3. 5 1o 
SIST 
281'/oS 
Miso rO o02755(en~td 
55S 5 3Si-O-A ynteti I Psoie Atoops35 
Muiiq~er i.3Apetur O.~r oo82o 
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MASS(M)/Pp SSs VOL(5) X pALLEP (i)/OPEATING (KW) (Continued)
AE POWER 
NASA 
aso08 Aoy (lesli LteS) 
pp 1. AS-2.1 potnidt 	 1. 521-01 lAYGalactic 
Teleaipoe 	 Telescope 
710~z 3SO-IS"S 115 leptro-
I. 	 p0-33-S X-Ray
 
Escat Dtectcr
 
( -4eScec S c-iay e1.cecp 
2. cspI ll Cc.)09 1..9- Hhpihal 004A~hrc 18-15PM 3~~1. 
2.r ocehsio 
PAC.. ISIN AYOD 
Saht fP/'KM/P icy Dspeteto 
M1(1.3)0VO ProeAng 
0 
A(e)O M 
0 
IfGM M 
t Sbst~l 
M (otn 
8 
Ncdet.L- 3 3 1 0 
.....i ..e Cs', -~3 .7.aC-lose-Ph-,i...... sci r -
Ncee~e 1981 .1-1- pc 
2(-Sc/tI Ac 3)allet Space 
3.C-oI- looe 3.. Alieto 
FI - -
5-2 mlbl . 56 
S.CEA MISON.2YOD 
S . Lireric8 2.-
37l 
83__________ te 
Table 5-2 
SPACELABMISSIONS PAYWADS 
SS (Io)I SURE VOL.(H3) X PALS AREA(M2)I.OPspATnG PowEs(W) (COnclUded) 
r 	 FetHardware lmr 2.taI 	 yN­
6. 	 .7-o War¢C r 
28.5"1370 
Core. eet,- / 	 /- F-
2. Snrl . C ' 
()/ 3ASS ATUSDITISBELEs A VLAIIY 
UTabl 5-3 
(Fer) (lane) . 
A( t Ed)Co e () /1/7 () /1/S 
Tunel 1)7/1/79(2 1//3 
urm 	 7/57 1) P- /18 
Orb. 10reo. 90Fn 
R, 	 lo (15 94 1/7 (0 / 
O rb.103 	 Ag 1981 P(inDt(d 
SHTTL RE DILABILISDY HI AEAVA T 
(~ ~ ~~0 adar FlnaeLenmero on-line.n­items
IOr 0.b =97 	 au( FCu 
ore* S105~ (1). 7/57 	 19/81 pn~ 
E.,r~egt /1579 	 2)9/248rg. () 
L AftONN 	 ()OC..41)/217EW /1/8 
5.2 RESOURCEREQUIPMEHTS 
Requirements for transportation, data handling, 
and mission payload support resources (STS, LRFI, 
!fl', PCC, etc.) will be-presented for the IIASA/ 
I'ASA-related missions plan (cargo anifests). 
Requirements include a preliminary flight schedule 
(the cargo mnfest) liscios pla. netuort data 
lins, -and rates, and estimates of total mission 
hours/da, requirice payload ground support opera­
tions. Reqmraz:ts shall be identlfied as to 
status; i.e., ,!= (underlined) or planned. Reqire­
ments may be 'best cltimtes" and need not be 
exacting analyses. Requirements will be :.resented 
by flight year and by system element (Shuttle, 
Spacelab modules, racks, pallets, KSC-ETR, SIR, 
Network, and POCC). These requirements may be com­
pared eeainst the available or planned resources 
as warrented to indicate support adequacy or need. 
40 
Table 5-4 
ORBITER MdISSIONKIT MAIFEST/UTILIZATION (Revision III) 
I 2 3 4 5 7 S 9 10 11 12 12 14 o5 
0 0 
o a o2 aE N P 
M13 o. - g0 a w 
ap a 
aeB 6~ 25 3 BE a. 
BE 2 1 1 Is558 1, 
11 
SI 
21 J1 
52 E 1 2 I 'I11, 
12 
1 BE eAI 
,IE ,11A 
Slb 
AFL AsDO BEoj 
4. 
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Table 5-4 
ORSITER MISSION KIT MA MIEST/UILIZAITON (Revision III) (Continued) 
-~o Ktr N0o 
1 2 3 4 7 1 10 1, 12 13 a isiijii~~ a"ll
- -2IIS 
BE 7 2 I 2 1 SI S 2 2A I I 
l 
101 
AS ' I I SEB 
57 7 2 2 I S AB 
I BE EA I 
AS 4 I I I SE BA 
2131
 
on 7 2 I 2 I il I BE EAI121 11A 
1NUMBERSITHECOLU&NSflEPR TO MISSION IN ATTXCHED CHARTS BRIDGEKITOESIonATI.N..U R IDENTIFIED KITDESIGNATION EXCEPT 
FITTINOENoYBY OUANTITY 
42 
Table 5-5 
SPACEL-A{DWARS REqUMI f BY nIGHT 
Aft 
S/L Core Exp A Utility Single Double 
Fit NO. Seg Seg Cone Tunnel Bridge Racks Racks Pallets Igloo 
I 1 1 1 1 1 4 6 1 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 0 
4 1 1 1 1 1 4 6 1 0 
5 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 0 
6 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 
7 1 1 1 1 1 4 6 1 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 
9 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 1 0 
I0 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 0 
11 1 1 1 1 1 4 6 1 0 
12 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 0 
13 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 1 0 
14 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 
0 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 
16 1 I 1 1 1 4 6 1 0 
17 1 1 1 1 
15 1 
1 4 6 0 0 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 
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Table 5-6 
(ISSuM DXE) SPACEL"HARDWARE SUWtAYpEq3IREMES 
B
H1rdnre Inventory Requirements Inventory uildup Requirement. 
Year (CY) 1980 1981 1982 
Core Segment 1 2 2" (1) 7/15/79 (2) 6/27/81
 
Exp. Segment I I z (1) 7/15/79 ( ) 9/1Z/02
 
Aft End Cone 1 2 2 (1) 7/15/79 (2) 8/5/81
 
Tunnel I 1 1 (1)7/15/9
 
3,t , Bndge 1 2 a (3) 7/15/19 (Z)8/7/81
1 packs 16 32 . 38 (16) 7/15/79 (32) 12/ 7/80 (38) 5/3/82 
,Pallets 5 10 8 (1)7/15/79 (5) 5/31/80 (6) 6/13/81 (10)8/13/81 
Igloo 1 1 1 (1) 7/15/79 
I Rack requirement exceeds Spacelab Planned Procuremrent by 6 racks. 
Spacelab 3 requires I double rack 6 months earlier than presently projected.
Pallet requirement projects 3-month accelerated procurement of 3 pallets. 
3Af Utility BridpetequucmmenttIn 19Sl.(2) cxceedt svible (I) 
44 
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SL I 
SI, a 
IQ, SECOND CORE SEGMENT ON LINE 
a 
I.~ Lf I 
? MMU-81-3 
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7 
g1n H 
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OREQUIREMENT 
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J5 telini 2 M S 6 7 B 23 I 1I 2 3 
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AMPS 
MU-82-4 
ATL 2 
E 
V A L 
MU-82-3 
- LS4 
AST HE 
'4 9 1 5 31 1O1a,1 
Figure541.(t1=0 Dlat)Sra CoreSn lett UtlRtdionTim0iu (Rlevalonil) 
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5.3 H= O.M TS - DESIM FLIGHT 0cH=01 ORIGINAL PXGK J 
Cago Meaifests coosed f the Payload List i (W POOPRUnQUAL Mbe defined by NASAmission nuter, duration, launech 
site, orbits, and flight date (tentative or approved). 
Cargo manifests ill designate the payloads and
 
major STS elemants required for a specific flight
 
(a caro manifest 'jith a MADauthorized prime pay­
load win become a flight manifest under mission
 
manager control). Oce approved and assigned the
 
mission program office sill be indicated.
 
Table 5-7 
(ISSM DATE)NASA MISSIONS PL; - F 1980 TO 1982. CAO MANIFEST 
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T.ble 5-7 
(ISSUE DATE)NASAMISSIIS PLAN - 71 1980 TO 1982: CARGOMANIFEST (Continued) 
t8808 Nalpton Altitude c. Duostien Pzut 
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Table 5-8 
DASAEXPZIDABLE LAUNCHVEHICLE IAIIFEST 
MACSHALLSPACEPLIGHTCENTER 
NASA/NA RELATED pAYWLADS 
s 
-P-33 
FT DATE IO. PAYLOADOWm & AGZICY EXP2ABLEI LAUICHVEHICLE LAUNCHSITE 
1977 1 
2 
3 
Is 
5 
6 
7 
8 
ETPLORER/OS 
IEAOIOSS 
I i JUPITER SATUII/OSS 
W4IDIERrMflya SATRI/OSS 
LAMDSAT/OA 
IT0S (lOAA) 
COES (11OA) 
COLD/OOAA 
DELTA 
ATLAS/CNTAUR 
TITAI/CHTAUR 
TITAOI/CSIITAUR 
DELTA 
DELTA 
DELTA 
DELTA 
A1978 
Q 
1 LOER/OSS 
2 DPWD±N/CSS 
5EAO/OSS 
40 lailE VESITS/OsS
5 PIOsI}J VENIS/C8S6 SEASAT/OA 
DELTA 
DELTA 
ATLAS/CMITAUR 
ATLASJCDPURATLA/CEHTAUR
ATLASF 
C) 
8 
9 
NOAAAIOAA ATLAS F
~s/-10AADELTA 
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Table 5-B 
HASA EXPANDABLE VEHICLE IWIFESTLAUEICH (Continued) 
'*'" I ARSHALL rucar CENTERSPACE 
P 3PRCCWCDE'VEISF)IJC IASAAIIASA REWAEDpAYLOADS -* 
SflAITDABLE LATIJCHVEHICLE 1IIEHT 
PAY 5976 
F DAT I0. ' A PAYLOADJIAID& AGEICY EXPANDABLELAUlEI VEHICLE LARICHSITE 
1979 1 
2 
3 
lSaLOREOSS 
blBUS G/CA 
;IOAAP1.OAA 
DELTA 
DETTA 
ATLASF 
UTR 
!7R 
WrLOP/ 
2 r OREJ/OA DELTA WR 
3 SOW 1SlIISSIo0I/OSS DELTA EM 
S EAO/OSS ATLAS/CEIFAT EIR 
1980 	 1 /ss DCTA m 
5 :1OAA/aOA ATIAS F 54T 
6 GO0/(IOAA) DELTA DT 
3o 0T. 1RMflUtM FLICKr. SE.CE. 
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Table 5-8 
NASAEXpP±SDABLE VTICLE ISAIIFEST (Concluded)LAUNCHI 
PD3 IASATASA RELATE PAYLOADS 
91,C11 DEESPIM nABALZ Wiicd VEHILE NAivSELT 
'AY 1976 
FY DATE NO.' 119C MXPAADABLE SITEPAYLOAD 	 &AGEICY L U Ch VEHICLE LAT.JCH 
1981 	 1 -E-LOHS/OSS DELTA .R 
2 TIROSAIOAA ATLASF3 LADSA?/OA DELTA IPTR 
4 :DOAA/mOAA ATLAS F WR 
GOL.s/IOAA DELTA 
1982 	 1 POLARA DELTA ETROISAR ORDIT/oss 
2 -i.VIRO OJITOR/OAA ATLAS F IR3 SASAT/OA ATLAS F UT 
4 LJDSA;wOA DELTA Wm5 .VA/NDM ATLASF 	 ETR
6 EART ESOuECes/OA DI-TA 	 5TH 
OT30 	 fIWMEGEEtStQLtcU. 
51 
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5.4 NASAMISSIONS AVAILASlE RESOURCES 
The excess resources available for additional pay­
loads or end sbove those NASAand NASA-relate.d 
payloads planned to be flcwnSare indicated in 
Table 5-9. For the excess mass available, both the 
balance of the launch performance capability (up) and 
the balmnce of the noeinal return landing limit 
(32,000 lbs down) are shown. Tese mass data, 
together with the voluces available, outline the 
deployment, retrieval, and/or round trip (sortie) 
payload growth available on each flight. The 
unpressurized up and down Volusses presented are 
oluces available at the fuel bay diameter of 15 ft 
(54.72m). No npressurized volume as assured to be 
available above the Spaceleb tun.l or the pallet(s). 
The up Bud down pressurized vlues available 
represent rack availability only, as unused spaces 
in the Orbiter Cabin, Spacelab ceiling, subloor, 
or center aisle ware not considered. Additional 
mission margin inforatiou is presented in a 
Counts column. 
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EXCES 
T ble 5-9 
RFSOUJCMMAVAILABLE FOR ADDITIONAL 
YEAR 
1580 
1001 
AMASS 
NASA 
MISSION 
No UP 
Al 29400 
1 1400 
AD 2420 
S2 TED 
15000 
As I1.700 
DAON 
7O 
"00 
12.200 
Teo 
400 
'2600 
Eal. VOL AMC  
UNPRIESURtZEO PRESURISC) 
up DOWN UP OWN 
1.200 EOO N/A N/A 
0 0 Is I. 
775 775 NIA N/A 
284 23 NIA N/A 
0 0 53 53 
232 I.200 N/A NIA 
APOWER A DATA 
-Isa%-1aa---
T. TED 
-100% -100% 
TED TOO 
0 T D 
-101% -100x 
S4 
A 
15G0 
7.80. 
2200 
7.200 
0 
497 
0 
77 
05 
N/A 
a 
N/A 
7 
1o 
TeD 
TBD 
PAYLOAS 
COMMENTS 
VOLUME AVAILABLE 

SPACE BYSSUS 

TBDADDITIONAL IDOWNI IN 
VACATED 0/GOS 
PERFORMANCE sk 5/L MASTSOI 
INOTETHIS SA.CONFISURATION] 
LAUNCH - 26
ISA PALLET-ONLY 
TWOSINGLERACKSTWODOUBLERACKSAME 
ARE EMPTY
 
ORBITER EMPTY. FORSHUTTLEEUSETURNS EXCEPT 

ATTACH ANDPAYLOAD
ANDSTRUCTILRE RETENTION 
FITINS. ETC 
AUMSS A2CA000 RADIATIONIs TRANSITION COSMIC 
RAY DETECTOR ONA SINGLE PAYLOAD PALLET
 
ASSUMES pRDCESSINGI/OA OF
A PACE PAYLOAD 

4,784k ONASINGLEPAL.T AOUINS303
 
VOLUMEDWNI WHEN BY
AVAILASLE VACATED 
IwY/SPHINr
SIC 
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Section 6: MISSIONlD CuITIONS 
Provides a detailed description of a typich
mission description 2-page layout. Each mission 
description in consist Of a standardized 2-page
spread as shown on the following pages. At a 
rate of approximately 40 hissions/year, 400 pages
would be required for the mission descriptions. 
It is anticipated this volume would be bound in 
a loose-leaf binder to facilitate making change 
pages. 
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NASAMISSION S3 PREPARATION DATE: S76 
(NASASPACELABMISSIOY N0. 3 - 11181-1) IevISINDATEIS 
PROGRAM INFORMATION MISSIONOWJECTIVE space Processing is priest" ehasis.' 
o Science objective is 1aw ravity processing of biolegicol mteriel and -
Planned Launch Date - 1-31-81 metallurgical satples
Progren Office - DADA/CA o Accoccodean large number of samples

o gineerimg objective includes evauation of carrier 4 payload eqsupment
Mission Status - approved
Mission Assignments PAYLOAD DESCRIPTIONS N -.selec. 
Lad Center - MSFC Wi W WCIM 
Mission Manager - *a 'A1 ma 
Mission Scintists la. of . na~oc-. afatla.sle 
POCC - -h sat aotdllalca ai cTED 'acea. 
STSco focacunt ca.cf ccLc's. tolc~i ~ 
STS Ops Mgr - TED ca (s-a. 
Orbiter- TED. aaocoasol 
Sprclab -TED AacpeeelMha.(.OI-aat lctcas0 I 
i4ce - m53-	 acel 
515ayodcciente 	 Icc..77cat8l.. as s.a. ........... noo-

S!. SpaE~ n Pres. 
$2. Pale Space. 	 .ta a~ta 
/ . APL {E-01-S: FLGOUN EQUIPMENT 
/3. ACPL(EC0FLGHTUN EQUIPMENT 
S4.Life Selenae 
/ S, Opcl fear 	 .a - -­mid 	 -
Lanc Sie rc-	 .a,
Sit-cSReovr 	 56 
Si. PAltSpae -IX5.0 (Graitytrad. 
MPrsossuin SIdays-~atL 
(ILia) - Gone
 
IUASAMISSIOt 3 
 PREPARATON DATE:9-23-76 (ASA SPAClA 1ISSIOII VO* 3 - MU81-1) REIINATE 10-17-7 
*s(St-Ilt) mF-r.IcvC--
MISSIONDESCR IPTION CONFIGURATION 
rbgt Inclination (Deg) - 28.5
 
Launch Window - -1422 SET 
Epns. ets. l.0E­t "GSiLnc it 
Orbit Moneuamrs - Rose­
SP-31 - 120 bra continuous at 1.3 k11'm 	 .' 
M0-01 - 22 hr. at 3.2 kW 
NEMORKREQUIREMENTS - Exes. FLIGHTSUPPORT REQUIREMENTS WEIGHTS 
Non - fonoint. et xaa 
- kU-BPaA 250 KP. ARSa B eenle, Av. - 5 9R Nl 
L Video Down (Q-2A) Teti -e-, - 972 .Orbit a c -... -a tre .4 W CoI 	 .Orit Ali (in) 	 Spe370 Lo30 at T-3 to e 
Motadissionuratio - 7ns 0 	 "'rasn Re-- ­
ps.Ps4it.• 	 notin ti (.oaa J 
GROUND ScUvfeRT RlMIREMENTS v -roer(1-) 
a	Prelauch Pir EC to Ia-A duria Exct, eri... c t
 
frouqT-63. Also Post-landingt inuousat . Farum-c s M
(Speci-en R-mo12n ASbra 	 vemc., .1.3 
"E -01 Cl a ralines Class =etK .2= 

S i(ipn Pan Leh & Rone Sit.l e pild rA%.1
Hold. -t Paeii cd5 .. .
 
Lad Cyo~necs Procaer) -SP-31 t axeIc 

-2AMLP Froer 
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NASAMISSION A-8 	 PREPARATION DATE 10-15-6 
(IS (h-STAGE) WITHJUPITER OUTEIPlANIT ORBMITE/PROBE) 	 REVISION DATE 
PROGRAM INFORMATION MISSION OBJECTIVE 
Planned Launch Date: January 1982 Inject the spacecraft into an Earth escape trajectory to orbit Jupiter(fixed launch window) . .nd probe the planet's atmosphere. 
Program Office IASA/OSS 
iission Status. Planned, 
;Mission AssiSnments:
 
Lead Center. JPL
 
Mission Manageri TED
M
 
Mission Scientist TED
POCC: JpL
 
S5S Assignments:
 
MO MSr.. TBD PAYLOAD DESCRIPTIONS
 
Orbiter: TOO Outer Planet Orbiter/Probe (Jup.) (Pl-I-A):

US: TBD Will determine Jupiter's atmospheric structure, elemental and isotopic 
iCC: TED abundances, and cloud characteristics. Will make remote measurements of 
the characteristics of the atmospheres of some of its satellites. Will
refine measurements of the characteristics of interplanetary space. Probe 
instruments may include mass spectroaeter, temperature and pressure gases, 
and aceleroseters; spacecraft bus instruments may include IR radiometer,DV photometer, etc.SCHEDULEDEVELOPMCNT 
Fiscal Year 
778 79 80 81 82 
MissioG Manager 
PL-13-A SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
 
Def Dev Intag FLIGHT EQUIPMENT GROUNDEUIPMENT
 
o 	 11A, Support Structure/Interface aIlUS transport and handling 
SRG Cooling Jackets (pyro, solid motors, etc.)
 
o 	 Contamanation Shroud (jettisoned) 0 STC handling (stcrsge, cooling, 
etc.) 
58 
NASAMISSION A-8 PREPARATION DATE10-15-6 (ID (4-STAGE) WITHJUPITER OUTp piET ORBITSR/PROBE REVISION DATE 
MISSION DESCRIPTION CONFIGURATION
 
Launch Site. MSC
 
Recovery Site: KSO
 
Mission (January 1982) 774 M.5 1302
 
US (h-stage) ith P-I-I-A 1271,
 
Shuttle Orbit' 
 582 
Inclination. 28.5 	 1
 
Payload Orbit:
 
C 	 = 80 Gu2/sec 2 Mis~ion Duration: 1 day 
Launch Window Duration: - 21 days
 
014 MOTORS 
PSONGERJPITEA REMOVABLE\ MMMOR 
ORBITERPROBE PROTECTIVE TeCM344COwDDDN MOTOR
 
NETWORK REOUIREMENTS FLIGHT SUPPORTREOUIREMENTS WEIGHTS 
o 	 TDRS - S-band/X-band (16 bps and a payload Power (none required1200 bps) from Shuttle--payload supplies ITEM (Kg) LAUNcH DOWN 
o 	 DEC5- S-band/X-band (16 bps and own power via 57G) FIRsTSTAEEOIONOFF LDAOE5) I5shoO bps) (command R/T link o 	 Data interface and checkout: STSoAGEnscoF LAE ea
4000 bps) Digital and Serial digital. THIROSTAGEoION 31ss 
o 	 Total Mb/oission (digital only) . Cre, requrements FOURTHSTAGE9IOCUI 0N 60,000 (1) mission specialist ADAPTER 0PAYLOAD 
(checkont/deploy) PIOUEERARRITEROC5IERCROS 1400 
o ETC coolin, 	 nao
ws 500 
GROUND SUPPORT REOUIREMENTS RcuupIREs.URZATION 215 < 255 
o 	 PCC - RiT Selective Data RTCcOOLING 37 225O BIG handling and installation 	 ATTACHSTRUCTURE sa sa 
o 	 IUS bndling, mating, arming/ SHUTTLEINTERFACE t91. I'M 
sating 
 EI ENTION FITIIGS 2S 25 
TOTAL 2.6, j2j. 
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NASA Mission NO. A-S 1PREPARATION DATE.l-15-7 
(IUS r2 Stage] with VAS-I, Deploy Piraity Probe-B, end Retrieve S0) REVISION DATE 
PROGRAM INFORMATION MISSION OBJECTIVE 
Planned Launch Date - 20-1-81 . Inject very lag baseline interferoceter into a solar orbit using a
Progras Office - NASA/OSS twv-stae MS
 
Mission Status - Approved
 
iesalon Assignments o Deploy Gravity Probe-B Satellite
 
RiciCenter a GPC o Retieve Solar Maxlmum Mismion (SUN) Satellite
Mi1ssionManager a TBD
 
Mission Scientist: TBD
 
PCC vn TD
 
STS As.ignents

ST Ops Mr : TBD PAYLOAD DESCRIPTIONS
 
Orbiter : TD Very long baseline interferoneter VLB-1 (#-25A):

IU a TED 

MCC 
REploere are sall tatenated spacecraft that perform speial investiation
: TD at varying altitudes of galactic and extra-galactic objects emitting in 
different regions of the electroanaoetic spectrum. This payload will 
operate in the microwave spectrum fron a AS solar orbit.
 
Gravity Probe-B (AP-0-A):
 
Will experimentally test Einstein's general theory of relativity by

DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE neesuring the precession of orthogonal 8roscopes in earth orbit.. 
Solar ax lmission (SO-03-A):
Fiscal Year Will asure brightness of selected solar phenomena visible in the U7,
,7, 7 T9 80 , i, 82, X-ray, and Germa-ry regions using 060 elss spacecraft. Specific study 
AS25-A . of Corona/Chrnonsphere interactions and other chLanteristica. 
AP-O l-A SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
 
DeY .• g FLIGHTSOUIPMET GROUND EOUIPM5NT
S0-03-A C0PSt o 'US Support Structure 0 IUS - transport ad handlieg
i.sson lanager Apt. 0 Eperiient retrieval/attah o 0N2 and IM loading, vent, and
e 
structure purge facilities 
0 Pallet, platform, and attach 0 SIN refurbishment faility 
structure 
6 
AASA Mission A-6 PREPARATON DATE 11115
 (IUS [2-stage] with YLBI-I, Deploj Gravity Probe-B, and Retrieve S M REVISON DATE
 
MISSION DESCRIPTION CONFIGURATION -

Launch Site = MC,5

Recovery Site = 1(60 a... 
Mission (October, 1981)
 
IDS (2-stage) with A625-A
 
Deploy: AP-0-A 
Retrieve: O-03-A
 
Orbit InciLnation (Deg)
 
AS-25-A: ­
AD-01I-A: 33 
-aT7\cmna-c
 Orit Att~(r.) /2e2 T~ 
AP-0h-A: h9;.
 
SO-03-A: 460
Mission Duration = 7 days

Orbit Manevers:
 
Shuttle to Point AP-Oh-A at guide L_,
 
star before release.
 
Shuttle retrieval saeuvers FLIGHT SUPPORTREQUIREMENTS WEIGHTS (Kg)
(ZO-03-A).
 
NETWORK REOUIFEMENTS a Pyload Power, Avg . *00W loM LAUNCH1Ov0N
 
0 Payload Pover, Peak = (D)W FIRSTSTAGEIUS IGt 10305
 
O STD - S-Band ' 3000 bps o Total Ener' 1 5 INK SECONDSTACEIUSIOHI 3N4
T - o Interface and On-orbit INTERFACE 165'S-B~d Data SHUTTLE 1USI. 167 
o 055-SRad' 11 RIbps FAOAO APTER - 6OEM­S-Bandcheckout VERYLONGASCELINE I.,TER 0 
Cnd (Ecpnts) Crew requireents:Co Link < 3000 bps o AVY 60 5 
o Total %60 Mision Specialist GAI E5Mb/mission L) P (payload deploy/ PLATFORMI 5 s 
retrieval) ATTACH 5I5STRUCTUREGROUND SUPPORTREGUIREMENTS SOLARMAXt IU MISIONIswal S0 
ATT.YTRuPTRE 5 SE,SMOCC - R/ Data DIST OTHEnVALCONTROLMPWR C 
o tOd Cryogenics (le, G2) RNI(FIT ID1 40 420 
o Prelaunch PUr and EC P40 E 5o Payload ordinance and salng IrTAL 2032 54 
o Cleanliness Class - 10,000 
61 pE" 
KIWIj~I.A~bO@NMNS95 
Setion 7: PAYLOADINDSX 
Provides a 5-year pvlod index arraged by flight 
date within each diacipline. The index v1.U be 
separated into two parets: (I) Spacelab PSylods. 
and (2) non-Spacelab pioeds. 
52ISINS Table 7-1 
S7,S SSIONS: 5-AR SPACELAR PAYLOAD INDEX 
Pit PIL P/f, 
Retf Ref Ref 
Ho. Payload Missions No. Payload Missons No. Payloads Missions 
o055 OA aAsr
 
Physics & Astronomy eather
 
12,15,
 
25,12
 
Environent 
Life Science Rescurces 
4 /. Cotmication OS? 
I Soaca Proc Dther 
ACOLL 4M O L -OI 
* 96b 
P/L
Hef 
Noo Pyloa 
STS MISSIONS: 
P/LRef 
Vs . 
Ta1e 7-2 
5-YEAR NON-PACEA 
payload 
PAYLOADINDEX 
PIL 
ef 
issions N.o. Payloads Ms 
0S3 
Physics & Astrone 
-
17,28, 
35,64 
OA 
Weather 
0AST 
tQPtntEnvironsent 
LINS 
S 
Pl_ etary Resoures )ther 
Con unication 
Life Science 
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Appendix D
 
EARLY SPACELAB MISSION ASSIGNMENTS (TASK 2.1A)
 
This appendix contains the methodology and results of evaluating when
 
Mission Managers should be assigned to the early Spacelab missions. This
 
is presented inSection D-1. This methodology was then exercised upon
 
NASA's request for the determination of Mission Manager scheduling for the
 
early STS automated payloads missions (Non-Spacelab, NASA/NASA-Related
 
Missions). These results are contained inSection D-2.
 
D.1.1 Early Spacelab Mission Manager Assignment Results
 
Scheduling assessments for mission approval and mission manager assignment
 
dates are summarized in Figure D-1 for the first 19 Spacelab missions. Mission
 
approval analyses and documents are required prior to these dates. Firm mis­
sidn start dates and schedules should be based on the results of the mission
 
approval analyses for each mission. Mission approval leads to the definition
 
phase and, as indicated, mission implementation (detailed planning, hardware
 
development, etc.) begins 10 to 18 months later. As indicated in Figures D-1
 
and D-2, the first six missions should be approved at this time (March 1977),
 
with two more missions (7and 8) to be approved in1977. The busiest year is
 
1978 when seven missions require approval - mostly in the last quarter. By
 
the last quarter of 1979, all of the first 19 missions should be approved.
 
The methodology could be updated-by experience-before that date and then sub­
sequent missions (e.g., 1983 through 1985) assessed.
 
D-1.2 Early Spacelab Missions Assignment Methodology
 
The lead times for payload approval, funding, development, and integration
 
activities can be substantial for some of the planned STS payloads.
 
Therefore, as shown in Figure D-3, one of the initial study efforts was
 
to define the tasks, functions, and scheduling with associated rationale
 
for mission manager assignment of early Spacelab missions. This involved
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22799Figure D-1 
EARLY SPACELAB MISSIONS SCHEDULING SUMMARY 
TASK 2.1A 
OBJECTIVE: DEFINE THE SCHEDULING AND RATIONAL FOR THE MISSION 
MANAGER ASSIGNMENT FOR EARLY SPACELAB MISSIONS 
CALENDER YEARS
S/L USERS 
'78 '79 '80 '81 '82FLT SPACELAB MISSION - O - '76 '77 
1 FIRST S/L X X X X 1 A
 
2 SECOND S/L -AST. X
 
3 SPACE PROC. EMPHASIS X X X A_ •
 
4 LIFE SCIENCE MOD 1 X A A
 
5 MU 81-3 X X X A A
 
6 ATL-1 x
 7* MU 81-2 X X A 	 A
 
A A
8 LIFE SCIENCE MOD 1 X 
9 PALLET ASTRO. X X A 	 A _ 'r 
ln A
10 MU 82-1 (R NO. 3) X X X 
'L_ A11 MU 82-2 	 X X A	 A12 LIFE SCIENCE MOD 2 X X 
13 AMPS X x & A -- ' A 
14 MU 82-4 X X X A AX15 ATL -2 
A A16 EVAL 	 X AX X17 MU 82-3 A18 LIFE SCIENCE MOD 2 X A19 PALLET ASTRO X X 
*COMBINED WITH NO. 5 IN OCT 76 , MISSION APPROVAL AND MANAGER ASSIGNMENT, 
ATP MISSION DEFINITION 
A ATP MISSION IMPLEMENTATION, PAYLOAD SELECTION 
CONCLUSION - MISSION MANAGERS SHOULD ALREADY BE APPOINTED
 
FOR SPACELAB MISSIONS 1THROUGH 6 (AS OF MR 1977)
 
Figure D-2 22697EARLY SPACELAB MISSION MANAGER 
ASSIGNMENT RESULTS 
SPACELAB STS FLT FLT MISS ION MGR 
NO. NO. DATE PAYLOAD ASS IGNMENT 
1 8 JUL 80 FIRST SPACELAB (L+P) 1975 - 3 QTR 
2 10 OCT 80 SECOND SPACELAB (P) 1975 - 4 QTR 
3 12 JAN 81 MULTI-USER (NASA) 1976 - 1 QTR 
4 14 MAR 81 LIFE SCIENCE (MOD 1) 1976 -3 QTR 
5 17 JUN 81 MULTI-USER (NASA, ESA) 1977 - 1 QTR 
6 19 AUG 81 ATL EMPHASIS 1976 - 4 QTR 
19 48 NOV 82 ASTR/H IGH ENERGY 1978 - 4 QTR 
CONCLUSION - MISSION MANAGERS (AS OF MARCH 1977) SHOULD ALREADY 
BE APPOINTED FOR SPACELAB MISSIONS 1THROUGH 6 
Figure D-3 	 22711 
EARLY SPACELAB MISSION ASSIGNMENTS 
OBJECTIVES: 
TO DEFINE THE SCHEDULING AND RATIONAL FOR MISSION MANAGER 
ASSIGNMENT FOR EARLY SPACELAB MISSIONS 
APPROACHi 
1) 	 DEFINE THE ROLES AND FUNCTIONS OF THE MISSION MANAGER 
2) 	 DETERMINE SCHEDULES FOR MISSION MANAGER FUNCTIONS FOR 
THREE BASIC CATEGORIES OF MISSION PAYLOAD MATURITY/COMPLEXITY 
3) 	 DEVELOP A METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSING THE PAYLOAD MATURITY/
 
COMPLEXITY
 
4) 	 DEVELOP A METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF PAYLOAD
 
MATURITY/COMPLEX'ITY ON SPACELAB MISSION CATEGORIES AND
 
SCHEDULES
 
5) 	 UTILIZE THE METHODOLOGY TO ASSESS ASS IGNMENT LEAD TIMES FOR
 
THE EARLY SPACELAB MISS IONS
 
defining the roles and functions of the mission manager, schedules for his
 
activities, a methodology for assessing payload maturity/complexity and
 
assessing the impact on schedules, and an evaluation of assignment lead
 
times for the early (first two years) Spacelab missions using this
 
methodology.
 
The major assumptions and guidelines used in the analysis of early Spacelab
 
mission assignments are shown on Figure D-4. Most are self-explanatory.
 
The methodology used to determine the lead times needs further clarification.
 
For each mission, twelve (12) payload related characteristics (such as
 
payload complexity, payload integration, Spacelab configuration impact,
 
mission flight plan, crew/training, ground operations/support, etc.)
 
have been identified and ranked with respect to percent application in
 
each category of payload/mission complexity (I, II, III). The values
 
derived for each characteristic were then summed, averaged, and used to
 
calculate the months of lead time for that payload mission. Using the
 
flight dates defined in the mission model, one can then determine the
 
actual month and year that mission approval and mission manager assignment
 
should be made. This is the approach that was taken, however, it is not
 
the only approach that could be applied, and, as such, it is considered to
 
be only a rough guide to the timing required for mission manager assignment.
 
More specific information and samples of the application of this methodology
 
are given later in this presentation.
 
The methodology shown in Figure D-5 for assessing lead times for initiation
 
of Spacelab missions development--specifically assignment of a mission
 
manager and initiation of mission definition--is based on the bottom-up
 
lead time analysis for three basic categories of missions and on an assessment
 
methodology for evaluating each mission against a set of characteristics
 
relative to each of the three basic categories. The methodology, while
 
using objective factors, is basically an ordered array of subjective
 
evaluations systematically defined and combined to produce a lead time
 
value for each mission assessed. The methodology obviously cannot, and
 
is not intended to, provide a rigorous schedule or lead time assessment
 
which a specific mission project schedule analysis could provide. Rather,
 
the intent is to provide a simple and easily applied visibility tool for
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Figure D-4 
MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS AND GUIDELINES FOR
 
EARLY SPACELAB MISSION ASSIGNMENTS
 
0 EARLY SPACELAB MISSIONS COVER THE FIRST TWO YEARS OF SPACELAB OPERATIONS 
* A MISSION PROJECT BEGINS WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE MISSION APPROVAL DOCUMENT 
* MISSION MANAGER SHOULD BE ASSIGNED PRIOR TO FINAL EXPERIMENT SELECTION 
* EVALUATION APPLIES TO MULTI-DISCIPLINE OR MULTI-PAYLOAD MISSIONS 
DURATION (MONTHS)
* GENERIC CATEGORIES OF PAYLOAD/ 
MISSION COMPLEXITY: PRELIM. DEFIN. DEFINITION DEVELOPMENT TOTAL 
PHASE PHASE PHASE 
I - NEW COMPLEX MISSION 7 11 42 60 
II - OPERATIONAL MISSION WITH 6 6 30 42 
NEW PAYLOADS OF MODERATE 
COMPLEXITY 
III - OPERATIONAL REFLIGHTS 5 5 24 34 
* METHODOLOGY - FOR SPECIFIC PAYLOAD CHARACTERISTICS (12), DETERMINE PERCENT 
APPLICATION IN EACH CATEGORY (I, li, !11); SUM; NORMALIZE; CALCULATE LEAD TIME 
22875 .. Figure D-5 
EARLY SPACELAB MISSIONS ASSIGNMENT 
INPUT 
REVIEW ANDDEFINE MISSION 
MANAGER
 
ROLES ANDFUNCTIONS 
DEVELOP
 
REVIEW AND 	 ASSESS TASKSDEFINE SPACE- AND SCHEDULESLAAMISSIONSDEVELOPMENT FOR MISSION/ 
DEVEOPNT PAYLOAD 

TASKS AND MATURITY/

SCHEDULES COMPLEXITY 

ASSESS SPACE-
LABMISSIONS 
DEVELOPMENT
REQUIREMENTS 
AND 
CHARACTERISTICS 
REVIEW AND 
DEFINE EARLYSPACELAB 
MISSIONS PAY-
LOADS AND 
CONFIGURATIONS 
DEFINE MISSIONDEVELOPMENTSCHEDULESFOR 3 GENERIC 
FON 
MISSION 
CATEGORIES 
IDENTIFY AND 
- DEFINE MISSION/ 
PAYLOAD
 
MATURITY/ 
----	 COMPEXITY 
CHARACTERISTICS 
_APPLY
 
DEFINE 	EARLY 
SPACELABMISSIONS/ 
PAYLOADS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
BY 
MISSION 
METHODOLOGY 
ASSESS ANDCATEGORIZE 
CHARACTER-
ISTICS BY 
... I MISSION 
I 
DEFINE 	MISSIONSDEVELOPMENT 
LEAD TIMES AND 
ASSIGNMENT 
SCHEDULES 
planning purposes and the initiation of mission approval analyses. The
 
mission approval analyses will include the project schedule analysis to
 
define/justify the necessary mission project lead times and schedule
 
milestones.
 
The mission manager's functions and the associated products for each phase
 
of mission development are indicated on Figure D-6. The first three
 
tasks represent an updating and detailing of the information contained
 
in the Mission Compatibility Analyses and leads to generation of Payload
 
Interface Documents (ICDs) and Payload Support Requirements Documents
 
(PSRDs). As mission manager, he is responsible for mission project
 
management and reporting and maintains Level II control of the mission.
 
The mission manager is responsible for supporting the carrier operator
 
in the analytical experiment integration and for development of mission
 
(payload) operations plans. He manages development of mission peculiar
 
support hardware, Level IV integration, and provides support to launch
 
site payload integration. He manages mission payload operations during
 
flight and supports post flight payload operations and data distribution.
 
The Generic Mission Project Phasing shown in Figure D-7 summarizes the
 
mission development milestones and relates these to the mission manager's
 
functions by project phase. Thus, the mission manager, on assignment at
 
mission approval for implementation, prepares the initial project plan for
 
the mission and the Announcement of Opportunity (AO) release during prelimi­
nary preparations; following PAD approval, he manages mission definition and
 
updates project plan documentation. During this phase, he develops the Payload
 
Support Requirements Document (PSRD) initial input to the Spacelab Integrator
 
for anlaytical experiment integration (AEI) activity. (This is subsequently
 
updated twice--at the mission CDR, and prior to start of hands-on integration.)
 
A key schedule driver is the need to provide mission definition to the STS
 
operators by two years prior to flight to allow adequate time for development
 
of detailed planning (ground and flight), training, and implementation.
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22876 Figure D-6 EARLY SPACELAB MISSIONS ASSIGNMENT 
MISSION MANAGER ROLES AND FUNCTIONS 
FUNCTIONS' 
1. 	 MANAGE PAYLOAD DEFINITION AND INTERFACE 
2 AND 3. MANAGE INTEGRATED PAYLOAD MISSION PLAN-
NING AND INTEGRATION REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 
4. 	 MANAGE MISSION PAYLOAD PROJECT PLANNING 
AND IMPLEMENTATION 
5. 	 MANAGE MISSION OPERATIONS PLANNING 
6. 	 MANAGE MISSION IMPLEMENTATION 
PRODUCTS
 
* PAYLOAD MANIFEST 
* EXPERIMENTSSELECTION 
0 PSRDs (FLIGHT AND GROUND) 
0 PAYLOAD ICDs 
0 PROJECT PLAN AND REVIEWS 
0 BUDGET AND POP RESPONSE 
* LEVEL IICONTROL 
0 AEI/COMPATIBILITY 
a CPSE/GSE/EQUIPMENT 
e PAYLOAD CHECKOUT REQUIREMENTS 
* PAYLOAD OPERATIONS PLANS 
* INTEGRATION PLANS 
* TRAINING PLANS 
o MISSION GSE/SOFTWARE 
0 PAYLOAD CREW TRAINING 
* INTEGRATION (IV) 
* LAUNCH 	SITE PAYLOAD SUPPORT 
o FLIGHT (MISSION OPERATIONS) 
a DATA DISTRIBUTION 
- -- -
~22800 Figure D-7 
SPACELAB PAYLOADS GENERIC MISSION PROJECT PHASING 
0 
I.I 
MISSION PROJECT PHASE PRELIMINARY DEFINITION IMPLEMENT 	 OPS 
MANAGEMENT MILESTONES 	 APPROVE A, APPROVE APPROVE 
MISSION PAD 
ASSIGN A PAD A PAD ADATA 
AA/CTR I DIST 
ASSIGN A PROJ. PLAN A UPDATE PLAN 
MISS. MGR 
AATP AATP A CDR FLT 
AO , P/L & AINTEGRATE 
RELEASE EXPMTS SEL. P/L 
,PSRD-1 A-2 A-3 
MISSION MANAGER FUNCTIONS 
1. 	 MANAGE P/L DEFINITION AND INTERFACE UP DAT ES 
2. 	 MANAGE INTEGRATED P/L MISSION PLANNING UP D AT 
3. 	 MANAGE P/L INTEGRATION REQUIREMENTS UPDATES 
ANALYSIS PREPARE DEFINE IMPLEMENT 
4. 	 MANAGE MISSION PROJECT PLANNING AND P
 
IMPLEMENTATION
 PRELIM. 
5. 	 MANAGE MISSION OPERATIONS PLANNING 
- -
UPDATES5.1 	 ANALYTICAL EXPERIMENT INTEGRATION 
5.2 	 DETAILED OPERATIONS PLANS 
6. 	 MANAGE MISSION IMPLEMENTATION 
There are three different mission categories used in the assignment methodol­
ogy differing by the maturity/complexity of their configurations, payloads,
 
experiments, operations, crew, and requirements. As indicated in Figure
 
D-8, a Category I mission is essentially a completely new mission in all
 
aspects, while a Category IImission primarily-uses standard 6r previously­
tested configurations and operations--although new payloads, experiments,
 
and crew may be involved. Category III isa reflight of the same (or
 
slightly modified) payload to the same or similar flight plan but new
 
experiments, PIs, and even crew may be allowed. Assessment of these
 
criteria isa matter of experienced judgement by personnel familiar with
 
the mission. Seldom would a specific mission fall completely ina single
 
category--assessment of each mission characteristic is proportioned between
 
the categories and the summation of the individual assessments ineach
 
category are converted into lead time requirements.
 
Detailed task scheduling was prepared for the three different mission
 
categories. The scheduling of the Mission Manager's top level functions
 
were performed in each case. The tasks have been correlated with the
 
May, 1976 Spacelab Program schedules as well as various planning
 
schedules.
 
The various tasks and functions which the Mission Manager must perform/
 
manage or interface with are delineated in Figure D-9 under six top level
 
functions along with schedule estimates (inmonths to launch) for each
 
task. Scheduling of tasks were constrained to planned or logical predecessor/.
 
successor sequence and/or to already fairly firm milestones (e.g., start
 
Level IVintegration, start operations planning, etc.). This figure
 
presents schedules for a Category I mission, indicating that up to 60
 
months-or five years-prior to launch the mission should be assigned
 
to a mission manager to initiate development. Category I schedules are
 
based on Spacelab Missions 1 and 2 master schedules. The 60-month lead
 
time issufficient to allow on-line (post-approval) payload development.
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Figure D-8
 
EARLY SPACELAB MISSIONS ASSIGNMENT
 
MISSION CATEGORIES
 
CATEGORY I EARLY MISSIONS (E.G. S/L 1-6), OR COMPLEX NEW 
MISSIONS/PAYLOADS (E.G. AMPS) 
- NEW OPERATIONS/INTERFACES/EQU IPMENT 
CATEGORY II 	 - OPERATIONAL MISSIONS 
- MODERATE COMPLEXITY, NEW PAYLOADS 
- PRIMARILY USING STANDARD OR PREVIOUSLY DEVELOPED 
OPERATIONS/I NTERFACES/EQU IPMENT 
CATEGORY III 	- OPERATIONAL REFLIGHTI 
- SAME MISSION AND PAYLOAD (INTEGRATED) 
- SAME/SI MI LAR OPERATIONS/I NTERFACES/EQU IPMENT; 
NEW EXPERIMENTS 
Figure D-9 22803 
SPACELAB PAYLOADS MISSION MANAGER 
MISSION CATEGORY I 
TOP LEVEL ROLES AND FUNCTIONS 
MONTHS TO FLIGHT FLT 
FUNCTIONS 60 48 36 24 12, 0 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
MANAGE P/L DEFINITION AND INTERFACE 
MANAGE INTEGRATED P/L MISSION PLNG. 
MANAGE P/L INTEGRATION REQMTS 
ANALYSIS 
MANAGE MISSION PROJECT PLNG. AND 
IMPLEMENTATION 
MANAGE MISSION OPERATIONS PLNG. 
5.1 ANALYTICAL EXPMT. INTEGRATION 
-
-
"" 
- -
-
--
- -­
-
-
-
- - - - -- -
6. 
5.2 DETAILED OPERATIONS PLANS 
MANAGE MISSION IMPLEMENTATION 
6.1 DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT OF GSE & 
FSE (P/L MISSION PECULIAR) 
6.2 DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE-
(P/L MISSION PECULIAR) 
6.3 SELECTION/TRAINING OF PERSONNEL. 
6.4 LEVEL IV INTEGRATION 
6.5 SUPPORT LAUNCH SITE INTEGRATION 
6.6 MISSION EXECUTION 
-
.-.-.­
. 
-
Figure D-10 presents the mission manager assignment lead time for standard
 
operational (Category II)Spacelab missions. Lead time requirements
 
for Category II is 42 months or 3-1/2 years. The major reduction from
 
Category I schedules are in mission operations planning and implementation/
 
integration. This category would not allow time for development of major
 
new items of'mission peculiar equipment or major new payloads (on-line).
 
Figure D-ll details the lead time (34 months) for reflight missions. Cate­
gory III lead time is based on flying the same integrated payload
 
over essentially the same mission profile and operations timeline; however,
 
some variations within mission margins are acceptable along with new
 
experiments and new crew (training)..
 
A summary of the preceding results for the three basic mission categories
 
is shown in Figure D-12 and relates them to the key mission development
 
milestones. It can be seen that the largest single reduction in lead
 
time occurs in the Level IV integration time.
 
To assess the space missions against the basic mission categories, a set
 
of twelve mission and project characteristics were defined and assessed
 
against each category. Figure D-13 presents the characteristics represen­
tative assessment against each basic category. The Spacelab configuration,
 
for instance, may be new - i.e., never flown before - or a tested (flown)
 
standard. Individual or integrated payloads may be new and complex, new
 
and simpler, or have flown before on a similar mission. Interfaces may
 
be standard with ample margins or new and complex. Key personnel -

Mission Manager, P.I.'s, crew - may be new or experienced. A mission
 
with many different payloads, experiments, and P.I.'s will tend to be
 
more complex and difficult to integrate. The assessment of each
 
characteristic in each category is intended as a guide to ordered
 
assessment and not as a rigorous condition to be imposed on the assessment.
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Figure D-1O 
SPACELAB PAYLOADS MISSION MANAGER 
MISSION CATEGORY II 
TOP LEVEL ROLES AND FUNCTIONS 
MONTHS TO FLIGHT 
FUNCTIONS 60 48 36 24 12 0 
1. MANAGE P/L DEFINITION AND INTERFACE 
2. MANAGE INTEGRATED P/L MISSION PLNG. 
- -
-. 3. MANAGE P/L INTEGRATION REOMTS 
- -
Z3 ANALYSIS 
4. MANAGE MISSION PROJECT PLNG. AND 
IMPLEMENTATION 
5. MANAGE MISSION OPERATIONS PLNG. 
- -
5.1 ANALYTICAL EXPMT. INTEGRATION 
- - --- -
5.2 DETAILED OPERATIONS PLANS 
6. MANAGE MISSION IMPLEMENTATION 
6.1 DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT OF GSE & 
FSE (P/L MISSION PECULIAR) 
6.2 DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE 
-' 
(P/L MISSION PECULIAR) 
6.3 SELECTION/TRAINING OF PERSONNEL 
- n 
6.4 LEVEL IV INTEGRATION 
-
6.5 SUPPORT LAUNCH' SITE INTEGRATION 
6.6 MISSION EXECUTION 
Figure D-11 	 22801 
ra 	 SPACELAB PAYLOADS MISSION MANAGER 
CMISSION 	 CATEGORY III 
TOP LEVEL ROLES AND FUNCTIONS 
MONTHS TO FLIGHT 
FUNCTIONS 60 48 36 24 12 
1. 	 MANAGE P/L DEFINITION AND INTERFACE 
2. 	 MANAGE INTEGRATED P/L MISSION PLNG. 
" 	 3. MANAGE P/L INTEGRATION REQMTS
 
ANALYSIS
 
.4. 	 MANAGE MISSION PROJECT PLNG. AND 

IMPLEMENTATION
 
5. 	 MANAGE MISSION OPERATIONS PLNG. " 
5.1 	 ANALYTICAL EXPMT. INTEGRATION m -m 
5.2 	 DETAILED OPERATIONS PLANS 
6. 	 MANAGE MISSION IMPLEMENTATION = 
6.1 	 DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT OF GSE & ---
FSE (P/L MISSION PECULIAR) 
6.2 	 DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE i m 
(P/L MISSION PECULIAR) I 
6.3 	 SELECTION/TRAINING OF PERSONNEL m -= 
6.4 	 LEVEL IV INTEGRATION I 
6.5 	 SUPPORT LAUNCH SITE INTEGRATION I 
.Zlx6.6 	 MISSION EXECUTION 
0 
Figure D-12 
SPACELAB BASIC MISSION CATEGORIES
 
DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIMES
 
MONTHS TO LAUNCH 
MISSION CATEGORY 60 48 36 24 12 0 
I1 
CATEGORY I - EARLY MISSIONS IMPLE MENT/INTEG RATION 
(E.G., SL 1-6) OR COMPLEX 12 3 DEFI VE 4 5 6 7 8 
NEW MISSIONS (E.G., AMPS) , A A A A A ---A, 
PAYLOAD DEV. ON-LINE 
CATEGORY II -- OPERATIONAL 
MISSIONS, MODERATE COMPLEXITY, IMPLEMENT) INTEGRATIO 
NEW PAYLOAD, STANDARD OPS 1 2 3 DEF. 4 5 6 7 8 
INTERFACES , A A A A 
PAYLOAD DEV. OFF-LINE OR MINIMAL 
CATEGORY III - OPERATIONAL IMPLEME /INTEGRAT ON 
REFLIGHT - SAME PAYLOADS/CARGO 1 2 3 DEF. 4 5 6 7 8 
MANIFEST A 
(NEW EXPERIMENTS.) 
NOTES: (1) MISSION MANAGER ASSIGNED 
(2) PROJECT PLAN SUBMITTAL TO AA 
(3) PAD APPROVAL AND FUNDING RELEASE, START DEFINITION 
(4) START MISSION IMPLEMENTATION (PAYLOAD SELECTED) 
(5) START LEVEL IV INTEGRATION 
(6) START LEVEL Ill/11 INTEGRATION 
(7) FLIGHT OPERATIONS 
(8) POST MISSION REPORTS 
Figure D-13 
SPACELAB MISSIONS CATEGORIES 
CHARACTERISTICS 
MISSION CATEGORY 
LEAD TIME - VALUE (MONTHS) 
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT (PRIMARY) 
CHARACTERISTICS 
SPACELAB CONFIGURATION 
PAYLOADS (INDIVIDUAL INSTRUMENTS ---) 
INTEGRATED PAYLOAD 
EXPERIMENTS 
MISSION FLIGHT PLAN 
PAYLOAD INTERFACES/ACCOMODATIONS 
PAYLOAD RESOURCES TIMELINE 
CREW (PERSONNEL)/TRAINING 
GROUND OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT 
MISSION MANAGER 
EXPERIMENTERS/PI'S 
I II I11 
VOPERATIONALUINCLUDESEARLY 1 1 PHASE AND ]
DEVELOPMENT 
MISSIONS AND NEW / 
COMPLEX PAYLOADS-J 
60 
ON-LINE 
NEW 
NEW/COMPLEX 
NEW/COMPLEX 
NEW/COMPLEX 
NEW/COMPLEX 
NEW/COMPLEX 
NEW/COMPLEX 
NEW/COMPLEX 
NEW/COMPLEX 
NEW 
NEW 
''MODERATELY 
COMPLEX NEW 
LPAYLOADS 
42 
OFF-LINE 
STD 
NEW 
NEW 
NEW 
STD 
STD/MARGINS 
STD/MARGINS 
STD 
STD 
NEW/EXPERIENCED 
NEW/EXPERIENCED 
FOPERATIONAL/ REFLIGHT -L SAME PAYLOADS 
34 
N/A (OFF-LINE) 
SAME
 
SAME
 
SAME
 
NEW/SIMILAR 
SIMILAR 
SAME/MINIMAL 
SIMILAR 
SAME/SIMILAR 
SAME/SIMILAR 
SAME/EXPERIENCED 
NEW/EXPEREIENCED 
Definition of Characteristics
 
1. 	Spacelab Configuration - The first time a specific S/L configuration is 
used it ranks a new (I) - this applies to the major elements, e.g., long 
module plus one pallet, etc. If one of the "standard" S/L configurations, 
subsequent uses are assessed a II (operational) or III (if same cargo
 
manifest, kits, etc.).
 
2. 	Payloads - Individual payloads are assessed as to whether they are new
 
payloads (never flown) or reflights.' The payload assessment is split into
 
the 	percentage that individual instruments fit into each category. Thus, 
for a group of 6 moderately complex payloads, 3 of which have flown before 
the assessment is 0.5 (II) and 0.5 (III). For early missions (up through 
mission 6) and new complex payloads (e.g., solar fine pointing), on-line 
development Category I is indicated. 
3. 	Integrated Payload - Integrated payload characteristic is assessed as a 
single element - i.e., an integrated payload of instruments, each of which 
have flown before but not tcgether, is primarily a new (II)payload. Only 
a group of instruments that have all flown together before in essential
 
the same configuration (same cargo manifest) can be completely evaluated 
as a reflight (III). 
4. Experiments 
- Experiments can be new in any of the three categories -
they are essentially associated with the categories of their individual
 
instruments (which may be new or reflights). This characteristics is
 
provided to reinforce and/or modify the payload categorization and allow
 
that reflights (III) can accept new experiments. Experiments assessments
 
should reflect the newness or complexity of payload operations and their
 
potential impact on mission development requirements.
 
5. 	Mission Flight Plan - This 
assesses the degree of difficulty of the mission 
flight profile and attitude requirements - e.g., extremely low-g flight, 
complex mutliple maneuvers or attitudes requirements would be assessed in 
Category I, at least for early missions. More standard or developed pro­
files would be Category II, a simple standard or repeat profile, Category 
III. As for the other characteristics, assessments can be split (propor­
tioned) among the categories.
 
6. 	Payload Interfaces/Accommodations 
- This characteristic' allows assessment
 
of the complexity and difficulty of accommodating the integrated payload
 
interfaces - between payloads (compatibility) and with the STS/Spacelab.
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Volume, mass, and c.g. margins, number 	of individual payloads and their
 
size/requirements/complexity, etc., are factors to consider in assessing
 
the interface accommodations. This characteristic assesses payload
 
ihvsical and environmental accommodation requirements (e.g., dimensions,
 
mass, cleanliness, acoustics, etc.) Generally a new, complex payload ­
emphasis is on accommodating the integrated (total) payload - would be
 
Category I, a simple or moderately complex payload which has flown before
 
(on STS) would be Category III. Requirements for on-line development of new
 
mission support equipment - not already initiated - requires Category I
 
unless very simple item or modification of existing equipment (Category II)0
 
Category III allows only minor mods/updates. Assessment may be propor­
tioned between categories but longest lead time assessment should dominate.
 
7. 	Payload Resources Timelines - This assesses the resource requirements that
 
the integrated payload imposes on the STS/Spacelab. New payloads imposing
 
high power, heat rejection, data stream, etc., requirements on the STS
 
subsystems are assessed in Category I and/or II - depending on the margins
 
and complexity &imeline, multiple demands, etc.). Resource requirements
 
within standard allowance and margins would be Category II. Payloads
 
requiring special or new flight support equipment (APPS, IPS, etc.) would
 
tend toward Category I. Assessment may be proportioned between categories
 
but longest lead time assessment should dominate.
 
8. 	Crew/Training - This assessment characterizes the crew size, complexity of
 
crew flight operations, and crew requirements. Multi-discipline missions
 
requiring much crew-payload operations with new payloads,especially EVA
 
operations, would tend toward Category I assessment. Repeats of previous
 
missions with similar operations and the same payload would be Category III.
 
Category II applies to less complex and single discipline type payloads,
 
especially those involving primarily standardized types of crew operations.
 
The assessment should reflect the impact on the lead times for developing
 
a training plan, training aids and equipment programs (if required), and
 
for training a crew for the mission. The assessment may be proportioned
 
between categories.
 
9. 	Ground-Operations and Support - Assesses newness and complexity of payload
 
- impact on lead times for planning
integration and support operations 

(integration plans, etc.), mission support equipment development (GSE,
 
software), and payload integration (Levels I-IV). This requires consi­
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deration of the configuration complexity (racks/pallets, etc.), number of
 
different payloads and users (increased integration coordination), and
 
unique or new support requirements (not previously provided-or used for
 
preceding missions). Early missions and complex multi-user new payloads
 
with many racks would be assessed as Category I dominant - also missions 
requiring on-line development of new major GSE or other support items.
 
Otherwise, Category II (new payloads) or Category III (reflight) would be 
the dominant assessments. 
10. Mission Manager - This assessment modifies or reinforces the basic charac­
teristics of the mission as early mission (Category I), operational new 
(Category II), or operational reflight (Category III). The assessment 
reflects that new mission managers should require longer lead times than 
experienced mission managers - especially in the early mission formulation 
phase. Early missions of necessity have new (inexperienced) mission 
managers (Category I) whereas operational missions will have more experi­
enced or better prepared managers (Category IT). Reflights, if managed by
 
the same manager as the initial mission are assessed as Category III (other­
wise Category II may apply).
 
11. Experimenters/PI's - This assessment reflects the newness and complexity
 
imposed on the mission project by (1) new or inexperienced PI's, and (2) the
 
number of different PI's involved in a given flight -'i.e., the more
 
inexperienced P's the longer and more difficult will be the experiment 
planning and integration tasks, the more experiment interface problems 
Factors in assessingwill arise, and the more formal coordination required. 
(1) as the program becomes operational more (Spacelab) experienced
this are: 

Pi's are participating (i.e., early missions rate Category I, later missions
 
Category II or Category III repeats) and (2) more payloads involved on a
 
The second factor
flight means potentially more PI's involved (not always). 

may allow assessment bias toward the higher lead time categories. Assess­
ments may be proportioned between categories with consideration of the pay­
loads and experiments assessments.
 
12. Remarks - This assessment characterizes the basic overall assessment of
 
early-, new or repeat, complex, standard, or special
the mission - i.e., 

It also should reflect whether mission payloads or support
(unique). 

or off-line (Cate­
equipment are developed primarily on-line (Category I) 

gory II or III). 
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As an aid in assessing the characteristics of any given mission, several
 
factors should be considered for each characteristic. Figure D-14
 
indicates one set of such factors. The higher the demand factor in each
 
case, i.e., early, new, complex, special, multiple, low margins, high
 
performance, equipment development, the more the characteristic assessment
 
is in Category I. If the characteristic is not new (see exceptions),
 
is a repeat or similar, not highly complex and marginal, and requires
 
little or no equipment or payload development, the more it may tend
 
to Category III. Once operational, most Spacelab missions using standard
 
interfaces and operations should center on Category II assessment.
 
The payloads for the first 19 Spacelab Missions are identified in Figure
 
D-15. A summary of the basic payload characteristics of the 19 early
 
Spacelab missions is shown in Figure D-16 based on the Early STS Missions
 
Plans, June 22, 1976, and specific mission documents on Spacelab Missions
 
1-4. Gross assumptions are made on some of the less defined missions,
 
especially ATL and EVAL. The number of new payloads and repeat payloads
 
are identified for each flight as well as the users (OSS, OA, OAST, ESA)
 
who have one or more payloads on a flight. Those flights with only
 
monolithic payload designations are assumed to have large complex
 
(multi-instrument) payloads. Those flights which appear to be single
 
user payloads are designated, as well as those flights which appear to be
 
repeats of previous flights.
 
An Example Spacelab Mission Assessment is shown in Figure D-17 and
 
illustrates the use of the methodology for Spacelab Mission 11, which is
 
a short module + pallet mission with most of the same payloads as Mission 7.
 
Each characteristic is assessed as to the degree'(0 to 1.0) it fits in each
 
of the three mission categories. This assessment should be based on the
 
experienced judgement of personnel familiar with the mission reviewing the
 
characteristics of the mission relative to preceding missions, e.g., whether
 
a new Spacelab configuration is involved, how many of the instruments
 
.­have been flown before, is the mission flight plan "standard" or unique,
 
are there new or non-standard timelines or interfaces involved, are
 
new experimenters/PI's involved, etc.
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Figure D-14 
22792MISSION CHARACTERISTICS ASSESSMENTS 
(FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN ASSESSMENT) 
.ASSESSMENT 
ACTOR NEW STD. ON-LINE 
CHARACTERISTICI  
1. S/L CONFIGURATION 
EARLYIMISSIONS 
X 
ORREPEATS 
X 
COMPLEX-ITY ORSPECIAL MULTI-PLICITY MARGINS(PHYSICAL) PERFORM. (FUNCT.) EQPTDEV. VS OFF-LINE 
2. PAYLOADS (INDIVIDUAL) x X X 
3.INTEGRATED PAYLOAD X X X -X 
4. EXPERIMENTS X X 
5. MISSION FLIGHT PLAN X x X 
6. P/L INTERFACE/ACCOM- X X X X X X X 
MODATIONS 
7. P/L RESOURCES TIMELINES X X X X X X X X 
8. CREW/TRAINING X X X X X X X X 
9. GROUND OPS & SUPPORT X X X x x X X 
10. MISSION MANAGER X X 
11. EXPERIMENTERS/PI'S x X 
12. REMARKS X X X x X 
Figure D-15
 
SPACELAB MISSIONS (JUNE, 1976 PLAN) 
S/fL Flt. I
 
151 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 12 13 14 16 17 19
18 Eements o
i, Il 	 S 1 
S 	 Snts L L 0E/l ModuleS/L Pallets 	 1 2 3 0 5 1 3 O 3 1 D | 
oss
 
COL-r2A (carry on) X X X X
 
AP-09-S Elect. Accel. X
 
AP-13-S LLLTV X X
 
SO-11-S 65 cm Ihotoheliograph X
 
SO-Il-S Solar Monitor Pkg X
 
SO-i1-S Solar X-Ray Telescope X 	 X
 
SO-11-S LymanK/WL Coronograph X
 
S0-11-S X-Ray Burst Det. X X
 
HEA Cosmic X-Ray Telescope X
 
AS-h2-S FEUVSchmidt/Spect. X 	 X
 
AS UV Imag. Telescope X X
 
HE-25-S Transition Bad. Spec. X X
 
ML-lA (LS Minilab) x X X
 
1S-09-S (Mod-I) X I
 
UV Spect/Photometer X
 
Dbl. Seat. Neutron &Y Teles. X
 
X-Ray Spectrograph X X
 
XliV Spectroheliograph X X
 
LS-09-S (1iod-2) x x
 Ar-O6--S (Miss)-X 
X
Hard X-Ray Ieag Telescope 
Negatron-Position Expt
Ionization Spectrometer 	 X
 
X
 
X
 
X
 
Low Energy Fpt. 
iE Spectrograph 

Small IR Cryo Telescope I 	 X
 
0A
 
EO-0-S Zero g Cloud Physics X X
 
X
EO-19-S MK11 Interferometer X 

SP-31-S Space Processing x
 
ESP-1001 Electrophoresis 	 X
 
-200 APPS Multi Furnace 	 X
 
-5001 U3 Levitation X
 
CN-21-S BW Compress Mod Expt X
 
C-16-S Adapt i1ultibeam Ant. 
 X 
CH-Oh-S RFI Survey X
 
C-oS-S TWT x
 
EO-2O-S App ITag adar xX 

C-07-S LS Deply Ant X.
 
EO-21-S Shuttle Imag. Radar Xx
EVAL 	 L-_ X ---
OAST
 
ST-31-S Drop Dynamics X x x
 
TL:
 
Space Enviro effects on
 
Composites x
 
Large Space Structures X
 
End to End Info System X
 
Adv Heat Pipe 

Tnviro Column Density Monitor X
 
X
 
odlular Inst 
Point Technology 
X
Lab 
Solar Array Materials X
 
Superfluid He Properties X x
 
orospace Sensing x x
 
IS-Adv Tech. Eqpt Dev. 1 X
 
ESA 
APE-01 Lidar X x
 
APE-07 IR radiometer X x X
 
LSP-03 Sled 
 X
 
ASE-Ol WF Galactic Camera X X
 
BOE-01 Metric Camera X I x x
 
SPE-Ol FF -Electrophoresis x X X X
 
SPE-80-85 Space Processing X X X X
 
STE-10 Heat Pipe X x X
 
Grille Spectrometer X
 
CILE-O1 One Way Say x 

EO-07 MWRad/Scat/Alt x x X
 
X
 
ASE-12 Lyman < X
 
Plasma/Magnet Subsat 	 X
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chart 4 
SPACELAB MISSIONS (June, 1976 PLAI) 
S/L Flt. # 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19Elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
S/L Module L 0 L L L S S L 0 L S L S L2 S( L L! 04 1 2ll 1 5a t 1 S/10 0 1  3 0 5 1 3 3 2 1 0 
COL-2A (carry on) XI X X X
 
.( AP-9-S Elect. Aco!. x
 
AP-13-s LLLTV X xi
 
S-11-S 65 cm Photoheliograph XI
 
SO-11-S Solar Monitor Pkg X
 
S0-11-S Solar X-Ray Telescope X I
 
S0-11-S Lymatno /wt Coronograph I
 
50-11-S X-Ray Borst Det- X X
 
PEA Cosmic X-Ray Telescope E I
 
AS UV Imag. Telescope XI x

HE 25-B Transition Rad. Spec.
 
ML-lA (LS Minilab) X IX X X
 
UV Spect/Photometer X 
Dbl. Scat. Neutron &YTeles. X 
X-Ray Spectrograph X 
XUV.Spactroheliograph X 
AP-09-S (Iod-2) I x 
AP-06-R (ApP) 
Hard X-Ray Imag Telescope x 
Iegatron-Position Expt x 
Ionization Spectrometer 
Low Energy Expt. 
TUE Bpetrcgraph x ESmall I Cry . Telescope- --- ­
EO-0l-S Zero g Cloud Physics X x E
 
EO-19-S MXIT Iterferoeter X x
 
SP-31-S Space Processing X
 
ESP-100] Electrophoresis X X
 
-200 APPS Multi Furnace X X
 
-500 EM Levitation X X
 
CN-21-S BWCompress Mod Expt x
 
ON-16-S Adapt Multibean Ant. X
 
Cx-04-S API Survey X X
 
qE-08-S 1T x
4 

EO-P0-S App Imag Eadar x X
 
C1-07-S Lg Deply Ant X
 
EO-21-S Shuttle Iag. Radar x
 
EVAL
 
CAST
 
ST-31-S Drop Dynamics X X X
 
Space Thriro effects on 
Composites x
 
Large Space Structures X
 
End to End Info System I
 
Adv Heat Pipe I
 
Eaviro Column Density Monitor X
 
Modular Inst Point Technology
 
. . . . ... .. .. . -... . .. . ..
b ... .. 

Solar Array Materials x
 
Superfluid He Properties x
 
Aerospace Sensing X
 
LS-lAy Tech. Eqpt Per. I ___
2
ISA' 
APE-Cl Lidar X X
 
APE-CT IR radiometer X X
 
LSE-03 Sled X
 
ASE-01 WF Ga actic smera X X
 
EOE-01 Metric Camera x X X
 
SPE-C1 FF' Electrophoresie X X
 
SPE-80-85 Space Processing x X
 
STE-Id Heat Pipe x X
 
Grille Spectrometer X
 
ONE-01 One Way Nayv
 
OE-7 M ae/Scbt/Alt
1 83S-12 Lyman o< xPlasma/Magnet Subsat x
Y x 
22807 
Figure D-16
 
EARLY SPACELAB MISSIONS 
4 3 6 12 
S/LFLTNO. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18119 
S/LCONFIGURATION* N N R N R N N R N R A R R A AR R R R A 
NEW PAYLOADS 13 10 5 1* 4 1"* 4 0 5 0 1 1"* 2** 2 0 1**0 0 6 
REPEAT PAYLOADS 0 0 3 1 4 0 3 2**6 6 3 0 0 6 1* 0 8 1**2 
%NEWPAYLOADS 1.0 1.0 .6 .8 .5 1.0 .6 0 .5 0 .3 1.0 1.0 .3 0 1.0 00 .8 
USERS: oss QAT.X x - xx -- - -- - - x -­x xxx -- X - -
OA X - X x -- X - X - X - -
ESA X - - - X X X- X - X - X - - X -
STSFLTNO. 10 12 14 17 19 2123 25 27 30 34 36 38 40 42 4446 48 
NOTES *N = NEW, R = REPEAT 
= LARGE COMPLEX (MULTI INSTRUMENT) PAYLOAD 
DEDICATED MISSION (SINGLE USER) 
SREPEAT MISSION (SAME CARGO MANIFEST) 
22791 
Figure D-17 
ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY SPACELAB 

MISSIONS CLASSIFICATIONS
 
EXAMPLE SL#11, MU82-2, FLT 2/82 (SIMILAR TO SL#7) SM + PALLET
 
CATEGORIES 
LEAD TIMES (MONTHS) 	 60 42 34I II 	 IlI 
CHARACTERISTICS 	 NEW COMPLEX OPERATIONAL REPEATS 
1. S/L CONFIGURATION 	 1.0 
2. PAYLOADS (INDIVIDUAL) 	 .3 .7 
3. 	 INTEGRATED PAYLOAD .7 .3
 
.5 .5
4. EXPERIMENTS 
5. MISSION FLIGHT PLAN 	 .5 .5 
6. P/L INTERFACE/ACCOMMODATIONS. 	 .5 .5 
7. P/L RESOURCES/TIMELINE 	 .5 .5 
8. 	 CREW/TRAINING' .5 .5­
.3 .7
9. GROUND OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT 
10. MISSION MANAGER 	 1.0 
11. EXPERIMENTERS/PI'S 	 .5 .5 
12. REMARKS 	 1.0 
CATEGORY TOTAL 	 0 7.3 4.7 
111 	 .39 I110 1NORMALIZED ( - 12) 
CAT. LEAD TIME (MONTHS) 	 0 27 13 
MISSION LEAD TIME = 	 40 MONTHS 
START TIME (MISSION APPROVAL) 	 OCT '78 
The assessments are summed in each mission category and normalized by dividing
 
by the number of assessment characteristics (12). This provides an assessment
 
of the degree that the total mission is characterized in each of the three
 
categories. The product of the total mission assessment in a category
 
times its respective category-lead time is summed across the three categories.
 
The result is a lead time assessment unique to that mission. In this
 
case, mission lead time is calculated as 61% of Category II,or 27 months
 
plus 39% of Category III (13 months) for a total of 40 months. For the
 
given flight date of February 1982, this gives a mission assignment date
 
of October 1978. This implies that prior to October 1978 a mission approval
 
analysis should be performed to assess-the mission requirements and
 
schedules. A firmer start date may then be assessed at that time.
 
Assessments for Spacelab Missions 3-19 start dates based on the described
 
methodology are presented in Figures D-18, 19, and 20. Flight dates
 
correspond to those in the Early STS Mission Plan, June 22, 1976.
 
Figure D-18 presents Missions 3-8. Mission 3 start date (Mission Manager
 
assignment) is assessed as March 1976 and it was assigned a Mission
 
Manager at that time. Mission 5, which has some similarities to
 
Mission 1, need not be initiated until March 1977 although more definition
 
of this mission and its payload (Mission Approval Document) would be
 
timely now. This is particularly true of Mission 6, the ATL, which
 
appears at this time to be a particularly complex mission which should
 
be initiated in the very near future.
 
Figure D-19 continues the methodology assessment of early Spacelab missions
 
and covers Mission 9 through 14. Except for Missions 9 (Pallet Astronomy)
 
and 10 (AMPS), the assessed start dates are in the last quarter of 1978.
 
The methodology assessment of early Spacelab missions is continued in
 
Figure D-20 and covers Missions 15 through 19. Except for Mission 19,
 
assessed start dates are in 1979.
 
The results of the assessments worked in Figures D-18 through D-20 were
 
presented in Section D-1.1 (see Figures D-1 and D-2).
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SPACELAB MISSION SCHEDULING - 1 
N 
r 
SPACELAB FLIGHT 3 SP/MU 4 LS-MOD-1 5 MU 81-3 6 ATL-1 7 MU 81-2 8 LS MOD-1 
FLIGHT DATE JAN '81 MAR '81 JUN '81 AUG '81 SEP '81 OCT'81MISSION CATEGORY* II ,,Li' , ,,h" I"7 ' "11I"iL' ZL 3 "j
CHARACTERISTICS LM + PALLET LM ONLY LM + PALLET SM + PALLETS SM + PALLETS NO.4 REFLT 
1.S/L CONFIGURATION .5 .5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.02. PAYLOADS (INDIVIDUAL) .6 .4 .8 .2 .3 .3 .4 .8 .2 .5 .5 .2 .83.INTEGRATED P/L 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .2 .84. EXPERIMENTS 1.0 1.0 .6 .3 .1 .6 .4 .8 .2 1.0 
ca 5. MISSION FLT PLAN .5 .5 1.0 1.0 1.0 .5 .5 1.06. P/L INTERFACE/ACCOM 1.0 .8 .2 .6 .2 .2 1.0 .4 .4 .2 .2 .87. P/L RESOURCES T/L 1.0 1.0 .6 .4 1.0 .8 .2 .5 .58. CREW/TRAINING 1.0 1.0 .6 .4 1.0 .7 .3 .5 .5 
9. GROUND OPS &
 
SUPPORT 1.0 .8 .2 .4 .4 
 .2 1.0 .6 .4 .5 .510. MISSION MANAGER 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.011. EXPERIMENTORS/PIs 1.0 .8 .2 .3 .3 .4 .8 .2 .5 .5 .5 .512. REMARK 1.0 1.0 1.01.0 1.0 1.0 
CATEGORY TOTAL 10.6 1.0 .4 9.2 2.6 .2 4.3 1.3 10.26.4 1.8 0 6.8 4.5 .7 0 3.6 8.4NORMALIZED .88'.08 .03 .77 .22 .02 .53 .36 .11 .85 .15 0 .57 .38 .06 0 .3 .7 
XCAT.LEADTIME(MOS) 53 34.1 4 697_1 3 6.3 0 0 13 24 
MISSION LEAD TIME(MOS) 57.4 56 50.7 57.3 52 37 
START DATE MAR '76 JUL 76 MAR 77 OCT 76 MAY '77 SEP '78 
* I= EARLY AND COMPLEX NEW PAYLOADS (60 MOS), II= OPERATIONAL AND NEW MODERATELY COMPLEX PAYLOADS (42 MOS),
III = OPERATIONAL REFLIGHTS, SAME CARGO MANIFESTS (34 MOS) 
22805 
Figure D-19
 
SPACELAB MISSION SCHEDULING - 2 
SPACELAB FLIGHT 	 9 AS 10 MU 82-1 11 MU 82-2 12 LS-MOD 2 13 AMPS 14 MU 82-4 
FLIGHT DATE NOV '81 DEC '81 FEB'82 APR '82 MAY '82 JUN '82 
MISSION CATEGORY* I" II il I " 1I I I I I "I I II I'" I I" I"' 
SM + PALLET LM ONLY SM + PALLETS LM + PALLETCHARACTERISTICS PALLETS ONLY NO.3 REFLT 
1. S/L CONFIGURATION 1.0 	 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
2. PAYLOADS (INDIVIDUAL) .4 .4 .2 .2 .8 .3 .7 .5 .5 1.0 .3 .7 
3 INTEGRATED P/L 1.0 .2 .8 .7 .3 1.0 1.0 1.0 
4. EXPERIMENTS 	 .4 .6 .8 .2 .5 .5 1.0 1.0 1.0
 
.5 .5 1.0 .5 .5 1.0 1.0 1.0
5. MISSION FLT PLAN 
6. P/L INTERFACE/ACCOM 	 .4 .4 .2 .2 .8 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0 .5 .5 
7. P/L RESOURCES 	 .7 .3 .6 .4 .5 .5 .5 .5 1.0 .5 .5 
8. CREW/TRAINING 	 .5 .5 .6 .4 .5 .5 .5 .5 .6 .4 1.0 
9. GROUND OPS &
 
SUPPORT .7 .3 .2 .8 .3 .7 .4 .6 .4 .6 .3 .7
 
10. MISSION MANAGER 1.0 	 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
11. EXPERIMENTORS/PTs .4 .6 	 .2 .8 .5 .5 .6 .4 1.0 1.0 
12. REMARK 	 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .6 .4 .5 .5 
CATEGORY TOTAL 6.0 5.6 .4 0 3.0 9.0 0 7.3 4.7 0 9.0 3.0 4.6 7.4 0 2.1 9.2 .7 
NORMALIZED .5 .47 .03 0 .25 .75 0 .61 .39 0 .75 .25 .38 .62 0 .17 .77 .06 
*CAT.LEADTIME(MOS) 3 113.20 32 80 2 2 
MISSION LEAD TIME(MOS) 51 37 40 40 50 44
 
START DATE AUG '77 NOV"78 OCT '78 DEC '78 MAR '78 OCT '78
 
*1 = EARLY AND COMPLEX NEW PAYLOADS (60 MOS), II = OPERATIONAL AND NEW, MODERATELY COMPLEX PAYLOADS 
(42 MOS), 
III = OPERATIONAL REFLGITHS, SAME CARGO MANIFESTS (34 MOS) 
Figure D-20 22806 
SPACELAB MISSIONS SCHEDULING 3 
V SPACELAB FLIGHT 15 ATL-2 ** 16 EVAL 17 MU 82-3 18 LS-MOD-2 19 SP/AS/HE 
FLIGHT DATE JUL '82 AUG '82 SEP '82 OCT '82 NOV '82
MISSION CATEGORY* 
_ II'i I"i'i ' III 'IFI' I" [ifCHARACTERISTICS SM + PALLETS SM +PALLETS LM +PALLET NO.12 REFLT PALLETS ONLY1.S/L CONFIGURATION 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.02. PAYLOAD (INDIVIDUAL) 
.3 .7 .6 .4 1.0 .2 .8 .4 .4 .23.INTEGRATED P/L .5 .5 1.0 1.0 
.2 .8 .6 .44. EXPERIMENTS 
.7 .3 1.0 .6 .4 1.0 .4 .65. MISSION FLT PLAN 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .5 .56. P/L INTERFACE/ACCOM 
.5 .5 .6 .4 1.0 
.2 .8 .6 .2 .27. P/L RESOURCES 
.7 .3 .8 .2 1.0 .5 .5 .5 .5P. CREW/TRAiNING 
.7 .3 .6 .4 .6 .4 .5 .5 1.09. GROUND OPS & 
SUPPORT 

.5 .5 .6 .4 .6 .4 .5 .5 .5 .510. MISSION MANAGER 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.011. EXPERIMENTORS/PIs 
.5 .5 .6 .4 .6 .4 .5 .5 .4 .612. REMARK 
.3 .7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0CATEGORY TOTAL 0 5.7 6.3 0 9.8 2.2 0 9.4 2.6 0 3.6 8.4 4.9 6.7 .4NORMALIZED 0 .48 .52 0 .82 .18 0 .78 .22 0 .3 .7 .41 .56 .03
*CAT. LEAD TIME (MOS) .020 18 313 24. 2
 
MISSION LEAD TIME (MOS) 38 40 
 40 37 49START DATE MAY '79 APR '79 MAY '79 SEP '79 OCT'78

*1= EARLY AND COMPLEX NEW PAYLOADS (60 MOS), II = OPERATIONAL AND NEW MODERATELY 
 COMPLEX PAYLAODS (42 MOS), 
III = OPERATIONAL REFLIGHTS, SAME CARGO MANIFESTS (34 MOS)**ATL-2 ISCURRENTLY UNDEFINED 
-- ASSUMED SIMILAR TO ATL-1 (SL NO. 6) 
D-2.1 Early STS Mission Manager Scheduling AutomatedPayloads
 
The methodology for assessing lead times for initiation of mission develop­
ment for automated payloads is based on:
 
(1) methodology previously developed and presented for Spacelab missions,
 
(2) Delta mission planning procedures (Figures D-21 and 22),
 
(3) STS planning requirements (Figure D-23), and
 
(4) data on the development lead times for typical and representative
 
payloads (Figure D-24).
 
Mission development is assumed initiated by the approval of the Mission
 
Approval Document and assignment to a Mission Manager responsible for the
 
integration of the various payloads and support elements planned/assigned
 
to a specific STS flight. This includes preparation of the integrated
 
payload operations and interface requirements to be imposed on the STS
 
and coordination with the STS Operations Manager and individual Payload
 
Managers in the implementation of these requirements.
 
Generic mission development lead times (Figures D-25 through D-28) are
 
estimated based on the required functions and milestones (payload integration,
 
operations planning, GSE/software development/mod, training, launch
 
operations) and time estimates for each for three basic mission categories;
 
(1) early missions and those with new and complex payloads, (2)operational
 
missions with new payloads of moderate complexity'using mostly standard
 
(previously developed) interfaces and procedures, and (3)operational
 
reflights of previous STS-flown payloads/similar missions. Each of the
 
automated payload/missions (Figures D-29 and D-30) is assessed relative
 
to these categories against a set of twelve mission payload characteristics
 
(Figure D-31, to arrive at a combined mission development lead time for
 
each specific mission (Figures D-32 and 33).
 
The results of this effort are summarized in Figure D-34 which indicates
 
estimated start dates for each of the individual payloads as well as
 
the assessed mission development start date (mission approval/manager
 
assigned) for each mission (indicated by left hand bracket). As Figure D-32
 
through 34 indicate, mission development lead times assessments range
 
from 27 (#49) to 38 (#9, #16) months with 33 months average. This allows-
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Figure D-21 
DELTA MISSION PLANNING
 
1REPEAT 
MI0 
NORMAL MISSION PLANNING SEQUENCE 
CALLUP
 
SEQUENCE
 
INITIATE 
PRELIMINARY DETAILED INITIATE 
MISSION MISSION VEHICLE 
-PLANNING REQUIREMENTS CHECKOUT 
PRELIMINARY 
SPACECRAFT PRELIMINARY 
SAFETY COMPATIBILITY 
INFORMATION DRAWING 
104 WEEKS 78 WEEKS 56 WEEKS 36 WEEKS 13 WEEKS LAUNCH
 
Figure D-22 3J1 -85884 
EVOLUTION OF DELTA MISSIONS REQUIREMENTS
 
(TYPICAL)
 
MISSION/SPACECRAFT 
FEASIBILITY & PRELIM. DESIGN SATELLITE DEVELOPMENT
 
STUDIES &TEST
 
12-24 MO. I 24-36 MO. LAUNCH 
RFP'SA AATP A 
I 0 ---I4-8 MO. I--- 1-2 MO.--"­
- PROCUREMENT LAUNCH SITE 
ACTIVITIES 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 
PRELIM. MISSION/VEH. DEF. I IFORMAL MISSION PLNG. PER R.M. 1) 
K- 24 MO. 
VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS 
*,STANDARD CONFIGURATION o IMPROVED CONFIGURATION 
@MODIFIED CONFIGURATION a QUANTITY/SCHEDULE\~,, /~LAUNCH
 
COORDINATE TO VEHICLE ATP VEHICLE PRODUCTION C!0l A
 
PRODUCTION :-O-- 12 MO. - 23 MO.
 
(1) USUALLY COVERED BY LAUNCH CONTRACTS. 
Figure D-23 
NASA-S-76-4118 SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
GENERAL PLANMNG SUMMARY 
CY 1 76 I 77 I 78 1 79 1 80 I 81 I 82 I 83 1 84 1 85 
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST I 
STS PREPARATION OPERATIONAL BUILDUP 
A STS 'USER DEVELOPMENT BROCHURE
 
A STS USER HANDBOOK
 
........................... 
 STS USER REFERENCES
 
STS UTILIZATION OPERATIONS-

PLANNING INTEGRATED
 
PLANNING
 
2 YEARS AUNCH IN LATER YERS A 

A 16 WEEKS THE GOAL ISTO FLY WITHIN
 
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS 
 FLIGHT 
 ONE YEAR AFTER FLIGHT ASSIGNMENT
 
I* ORBITAL FLIGHTTEST PACKAGE
 
* INITIAL SPACELAB MISSIONS
 
EARLY STS MISSIONS PLAN
 
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 
STS FLIGHT ACTIVITIES.SUMMARY PUBLISHED ON SIX MONTH INTERFALS CONTAINING 
FIRM, TENTATIVE, AND UNASSIGNED FLIGHT OPPORTUNIfff 
­
Figure D-24 
~24010 
SPACECRAFTCAUTOMATED p DEVELOPMENT TIMES 
'a
 
MONTHS
 
DESIGN INTE-STUDIES 
EXAMPLE SPACECRAFT/ AND AND GRATION FIRST 
EXPERIMENTS PROPOSALS PROCURE DEVELOP IV* I1-1 LAUNCH REMARKS 
NASA 
LAGEOS (EXPLORER CLASS) 24 - 28 2 2 6/76 DELTA 
SEASAT--A SMALL OBSERVER) 24 - 25 4 2 5/78 ATLAS 
DELTA
ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER 12 9 21 4 5 . 4/73 
SEASAT B (MED OBSERVER) 24 - 36 6 2 6/82 ATLAS 
NIMBUS E (MED OBSERVER) 12 4 38 9 2 6/72 DELTA 
RAE-B (EXPLORER) 12 - 25 10 2 10/72 DELTA 
GAMMA RAY (EXPLORER) 24 - 36 7 4 10/79 ) MMS 
SOLAR MAX (SMALL OBS) 18 - 29 6 - 4 2/80 ) OFT FLTS 
AIRSAT (SMALL OBS) 24 9 32 6 5 5/80 
LDEF (CARRIER) 12 - 34 12 5 9/79 OFT NO. 3 
LDEF (NEWEXPMTS) 12 - 18 6 2 9/81 REFLIGHT 
SPACE TELESCOPE (LG OBS) 24 12 48 12 4 5/83 REVISITS 
HEAO (MED OBS) 18 12 36 6 2 4/77 AC-ELV 
MARINEER-JUPITER/SATURN 24 8 36 6 2 9/77 TC-ELV 
12 36 6 2 .5/78 AC-ELVPIONEER VENUS 36 
FOREIGN 
ESRO-EXOSAT 42 6 40 6 1 10/80 DELTA 
ESRO-COS-B 31 9 37 6 1 10/75 DELTA 
COMMERCIAL 
RCA-DOMSAT 39 7 18 6 1 11/75 DELTA. 
AEROSAT 24 4 29 6 1 11/78 DELTA 
*INSTALLATION OF EXPERIMENTS IN SPACECRAFT
 
- - - -
Figure D-25 	 24005 
AUTOMATED PAYLOADS MISSION MANAGER 
MISSION CATEGORY I - EARLY ORCOMPLEX NEW MISSIONS 
(PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT NOMINAL OR. 
OFF-LINE) 
MONTHS TO FLIGHT FLT 
FUNCTIONS 60 48 36 24 12 0 
1. 	 MANAGE, P/L DEFINITION AND INTERFACE 
2. 	 MANAGE INTEGRATED P/L MISSION PLNG 
-
3. 	 MANAGE P/L INTEGRATION REQMTS 
.
 
ANALYSIS 
4. 	 MANAGE MISSION PROJECT PLNG AND .
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
5. 	 MANAGE MISSION OPERATIONS PLNG 
......
 
5.1 	 ANALYTICAL P/L INTEGRATION 
5.2 	 DETAILED OPERATIONS PLANS 
.
 
6. 	 MANAGE MISSION IMPLEMENTATION 
. . .
 
6.1 	 DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT OF GSE & 
-
-
FSE (P/L MISSION PECULIAR) 
6.2 	 DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE
 
(P/LMISSION PECULIAR)
 
6.3 	 SELECTION/TRAINING OF PERSONNEL 
-
(IF REQUIRED) 
6.4 	 LEVEL IV INTEGRATION
 
(MANAGED BY EACH PAYLOAD PROJECT)
 
6.5 	 SUPPORT LAUNCH SITE INTEGRATION 
6.6 	 MISSION EXECUTION 
Figure D-26 
AUTOMATED PAYLOADS MISSION MANAGER 24006 
MISSION CATEGORY It - OPERATIONAL 
MISSIONS, MODERATE COMPLEXITY, 
NEW PAYLOADS 
MONTHS TO FLIGHT 
FUNCTIONS 60 48 36 24 12 0 
'1. 	 MANAGE P/L DEFINITION AND INTERFACE 
2. 	 MANAGE INTEGRATED P/L MISSION PLNG -.­
3. 	 MANAGE P/L INTEGRATION REQMTS - -
ANALYSIS 
4. 	 MANAGE MISSION PROJECT PLNG AND 
IMPLEMENTATION 
5. 	 MANAGE MISSION OPERATIONS PLNG 
5.1 	 ANALYTICAL PAYLOAD INTEGRATION 
5.2 	 DETAI LED OPERATIONS PLANS 
6. 	 MANAGE MISSION IMPLEMENTATION 
6.1 	 DESIGN/OEVELOPMENT OF GSE &
 
FSE P/L MISSION PECULIAR)
 
6.2 	 DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE
 
(P/L M!SSION PECULIAR)
 
6.3 	 SELECTION TRAINING OF PERSONNEL
 
(IF REQUIRED)
 
6.4 	 LEVEL IV INTEGRATION
 
(MANAGED BY EACH PAYLOAD PROJECT)
 
6.5 	 SUPPORT LAUNCH SITE INTEGRATION 
6.6 	 MISSION EXECUTION 
Figure D-27 24007 
S.PACELAB PAYLOADS MISSION MANAGER 
MISSION CATEGORY III - OPERATIONAL 
REFLIGHT 
CI 
MONTHS TO FLIGHT 
FUNCTIONS 60 48 36 24 12 0 
1. MANAGE P/L DEFINITION AND INTERFACE 
2. MANAGE iNTEGRATED P/L MISSION PLNG 
3. MANAGE P/L INTEGRATION REOMTS 
ANALYSIS 
4. MANAGE MISSION PROJECT PLNG AND 
IMPLEMENTATION 
5. MANAGE MISSION OPERATIONS PLNG - -
5.1 ANALYTICAL PAYLOADS INTEGRATION - - -
5.2 DETAILED OPERATIONS PLANS - -
6. MANAGE MISSION IMPLEMENTATION ..-.­
6.1 DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT OF GSE & 
FSE (P/L MISSION PECULIAR) 
6.2 DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE 
(P/L MISSION PECULIAR) 
6.3 SELECTION/TRAINING OF PERSONNEL 
(IF REQUIRED) 
6.4 LEVEL IV INTEGRATION 
(MANAGED BY EACH PAYLOAD PROJECT) 
6.5 SUPPORT LAUNCH SITE INTEGRATION 
6.6 MISSION EXECUTION 
24008 Figure 
D-28 
AUTOMATED PAYLOADS MISSION CATEGORIES 
DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIMES 
MISSION CATEGORY MONTHS TO LAUNCH 
60 48 36 24 12 0 
CATEGORY 1 - EARLY MISSIONS 
OR COMPLEX. NEW MISSIONS 1 2 3 
DEFINE/IMPLEMENTANTEGRATION 
4 5 6 
PAYLOAD DEV OFF-LINE OR NOMINAL A&A L, A 4 A 
CATEGORY II - OPERATIONAL 
MISSIONS, MODERATE COMPLEXITY, DEFINEIMPLEMENTANTEGRATION 
NEW PAYLOAD, STANDARD OPS 1 2 3 4 5 6 
INTERFACES AA A 
PAYLOAD DEV OFF-LINE OR MINIMAL 
CATEGORY III- OPERATIONAL DEFINE/IMPLEMENT/INTEGRATION
REFLIGHT- SAME PAYLOADS/CARGO 1 3 4 5 6 
MANIFEST :4A A A 
(NEW EXPERIMENTS) 
NOTES: (1) MISSION MANAGER ASSIGNED 
(21 PROJECT PLAN SUBMITTAL TO AA 
(3) START MISSION IMPLEMENTATION (PAYLOAD SELECTED) 
(4)' START LEVEL Ill/11 INTEGRATION 
(5) FLIGHT OPERATIONS 
(6) POST MISSION DISTRIBUTION 
Figure D-29 
NON-S/L NASA/NASA-RELATED MISSIONS
 
STS Fit # 
& Flt Date Payloads/User .Carrier Mode % New P/L Remarks 
7 STP-l/DOD IUS Deploy 1.0 DOD mission prime 
May '80 (LDEF/OAST) ORB Retrieve 0 LDEF deployed by 
STS #4 
9 Aerosat/Comsat SSUS Deploy New First 
&erosat/Comsat SSUS Deploy on SSUS 
Sep 80 GOES/NOAA SSUS Deploy STS Mission 
13 Stormsat/OA IUS Deploy 1.0 First NASA IUS 
Feb '81 Soft X-ray/OSS ORB Deploy 1.0 
16 Foreign Comm/ESA SSUS Deploy 1.0 Four users 
APPS/OA ORB Sortie 0 (APPS flown 
Vest. Func./OSS ORB Deploy 1.0 previously on 
May '81 Sphinx/OAST IUS Deploy 1.0 S/L #3) 
20 LDEF/OAST ORB Deploy 0 Reflight 
Sep '81 BESS/OSS ORB Deploy 1.0 Retrievable 
22 VLB Inter/OSS IUS Deploy 1.0 
Gray Probe/OSS ORB Deploy 1.0 
Oct '81 (SMM/OSS) ORB Retrieve New on STS Delta deployed 
28 Exoecliptic Obs/OSS IUS Deploy 1.0 Four-stage IUS 
Jan '82 and RTG 
29 Jupiter ORB/Probe/OSS IUS Deploy 1.0 Four-stage IUS 
Jan '82 and RTG 
33 Weststar/Comm SSUS Deploy 1.0 Commercial 
Foreign Comm/ESA SSUS Deploy 0 Ref. Fit #16 
Apr '82 (BESS/OSS) ORB/OMS Retrieve 0 Ref. Flt #20 
35 Disaster Warn/OA IUS Deploy 1.0 
APPS/OA ORB Sortie 0 Reflight 
Apr '82 (LDEF/OAST) ORB Retrieve 0 Ref. Flt #20 
41 VLB Inter/OSS IUS Deploy 0 Ref. Flt #22 
BESS/OSS ORB Deploy 0 Reflight 
Aug '82 APPS/OA ORB Sortie 0 Reflight 
49 Saturn Probe/OSS IUS Deploy 1.0 Similar to #29 
Dec '82 
50 (WTR) Earth Survey Sat/OA 0MS Kit Deploy 1.0 First WTR flight 
Dec '82 
OJJELLP 140 
24013 Figure D-30 
EARLY STS MISSIONS-
AUTOMATED, PAYLOADS NASA/NASA RELATED 
ESTIMATED LEAD TIME TO DEVELOP 
MONTHS
 
DESIGN INTE-STUDIES 
AND ATP AND GRATION FIRST 
SPACECRAFT PROPOSALS PROCURE (EST) DEVELOP IV* Il-I LAUNCH REMARKS 
705 34 12 5 10/79 CARRIERLDEF (INITIAL) 12 

LDEF (NEW EXPMTS) 12 7/79 18 6 2 9/81 REFLIGHT
 
-	 - .7/77 30 6 2 9/80 OPERATIONALGOES 

6 2 2/81 SMALL OBSSTORMSAT 24 	 6 12/77 30 
RAY 	 12 6 9/78 20 6 2 2/81 EXPLORER.SOFT X 
FOREIGN COMM/ESA 36 6 9/77 36 6 2 5/81 FOREIGN 
REFLIGHTAPPS (NEW EXPMTS) 12 	 - 7/79 18 2 2 5/81 

- 3/78 30 6 2 5/81 SMALL SAT.
VEST FUNCTION SAT 24 

5/81 ADV TECH
SPHINX 24 	 6 9/77 36 6 2 
BESS 24 9 1/78 36 6 	 2 9/81 ADV LS
 
2 10/81 EXPLORER
VLB INTERF 	 12 6 6/78 20 6 

12 6 6/78 20 6 2 10/81 EXPLORER
GRAV PROBE 

6 2 1/82 PIONEER
EXOECLIPTIC OBSER 24 	 9 5/78 36 
24 9 5/78 36 6 2 1/82 PIONEER +JUPITER ORB PROBE 
2/79 30 6 2 4/82 COMSATDISASTER WARN 24 	 6 
REFLT"
APPS (NEW EXPMTS) 12 - 6/80 18 2 2 4/82 

4/80 20 6 2 8/82 EXPLORER
VLB INTERF - -

BESS (NEW EXPMTS) 12 - 10/80 18 2 2 8/82 REFLT
 
12 - 10/80 18 2 2 8/80 REFLT
APPS (NEW EXPMTS) 
4/79 36 6 2 12/82 PIONEER +SATURN PROBE 24 	 9 

9 36 MED OBS
EARTH SURVEY 24 4/79 6' 	 2 12/82 
*INSTALLATION OF EXPERIMENTS IN SPACECRAFT 
24009 
Figure D-31
AUTOMATED 

PAYLOADS MISSION CATEGORIES 
CHARATERISTICS 
MISSION CATEGORY 	 I (NEW/COMPLEX) II (STD/OPERATIONAL) III (REFLIGHT) 
LEAD TIME (MONTHS): 
ON-LINE P/L DEV 	 42-60 NA NA 
OFF-LINE P/L DEV 	 42 33 24 
CHARACTERISTICS 
1. VEHICLE CONFIGURATION NEW STD 	 SAME 
2. NUMBER DIFFERENT PAYLOADS/USERS >-3 3-	 2< 
3. PAYLOADS (INDIVIDUAL S/C) NEW/COMPLEX NEW 	 SAME 
4. INTEGRATED PAYLOAD* 	 NEW/COMPLEX NEW SAME 
5. MISSION FLIGHT PLAN 	 NEW/COMPLEX STD SIMILAR 
6. P/L INTERFACES/ACCOM 	 NEW/COMPLEX STD/MARGINS SAME/MINIMAL 
7. P/L OPERATIONS 	 NEW/COMPLEX STD SIMILAR 
8. RESOURCE/PERF RQMTS 	 MARGINAL ADEQUATE ADEQUATE 
9. CREW/TRAINING 	 NEW/COMPLEX STD SAME/SIMiLAR 
10. GND OPS & SUPPORT 	 NEW/COMPLEX STD SAME/SIMILAR 
11. MISSION MGR 	 NEW NEW/EXPERIENCED NEW/EXPERIENCED 
12. 	 REMARKS NEW/COMPLEX STD/MODERATELY OPERATIONAL 
MULTI-PAYLOADS COMPLEX/NEW REFLIGHT 
OR ON-LINE PAYLOADS 
*ASSIGN VALUE = 0 FOR SINGLE PAYLOAD MISSIONS
 
Figure. D-32 
AUTOMATED PAYLOADS 
MISSION SCHEDULING ASSESSMENT 
P/L DEV OFF-LINE 
24010 
STS FLIGHT NUMBER 
FLIGHT DATE 
7 
MAY 80 
9 
SEP 80 
13 
FEB 81 
16 
MAY 81 
20 
SEP 81 
22 
OCT 81 
PAYLOADS/CARRIERS STP(DOD)/IUS 
(RETRIEVE 
LDEF/ORB) 
AEROSATISSUS 
AEROSAT/SSUS 
GOESiSSUS 
STORMSAT/IUS 
SOFT X-RAY/ 
ORB 
FOR COMiSSUS 
APPS/ORB 
VEST FUNCT/ 
ORB, 
SPHINX/IUS 
LDEF/ORB 
BESS/ORB 
VLBI/IUS 
GRAV PROBE/ORB 
(RETRIEVE 
SMM/ORB) 
MISSION CATEGORY I 11 III I II III I II III I II Ill I II III I II 11 1 
CHARACTERISTICS 
1. VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 
2. NO. PAYLOADS/USERS 
3. PAYLOADS (INDIVIDUAL) 
4. INTEGRATED PAYLOAD 
5. MISSION FLIGHT PLAN 
6. P/L INTERFACEACCOM 
7. P/L OPERATIONS 
8. RESOURCE/PERF ROMTS 
9. CREW/TRAINING 
10. GND OPS& SUPPORT 
11. MISSION MANAGER 
12. REMARKS 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
10 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
1.0 
0.4 
0.5 
0.5 
0.6 
0.6 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
0.3 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0.4 
0.4 
0.5 
0.5 
0.3 
1.0 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
CATEGORY TOTAL 
NORMALIZED 
2.0 
0.17 
7.0 2.0 
0.58 0.17 
7.0 
0.58 
5.0 
0A2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12.0 
1.0 
0 
0 
7.1 
0.59 
4.6 
0.38 
0.3 
0.03 
0 
0 
5.5 
0.47 
6.5 
0.53 
J. 
0.08 
11.0 
0.92 
0 
0 
X CATEGORY LEAD TIME (MOS) 
MISSION LEAD TIME (MOS) 
7.1 19.1 
30.3 
4.1 24.4 13.8 
38.2 
0 0 33.0 
33.0 
0 24.8 12.5 
38.0 
0.7 0 15.5 
28.2 
12.7 3.4 30.4 
33.8 
0 
START DATE NOV 77 JUL 77 MAY 78 MAR 78 APR 79 JAN 79 
Figure D-33 
AUTOMATED PAYLOADS
 
MISSION.SCHEDULING ASSESSMENT
 
STS FLIGHT NUMBER 28 29 33 35 41 49 50 
FLIGHT DATE JAN 82 JAN 82 APR 82 APR 82 AUG 82 DEC 82 DEC 82 
PAYLOADS/CARRIERS EXOECLIPTIC JUPITER WESTSTA'R/%SUS DIASTER/IUS VLSI/IUS SATURN EARTH 
PIONEER PROBE ESA COMSAT/ APPS/ORB BESS/ORB PROBE SURVEY (4STG IUS) (4STG IUS) SSUS (RET LDEF) APPS/ORB (4STG IUS) (OMS) 
(RET BESS) (OMS) (FIRST WTR) 
MISSION CATEGORY I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III 
CHARACTERISTICS 
1. VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.02. NO. PAYLOADS/USERS 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.03. PAYLOADS (INDIVIDUAL) 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.04. INTEGRATED PAYLOAD 0 0 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 0 
- 05. MISSION FLIGHT PLAN 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.06. P/L INTERFACE/ACCOM 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.07. P/L OPERATIONS 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.08. RESOURCE/PERF RQMTS 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.09. CREW/TRAINING 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.010. GND OPS & SUPPORT 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.00.5 0.5 1.011. MISSION MANAGER 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.012. REMARKS 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 
CATEGORY TOTAL 5.0 5.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 1.0 0.5 10.9 0.6 2.5 8.0 1.5 0 8.0 4.0 1.0 2.0 8.0 4.0 5.0 2.0 
NORMALIZED 0.42 0.42 0.08 0.42 0.42 0.08 0.04 0.91 0.05 0.21 0.67 0.12 0 0.67 0.33 0.08 0.17 0.67 0.33 0.42 0.17 
X CATEGORY LEAD TIME (MOS) 17.7 13.9 2.0 17.7 13.9 2.0 1.7 30.0 1.2 8.8 22.0 2.9 22.0 8.0 3.4 5.6 16.1 13.9 13.9 4.1 
MISSION LEAD TIME (MOS) 33.6 33.5 32.9 33.7 30.0 27.1 31.9 
START DATE MAR 79 MAR 79 JUL 79 JUN 79 FEB 80 SEP 80 APR 80 
Figure D-34 
AUTOMATED PAYLOADS MISSIONS 24012 
SCHEDULING SUMMARY(MISSIONS WITH NASA/NASA-RELATED PAYLOADS) 
STS 	 CARRIERS CALENDAR YEARS 
FLT PAYLOAD IUS SSUS1 	 1977 1978' 1979 1980 1981 1982 
7 	 STP-1/DOD X (NON-NASA) r LEOY) 47
 (LDEF RETRIEVAL/OAST) ( L (
 
9 	 AEROSATS/COMSATS X9 (NON-NASA 9
 
GOES/NOAA i X (NNNSA - - ­
13 	 STORMSAT/OA X/ 13' 
SOFT X-RAY/OSS A, 
16 	 FOREIGN COMM/ESA X (NON-NASA) aN 16 
APPS REFLIGHT/OA - NEW.EXPMTS A + 
VEST. FUNCTIONS SAT/OSS 
SPHINX/OAST 	 X 
-& 20 LDEFFREFLIGHT/OAST(NEWEXPMTS) 	 A20
olIBESS/OSS 	 A .4;
 
22 	 VLB INTEF/OSS xA
 
GRAV PROBE/OSS A
 
(RETRIEVE SMM/OSS) 
__
__a___ 
X 	 A & " +2828 	 EXOCLIPTIC OBSERVER 
29 JUPITER PROBE X A -L _29 
33 WESTSTAR/COMM X (NONNASA) 
FOREIGN COMM/ESA X NA 
(RETRIEVE BESS/OSS) x ) MS 23 
35 DISASTER WARN/OA X A r I 
APPS REFLIGHT/OA (NEW EXPMTS) A 16 1 135 
(RETRIEVE LDEF/OAST) 
41 VLB INTER/OSS X 
A 	 * 41BESS REFLIGHT/OSS (NEW EXPMTS) 

APPS REFLIGHT/OA (NEW EXPMTS) 1 935
 
A E 	 49+49 SATURN PROBE/OSS x 
50 EARTH SURVEY/OA (WTR) )MS A E 0f 
A 	 INDIVIDUAL PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT (OC/D) t MISSION APPROVAL/MISSION MANAGER ASSI'GNED 
INITIATED 
the Mission Manager nine months to develop integrated payload requirements
 
and plans prior to start of STS detailed operations planning at T-24
 
months. Later missions (and reflights) may require less lead time as
 
time required for STS detailed operations planning is expected to decrease
 
by the 1984-85 time period. For the early missions assessed here,
 
however, mission approval analyses are indicated for Missions 7 and 9 by
 
mid-1977, for Missions 13 and 16 by early 1978, for Missions 20, 22,
 
28, 29 by early 1979, etc. Subsequent update and 'application of this
 
methodology could be used to update this current assessment.
 
The methodology, while using some objective factors, is basically an
 
ordered array of subjective evaluations systematically defined and
 
combined to produce a lead time value for each mission assessed. The
 
methodology obviously cannot, and is not intended, provide a rigorous
 
schedule or lead time assessment which a specific mission project schedule
 
analysis could provide. Rather, the intent is to provide a simple and
 
easily applied visibility tool for planning purposes and the initiation
 
of mission approval analyses. The mission approval analyses will include
 
the project schedule analysis to define/justify the necessary mission
 
project lead times and schedule milestones.
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Appendix E
 
OPERATIONS PLANNING METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING 
THE TRACKING REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT AND GROUND ITEMS (TASK 2.1B) 
Objective
 
The objective of this task was to build an operations planning data file with 
sufficient scope and detail to support the following operations planning 
activities (A-J), identified for both the five-year (Planning Baseline) and 
12-year (Mission Model) plans. 
A. 	STS hardware and support equipment inventory requirements analysis
 
for both flight operations and ground processing.
 
B. 	Payload flight operations requirements analysis, both on-orbit and
 
ground.
 
C. 	Ground processing requirements analysis for individual payloads and
 
integrated missions.
 
D. 	Crew and experiment timelines for experiment operations.
 
E. 	Manpower and ground processing timeline for mission integration.
 
F. 	Resource requirements analysis to support ground processing and
 
experiment operations.
 
G. 	Contingency analysis for both ground processing and flight operations.
 
H. 	Hazards identification and procedures analysis for both ground
 
processing and experiment operations.
 
I. 	Ground transportation requirements analysis.
 
J. 	 STS accommodations versus payload requirements compatibility analysis. 
Approach 
Substantial quantities of technical data, pertinent to ground and flight 
operations analysis in support of the STS utilization planning, are being
 
generated through a wide variety of effort within NASA, DOD, and their
 
industrial contractors. This task consisted of reviewing these sources of
 
information and sorting out and formatting data required to perform the 
operations analysis. A format was prepared for these data for the purpose of 
inclusion into an operations planning data bank. These data parameters include,
 
but are not limited to, the definition and capabilities of STS elements such as
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the 	tracking and communication network, facilities for STS and payload 
elements, support equipment, and ground transportation systems. 
Preliminary parameter formats for operations planning data files were 
submitted to NASA for review. The files were structured, as listed in
 
Figure E-l, into levels of integration, flight operations, and post mission 
operations. *It became apparent that many operations functions are similar 
over several levels of integration and these can enjoy the same file
 
formatting.
 
Information in the data files is stored in six areas. These operations areas 
include:
 
o Payload and mission assignment: 
1. 	Payload Name (SSPD name and number) 
2. 	Mission Assignment (mission objectives, characteristics,
 
profiles)
 
o Operations requirements, flows and timelines: 
3. 	Operations Requirements (schedules, constraints)
 
4. 	Operations Flows and Timelines (flow functions, sequence,
 
durations)
 
o Equipment and facilities requirements:
 
5. 	Equipment Requirements (experiment/STS-provided equipment
 
requirements)
 
6. 	Facility Accommodations Requirements (facilities, environment,
 
etc.)
 
A sample of the Operations Planning Data File parameter descriptions is 
illustrated in Figure E-2. Data files indicated by the X mark should contain 
the parameter values. (The five operations files were not all identified for 
each parameter--pending NASA approval of the level of detail and format.) 
The 	 preliminary Operations Planning Data Files are presented in Figure E-3. 
Following the preparation of these file formats, the level of detail of the
 
operations flow activities provided in the data files appeared to be too
 
low. (File maintenance problems occur with too much detail.) Consideration
 
was then given to possibly two or three levels of detail according to time
 
remaining before launch (more detail closer to launch). For example, the
 
12-year and five-year plans could use the following detail tasks:
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Figure Li 22880 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILES -CONTENT-
I-I 
*OPERATIONS PARAMETERS STRUCTURED INTO DATA FILES COVERING 
1. LEVEL IV INTEGRATION' 
2. 'LEVEL 11111I INTEGRATION 
3. LEVEL I INTEGRATION 
4. FLIGHT 
5. POST-MISSION 
* MANY OPERATIONS FUNCTIONS ARE SIMILAR OVER SEVERAL LEVELS
 
OF INTEGRATION AND CAN ENJOY SAME FORMAT
 
0 MAJOR ELEMENTS OF THE DATA FILE(S) INFORMATION INCLUDE: 
1. PAYLOAD NAME 
2. MISSION ASSIGNMENT 
3. OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS 
4. OPERATIONS FLOWS AND TIMELINES 
5. EQU IPMENT REQU IREMENTS 
6. FACILITY ACCOMMODATIONS REQUIREMENTS 
Figure E-2 22881 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
LEVEL OF 
INTEGRATION POST 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) IV 11/11 I FLT MISSION 
1.0 PAYLOAD NAME X X X X X 
2.0 MISSION ASSIGNMENT 
2.1 OBJECTIVES X X X X X 
2.2 SPACECRAFT GENERAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS X X X X X 
DESCRIBE SUBSYSTEMS, DIMENSIONS, WEIGHT 
(WITH AND WITHOUT SHIPPING CONTAINER) 
2.3 GROUND AND FLIGHT MISSION PROFILE 
2.3.1 INTEGRATION LOCATION (SITE) X X X 
2.3.2 ORBITER FLIGHT PROFILE X 
2.3.3 UPPERSTAGE FLIGHT PROFILE X 
2.3.4 SPACECRAFT FLIGHT PROFILE X 
2.3.5 RETRIEVAL X 
2.3.6 POST MISSION LOCATION X 
3.0 OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 SCHEDULES (DATES AND TIMES) 
3.1.1 SPACECRAFT ON-DOCK AT INTEGRATION LOCATION X X X 
3.1.2 LAUNCH WINDOW X X 
3.1.3 ESTIMATED LIFE OF SPACECRAFT X 
3.1.4 RETRIEVAL X X 
3.2 PREREQUISITES 
(TBD) 
3.3 CONSTRAINTS 
3.3.1 ORIENTATION (VERTICAL VERSUS HORIZONTAL) 
3.3.2 STRONGBACK (LOAD EQUALIZATION) 
3.3.3 TOW SPEED (MAXIMUM) 
3.4 ABORT REQUIREMENTS 
3.4.1 GROUND 
Figure E-3 
OPERATIONS PLANING DATA FILE
 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) LEVEL OFINTEGRATION FLT PSPOST 
IV II/Ii I MISSION 
1.0 PAYLOAD NAME x x x x x 
2.0 MISSION ASSIGNMENT 
2.1 Objectives x x x x x 
2.2 Spacecraft General Physical 
Characteristics x x x x x 
Describe subsystems, dimensions, 
weight (with and without shipping 
-container). 
2.3 Ground and Flight Mission Profile 
2.3.1 
2.3.2 
Integration Location (Site) 
Orbiter Flight Profile 
x x x 
x 
2.3.3 
2.3.4 
Upperstage Flight Profile 
Spacecraft Flight Profile 
x 
x 
2.3.5 Retrieval x 
2.3.6 Post Mission Location x 
3.0 OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Schedules (Dates and Times) 
3.1.1 Spacecraft On-Dock at 
Integration Location 
3.1.2 Launch-Window 
x x x 
x x 
3.1.3 
3.1.4 
Estimated Life of Spacecraft 
Retrieval 
x 
x x 
3.2 Prerequisites 
(TBD) 
3.3 Constraints 
3.3.1 
3.3.2 
3.3.3 
Orientation (Vertical vs. 
Horizontal) 
Strongback (Load 
Equalization) 
Tow Speed (Maximum) 
3.4 Abort Requirements 
3.4.1 Ground 
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE
 
PRELIMINARY
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
LEVEL OF 	 POST
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 	 INTEGRATIONIV IMISSION
IIIII	 FLT
 
3.4.1.1 	Recycling Requirements
 
3.4.1.2 	Special Procedures
 
3.4.1.3 	Time/Safety Critical
 
Activities
 
3.4.2 	Flight
 
3.4.2.1 	Boost Phase
 
4.o 	OPERATIONS FLOWS AND TIMELINES (List by
 
Time Durations, Sequence Orders,
 
Priorities, Location)
 
4.1 	MSFC Integration Site
 
(To be supplied)
 
4.2 JSC 	Integration.Site
 
(Same type of activities as shown
 
under MSFC Integration Site)
 
4.3 	GSFC Integration Site
 
(Same type of activities as shown
 
under MSFC Integration Site)
 
4.4 	 Other Integration Site 
(Same type of activities as shown
 
under MSFC Integration Site)
 
4.5 	KSC Integration, Launch and Landing
 
Site
 
4.5.1 	Automated Spacecraft
 
Facilities Activities
 
4.5.1.1 	Provide DOD Security During
 
P/L Processing
 
(if required)
 
4.5.1.2 	Transport GSE to S/C C/O
 
Facility
 
4.5.1.3 	Hoist GSE Shipping
 
Container Off of
 
Transporter
 
4.5.1.4 	Remove Transporter
 
4.5.1.5 	Wash Down Container
 
4.5.1.6 	Remove GSE from Container
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE
 
PRELIMINARY
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 

4.5.1.7 	GSE Receiving Inspection
 
4.5.1.8 	Locate GSE in C/O Facility
 
4.5.1.9 	Structural Mate GSE to
 
Facility
 
4.5.1.10 Connect GSE to Support
 
Facility
 
4.5.1.11 	GSE Prepower Checks
 
4.5.1.12 	Power-Up GSE
 
4.5.1.13 Verify GSE Capability to
 
Control and Monitor
 
4.5.1.14 Transfer S/C in Shipping 
Container to SIC C/O 
Facility 
4.5.1.15 Hoist Container Off of
 
Transporter
 
4.5.1.16 	Remove Transporter
 
4.5.1.17 	Wash Down Container
 
4.5.1.18 	Remove S/C from Container
 
4.5.1.19 	Locate S/C in Test Cell
 
4.5.1.20 Perform S/C Receiving
 
Inspection
 
4.5.1.21 	Connect GSE to S/C
 
4.5.1.22 	Electronic Subsystem Tests
 
4.5.1.23 	Propulsion Subsystem Tests
 
4.5.1.24 	Propulsion Leak Checks
 
4.5.1.25 SCF Compatibility Test 
(DOD Only) 
4.5.1.26 	Solar Array Test
 
4.5.1.27 Upper Stage/Orbiter
 
Interface Verification
 
4.5.1.28 	Spacecraft CST
 
4.5.1.29 	Install SIC in Container
 
4.5.1.30 Transfer to Integration
 
Facility
 
LEVEL OF 
INTEGRATION FLT POST 
IV III/II I MISSION 
OUO
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE
 
PRELIMINARY
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 

4.5.2 Spacelab Checkout Facilities 
(To be supplied)' 
4.5.3 Integration Facility 
(SAEF-1) Activities 
4.5.3.1 	Assemble and Checkout Upper
 
Stage
 
4.5.3.2 	Integrate S/C to Upper
 
Stage
 
4.5.3.2.1 	Provide DOD Security
 
During P/L Processing
 
(If required)
 
4.5.3.2.2 	Transport GSE to SAEF-l
 
Airlock
 
4.5.3.2.3 	Hoist GSE Shipping
 
Container Off of
 
Transporter
 
4.5.3.2.4 	Remove Transporter
 
from Airlock
 
4.5.3.2.5 	Wash Down Container
 
4.5.3.2.6 	Remove GSE from Containez
 
4.5.3.2.7 	Move GSE into Clean Room
 
4.5.3.2.8 	GSE Receiving Inspection
 
4.5.3.2.9 	Locate GSE in Clean Room
 
4.5.3.2.10 Structural Mate GSE to
 
SAEF-1
 
4.5.3.2.11 Connect GSE to Support
 
Facility
 
4.5.3.2.12 	GSE Prepower Checks
 
4.5.3.2.13 	Power-Up GSE
 
4.5.3.2.14 Verify GSE Capability to
 
Control and Monitor
 
4.5.3.2.15 Transport S/C to SAEF-l
 
Airlock
 
4.5.3.2.16 Hoist Shipping Container
 
Off of Transporter
 
LEVEL OF 
INTEGRATION FLT POST 
IV II/I I MISSION 
C L4 	 154 
Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 
LEVEL OF 
INTEGRATION 
IV nIrII/ I 
FLT POST 
MISSION 
4.5.3.2.17 Remove Transporter 
from Airlock 
4.5.3.2.18 Wash Down Container 
4.5.3.2.19 Remove S/C from Container 
4.5.3.2.20 Move S/C into Clean Room 
4.5.3.2.21 Receiving Inspection 
4.5.3.2.22 Locate S/C in Clean Room 
4.5.3.2.23 Install Secure Equipment 
on Upper Stage (if 
required) 
4.5.3.2.24 Attach Hoist to S/C 
4.5.3.2.25 Set-Up Access Equipment 
4.5.3.2.26 Hoist S/C and Lower Onto 
Upper Stage 
4.5.3.2.27 Structural Mate S/C to 
Upper Stage 
4.5.3.2.28 Connect Functional 
Interfaces 
4.5.3.2.29 Remove Hoist from S/C 
4.5.3.2.30 Set-Up GSE 
4.5.3.2.31 Test Preparations 
4.5.3.2.32 P/L IST 
4.5.3.2.33 SCF Compatibility Test 
(DOD Only) 
4.5.3.2.34 Perform Orbiter Interface 
Verification 
4.5.3.2.35 Move Canister/Transporter 
to SAEF-1 
4.5.3.2.36 Perform Canister Clean 
Room Entry Preparations 
4.5.3.2.37 Move Canister/Transporter 
into Clean Room 
4.5.3.2.38 Attach Canister Support 
Services 
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
LEVEL OF POST 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) INTEGRATION 
IV FIl/I I 
FLT MISSION 
4.5.3.2.39 Open Canister Doors 
4.5.3.2.40 Align Canister Trunnion 
Locks 
4.5.3.2.41 Attach Handling Unit 
to P/L 
4.5.3.2.42 Demate GSE from P/L 
4.5.3.2.43 Translate P/L into 
Canister 
4.5.3.2.44 Structural Mate P/L to 
Canister 
4.5.3.2.45 Close P/L Canister Doors 
4.5.3.2.46 Disconnect Canister 
Support Services 
4.5.3.2.47 Establish P/L Environment 
in Canister 
4.5.3.2.48 Tow Canister into Airlock 
4.5.3.2.49 Tow Canister to Pad 
4.5.4 OPF Payload Installation 
Activities 
(To be supplied) 
4.5.5 Launch Pad Activities 
4.5.5.1 P/L GSE PCR Installation 
and Removal 
4.5.5.1.1 Transfer GSE to LP 
4.5.5.1.2 Reconfigure PCR Flip-Up 
Panels 
4.5.5.1.3 Hoist GSE and Position in 
PCR Airlock 
4.5.5.1.4 Move GSE into PCR 
4.5.5.1.5 Locate GSE in PCR 
4.5.5.1.6 R~move GSE Shipping 
Protective Covers 
4.5.5.1.7 Structural Mate GSE to 
PCR 
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Figure E-3 (Continued)
 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 
LEVEL OF 
INTEGRATION 
IV 1i/IIl I 
FLT POST 
MISSION 
4.5.5.1.8 
4.5.5.1.9 
GSE Receiving Inspection 
Connect GSE to Facility 
Services 
4.5.5.1.10 GSE Pre-Power Checks 
4.5.5.1.11 Power-Up Support 
Equipment 
4.5.5.'12 Verify GSE Capability 
to Control and Monitor 
4.5.5.1.13 Disconnect GSE from 
Facility Services 
4.5.5.1.14 Structural Demate GSE 
from PCR 
4.5.5.1.15 Install Protective 
Covers on GSE 
4.5.5.1.16 Reconfigure PCR Flip-Up 
Panels 
4.5.5.1.17 Move GSE into PCR Airlock 
4.5.5.1.18 Lower GSE onto 
Transporter 
4.5.5.1.19 TransportSSE to Storage 
or Return to Supplier 
4.5.5.2 NASA/Commercial P/L or 
IUS PCR Installation 
4.5.5.2.1 
-
Position Canister Below 
PCR 
4.5.5.2.2 Attach Hoist to Canister 
4.5.5.2.3 
4.5.5.2.4 
Demate Canister from 
Transporter 
Hoist Canister 
4.5.5.2.5 Mate Canister to PCR 
4.5.5.2.6 Inflate PCR Seals 
4.5.5.2.7 Purge Interstitial 
Door Area 
4.5.5.2.8 Open PCR Doors
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 
LEVEL OF 
INTEGRATION 
IV II/I I 
FLT POST 
MISSION 
4.5.5.2.9 Attach Canister 
Pneumatics 
4.5.5.2.10 Open Canister Doors 
4.5.5.2.11 Align PGHM Manipulators 
4.5.5.2.12 Extend PGHM into Canister 
4.5.5.2.13 Attach PGHM to Payload 
4.5.5.2.14 Release Payload from 
Canister 
4.5.5.2.15 Translate P/L from 
Canisters into PCR 
4.5.5.2.16 Close Canister Doors 
4.5.5.2.17 Disconnect Canister 
Pneumatics 
4.5.5.2.18 Close PCR Doors 
4.5.5.2.19 Deflate PCR Seals 
4.5.5.2.20 Lower Canister and Mate 
to Transporter 
4.5.5.2.21 Return Canister and 
4.5.5.3 
Transporter to Storage 
DOD P/L PCR Installation 
4.5.5.3.1 Position Mobile Airlock 
(MA) for Hoisting 
4.5.5.3.2 Attach Hoist to MA 
4.5.5.3.3 Demate MA from Trans­
4.5.5.3.4 
porter 
Hoist MA to PCR Main 
Doors 
4.5.5.3.5 
4.5.5.3.6 
Structurally Mate MA 
to PCR 
Mate Support Services 
to MA 
4.5.5.3.7 Position S/C Container 
Below MA 
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Figure E-3 (Continuid) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 
LEVEL OF 
INTEGRATION 
IVii/IIl I 
FLT POST 
MISSION 
4.5.5.3.8 
4.5.5.3.9 
Open MA P/L Entrance Door 
Attach Hoist to S/C 
Container Handling 
Fixture 
4.5.5.3.10 Secure Guidelines 
4.5.5.3.11 Hoist S/C into MA 
4.5.5.3.12 Close MA P/L Entrance 
Door 
4.5.5.3.13 Wash Down S/C Container 
4.5.5.3.14 Remove S/C from Container 
4.5.5.3.15 Establish Environment 
Compatible with PCR 
4.5.5.3.16 Open PCR Main Doors 
4.5.5.3.17 Open MA Main Doors 
4.5.5.3.18 Transfer S/C to PCR on 
Monorail 
4.5.5.3.19 Attach S/C Cradle to PGHM 
4.5.5.3.20 Attach S/C to Upper Stage 
4.5.5.3.21 Return S/C Handling 
Fixture to MA 
4.5.5.3.22 Close PCR Main Doors 
-4.5.5.3.23 Close MA Main Doors 
4.5.5.3.24 Open MA P/L Entrance Door 
4.5.5.3.25 Lower Handling Fixture 
to Shipping Container 
4.5.5.3.26 Transfer S/C Container 
to Storage Facility or 
Supplier 
4.5.5.3.27 Disconnect Support 
Services from MA 
4.5.5.3.28 Lower MA onto Transporter 
4.5.5.3.29 Return MA to Storage 
4.5•5.4 DOD Factory-to-Pad PCR 
Activities 
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE
 
PRELIMINARY
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
LEVEL OF 	 POST
 
PARAMETER 	(DESCRIPTION) IVINTEGRATIONIMISOFITpII/II 	 MISSION
 
4.5.5-4.1 	Set Up Payload Access
 
Equipment
 
4.5.5.4.2 	Configure Each P/L
 
Element for Testing
 
4.5.5.4.3 	Perform Pre-Power -Checks
 
on each P/L Element
 
4.5.5.4.4 	Connect GSE to each
 
Payload Element
 
4.5.5.4.5 	Power-Up Support
 
Equipment
 
4.5.5.4.6 	S/C Performance
 
Verification
 
4.5.5.4.7 	Upper Stage Performance
 
Verification
 
4.5.5.4.8 	Connect and Verify Fluid
 
Interfaces Between P/L
 
Elements
 
4.5.5.4.9 	Install P/L Components
 
(Batteries, Fairings,
 
etc.)
 
4.5.5.4.10 InstallConnect and C/O
 
Ordnance
 
4.5.5.4.11 	Perform System Alignment
 
4.5.5.4.12 Connect and Verify
 
Electrical Interfaces
 
between P/L Elements
 
4.5.5.4.13 	Test Preparations
 
4.5.5.4.14 	S/C ACS Functional Test
 
4.5.5.4.15 	SCF Compatibility Test
 
4.5.5.4.16 	Payload IST
 
4.5.5.4.17 Load Pneumatic Systems
 
4.5.5.4.18 Load S/C Fluids
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) LEVEL OFINTEGRATION FLT PSPOST 
IV II/II I MISSION 
4.5.5.5 Orbiter/Payload Integrated 
Activities 
4.5.5.5.1 Swing PCR from Stored 
Position to Orbiter 
4.5.5.5.2 Inflate PCR Door Seals 
4.5.5.5.3 Purge Interstitial Door 
Area 
4.5.5.5.4 
4.5.5.5.5 
4.5.5.5.6 
4.5.5.5.7 
4.5.5.5.8 
Open PCR Doors 
Open P/L Bay Doors 
Install P/L Access in 
Orbiter 
Translate P/L into Bay 
with PGHM 
Structural Mate Payload 
to Orbiter 
4.5.5.5.9 Retract PGHM into PCR 
4.5.5.5.10 Connect Orbiter-to-
Payload Interfaces 
4.5.5.5.11 Verify Mechanical 
Interfaces 
4.5.5.5.12 Verify Electrical 
Interfaces 
4.5.5.5.13Verify Fluid Interfaces 
4.5.5.5.14 Final P/L Non-Hazardous 
Servicing 
4.5.5.5.15 Secure P/L GSE 
4.5.5.5.16 Cabin Closeout 
4.5.5.5.17 Launch Readiness 
Verification Test 
4.5.5.5.18 Set Up Mid-Body 
Umbilical for P/L 
Loading 
4.5.5.5.19 Payload Hazardous 
Servicing (as required) 
4.5.5.5.20 Secure P/L Servicing 
Lines 
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
LEVEL OF POST 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) INTEGRATION 
IV [II/III I 
FIT MON 
MISSION 
4.5.5.5.21 PCR Retract Preparations 
4.5.5.5.22 Close P/L Bay and PCR 
Doors 
4.5.5.5.23 Deflate PCR Seals 
4.5.5.5.24 Rotate PCR to Launch 
Position 
4.5.5.5.25 Clear Pad 
4.5.5.5.26 T-2 Hour Standby 
4.5.5.5.27 Payload Cryogenic Loading 
4.5.5.5.28 Crews at Ready Area 
4.5.5.5.29 Crew and Passenger 
Loading 
4.5.5.5.30 Secure and Closeout Cabin 
4.5.5.5.31 Terminal Count 
4.5.6 Returning Payload Activities 
4.5.6.1 Routine Post Landing 
Activities 
4.5.6.1.1 Establish DOD Payload 
Security (if required) 
4.5.6.1.2 Connect Ground Services 
4.5.6.1.3 
4.5.6.1.4 
Start Data Dump 
Ordnance Safing (as 
required) 
4.5.6.1.5 
4.5.6.1.6 
Crew Exchange 
Tow Orbiter to OPF 
4.5.6.1.7 
4.5.6.1.8 
Provide DOD Security 
during P/L Operations 
(if required) 
Payload Deservicing 
4.5.6.1.9 Payload Removal 
4.5.6.1.10 Remove Orbiter ASE 
4.5.6.1.11 Connect P/L Ground
Servicing Equipment 
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE
 
PRELIMINARY
 
DATA PILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 
4.5.6.1.12 Payload Propellant
 
Systems Deservicing
 
4.5.6.1.13 Disconnect P/L Ground
 
Servicing Equipment
 
4.5.6.1.14 Payload Data Dump
 
4.5.6.1.15 Purge Classified Data
 
from Recorders and
 
Computers (if required)
 
4.5.6.1.16 Establish Cleanliness
 
Control
 
4.5.6.1.17 Establish Hazardous
 
Operations Control
 
4.5.6.1.18 Attach Hoist to P/L
 
Bay Doors
 
4.5.6.1.19 Open Payload Bay Doors
 
4.5.6.1.20 Attach Strongback to
 
Payload
 
4.5.6.1.21 Attach Hoist to Payload
 
4.5.6.1.22 Disconnect Orbiter-to-

Payload Interfaces
 
4.5.6.1.23 Hoist and Position P/L
 
on Transporter
 
4.5.6.1.24 Move Payload to
 
Processing Area
 
4.5.6.1.25 Demate Functional
 
Interfaces between
 
P/L Elements
 
4.5.6.1.26 Attach Hoist and Sling
 
to S/C
 
4.5.6.1.27 Demate Structural Inter­
faces between P/L
 
Elements
 
4.5.6.1.28 Hoist Payload and Lower
 
Onto Fixture
 
4.5.6.1.29 Disassemble Payload as
 
Required for Shipping
 
LEVEL OF 
INTEGRATION -PT POST 
MISSION
IV II/IIl I 
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANING DATA FILE
 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 
LEVEL OF 
INTEGRATION FLT POST 
IV III/II" I MISSION 
4.5.6.1.30 Package P/L and Its 
Equipment 
4.5.6.1.31 Ship Payload to Supplier 
4.6 VAFB Integration, Launch and 
Landing Site 
(To be supplied) 
4.7 Secondary Landing Site 
(To be supplied) 
5.0 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 
5.1 STS-Provided Equipment and Airborne 
Mission Kits 
5.1.1 SSV 
5.1.2 IUS 
5.1.3 SSUS 
5.1.4 Tug 
5.1.5 IVE 
5.1.6 CITE 
5.1.7 PSS Panel 
5.1.8 MSS Panel 
5.1.9 Spacelab 
5.1.9.1 Support Module 
5.1.9.2 Experiment Module 
5.1.9.3 Pallets 
5.1.9.4 Racks 
5.1.9.5 Tunnel 
5.1.9.6 Utility Bridge 
5.1.10 Tunnel Adapter 
5.1.11 Docking Module 
5.1.12 Airlock 
5.1.12.1 Inside 
5.1.12.2 Outside 
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FigureE-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
LEVEL OF POST 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) INTEGRATION 
Iv i/IIi I 
FLT 
MISSION 
5.1.13 PBK 
5.1:13.1 500 FPS AV 
5.1.13.2 1000 FPS AV 
5.1.13.3 1500 FpS AV' 
5.1.14 Radiator Panel Delta Kit 
5.1.15 RTG Cooling Kit 
5.1.15.1 Three RTG's 
5.1.15.2 Six RTG!s 
5.1.16 Fluid Service Lines 
5.1.16.1 Inert 
5.1.16.2 Volatile 
-5.1.17 Propellant Dump/Vent Lines 
5.1.17.1 Cryo 
5.1.17.2 RTG Coolant 
5.1.18 Mission Extension 
5.1.18.1 N2 
5.±.i8.2 Waste 
5.1.18.3 Cryo 
5.1.19 Wire Harness Cables 
5.1.20 Second Antenna 
5.1.21 RMS 
5.1.21.1 LH 
5.1.21.2 RH 
5.1.22 Water GSE Coolant Line Kit 
5.2 MMSE-Provided Equipment 
5.2.1 Access Equipment, Payload 
Canister, Horiz. (KMA-MH-03) 
5.2.2 Canister, Payload (KMA-MH-10 
5.2.3 Canister, Payload Element (KMA-MH-II ) 
5.2.4 Fixture, Payload Handling 
(KMA-MH-a9) 
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* Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
LEVEL OF POST 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) I TEGRATION 
IV ['111I I 
FLT MISSION 
5.2.5 Set, Transportation 
Instrumentation (KMA-MH-26) 
5.2.6 Transporter, Payload 
Canister (1KMA-MH-39) 
5.2.7 Transporter, Payload Element 
Canister (KMA-MH-41) 
5.2.8 Unit, Environmental 
Conditioning (K[MA-MH-44) 
5.2.9 Access Platform, S/C Assembly 
Stand, Vertical (KMB-MH-06) 
5.2.10 Unit, Aux. Power (KMB-MH-21) 
5.2.11 Sling Set, Multipurpose 
(KMB-MH-27) 
5.2.12 Stand, S/C Assy., Vertical 
(nln-MH-34) 
5.2.13 Access Equip., P/L Canister, 
Vertical (K4B-MH-45) 
5.2.14 Work Stand, P/L Assy./Test 
Horiz. (KMB-AH-30) 
5.2.15 Set, Hydrazine, Service(KMB-MS-01 ) 
5.2.16 Set, Instrument Gas, Service 
(MB-MS-02) 
5.2.17 Set, LHe, Service (KMB-MS-03) 
5.2.18 Cart, P/L Purge (KMB-MS-09) 
5.2.19 Set, LH2 , Service (IQ4B-SS-02) 
5.2.20 Set, LN2 , Service (1QB-SS-03) 
5.2.21 Set, L02, Service (RMB-SS-05) 
5.3 Experiment-Provided Equipment 
(Description includes dimensions, 
weight and interface requitements) 
5.3.1 Payload Canister 
5.3.2 Spacecraft Rotation Fixture 
5.3.3 Cover Set 
5.3.4 Storage Cover Set 
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS P],±ANNING DATA FILE
 
PRELIMINARY * 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) LEVEL OFINTERATIO FLT POST 
IV jiii/i I MISSION 
5.3.5 Portable Clean Room 
5.3.6 Alignment Set 
5.3.7 Calibration Set 
5.3.8 Environmental Control Unit 
5.3.9 Animal Support Equipment 
5.3.10 Photography Support Kit 
5.3.11 Optics Support Kit 
5.3.12 Radioactive Material 
Support Kit 
5.3.13 RTG Cooling Set 
5.3.14 Cable Sets 
5.3.15 Breakout Boxes 
5.3.16 Ordnance Simulator 
5.3.17 P/L Electrical Simulator 
5.3.18 Comm./Instrumentation Test 
Set 
5.3.19 Engine Alignment Test Set 
5.3.20 G&N Test Set 
5.3.21 Electrical Test Set 
5.3.22 Propulsion Test Set 
5.3.23 Adapters 
5.3.24 Star Tracker Test Set 
5.3.25 Simulators 
5.3.26 Transporter 
5.3.27 Payload Cradle 
6.o -FACILITY ACCOMMODATIONS REQUIREMENTS 
6.1 Facilities 
6.1.1 Operations 
6.1.1.1 Minimum Room Height 
6.1.1.2 Floor Space (Length by 
Width) 
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
S 
LEVEL OF 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) INTEGRATION 
IV II/Il I 
FLT POST 
MISSION 
6.1.1.3 Door Size (Width by 
Height) 
6.1.1.4 Crane 
6.1.1.4.1 Hook Height 
6.1.1'.4.2 Load 
6.1.1.5 Explosion Proofing 
Required 
6.1.1.6 Control Room 
6.1.1.6.1 Number of People 
6.1.1.6.2 Number of Consoles/Racks 
6.1.2 Storage and Warehouse Area 
6.1.2.1 Floor Space (Length by 
Width) 
6.1.2.2 Floor Loading 
6.1.3 Office Requirements (No. of 
People) 
6.2 Environmental Requirements 
6.2.1 Cleanliness Level 
6.2.1.1 Factory Clean 
6.2.1.2 
6.2.1.3 
100,000 
10,000 
6.2.1.4 100 
6.2.2 Cleanliness Shroud 
Requirements 
6.2.3 Temperature 
6.2.3.1 Operating (Max/Min) 
6.2.3.2 Non-Operating (Max/Min) 
6.2.4 Relative Humidity (Max/Min) 
6.2.5 Pressure/Vacuum 
Requirements 
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) LEVEL OFINTEGRATION FLT POST 
IV III/If I MISSION 
6.3 Electrical 
6.3.1 DC Power (List maximum 
voltage, current, power and 
backup requirements for 
each) 
6.3.1.1 5 VDC 
6.3.1.2 28 VDC 
6.3.1.3 Other 
6.3.2 AC Power (List maximum 
voltage, current, phases, 
power, frequency, backup 
requirements for each) 
6.3.2.1 115 VAC 
6.3.2.2 220 VAC 
6.3.2.3 44o VAC 
6.3.2.4 Other 
6.3.3 Sequencer/Power Distribution 
6.3.3.1 Control by Experiment GSE 
6.3.3.2 Control by LPS 
6.3.4 Simulations 
6.3.4.1 Trajectory 
6.3.4.2 Training 
6.3.5 Electromechanical Compat­
ibility (EMC) Requirements 
6.4 Communications/Data 
6.4.1 RF 
6.4.1.1 Channels 
6.4.1.1.1 Frequency (Hz) 
6.4.1.1.2 Bandwidth (Hz) 
6.4.1.1.3 Bit Rate (Bits/Sec) 
6.4.1.1.4 Power (Watts) 
6.4.1.2 Method 
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE
 
PRELIMINARY
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
LEVEL OF
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) INTEGRATION FLT PO
 
IV IiI/I I MISSION
 
6.4.1.2.1 Open Loop
 
6.4.1.2.2 Closed Loop
 
6.4.2 Hardline Channels
 
6.4.2.1 Frequency
 
6.4.2.2 Bandwidth
 
6.4.2.3 Bit Rate
 
6.4.2.4 Power
 
6.5 	 Caution and Warning Functions
 
6.5.1 Quantity
 
6.5.2 Type
 
6.6 	Fluids (Fill, drain, vent, waste
 
removal requirements defined by
 
flow rates, pressures, temperature,
 
moisture content and purity)
 
6.6.1 Gases
 
6.6.1.1 Shop Air
 
6.6.1.2 Gaseous Nitrogen (GN2 )
 
6.6.1.3 Gaseous Helium (GHe)
 
6.6.1.4 Gaseous Oxygen (GO2 )
 
6.6.1.5 Gaseous Hydrogen (GH2 )
 
6.6.1.6 Other Gases
 
6.6.2 Liquids
 
6.6.2.1 Liquid Nitrogen (LN2 )
 
6.6.2.2 Liquid Helium (LHe)
 
6.6.2.3 Liquid Oxygen (L02 )
 
6.6.2.4 Liquid Hydrogen (LH2 )
 
6.6.2.5 Water (Coolant)
 
6.6.2.6 Water (Potable)
 
6.6.2.7 Water (Demineralized)
 
6.6.2.8 Monomethyl Hydrazine (MMH)
 
6.6.2.9 Hydrazine (N2H)
 
6.6.2.10 Aerozine 50
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE
 
PRELIMINARY
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 
LEVEL OF 
INTEGRATION 
IV 'III/II I 
FLT POST 
MISSION 
6.6.2.11 Nitrogen Tetraoxide 
- (N204) 
6.6.2.12 Hydraulic Fluid (List 
Type) 
6.6.2.13 Ammonia (NH3 ) 
6.6.2.14 Freon (List Type) 
6.6.2.15 Solvents 
6.7 
6.6.2.16 Other Liquids 
Special Handling and Transportation 
6.7.1 Acceleration Limits 
6.7.1.1 X Axis +, - g's 
6.7.1.2 Y Axis+, -ag's 
6.7.1.3 Z Axis +, - g's 
6.7.2 Vibration and Shock 
6.7.2.1 Frequency Ranges 
6.7.2.2 Magnitudes 
6.7.3 Acoustics Limits 
6.7.3.1 Frequency 
6.7.3.2 Magnitude 
6.7.4 Enroute Requirements 
6.7.4.1 Power 
6.7.4.2 Data Monitoring 
6.7.4.3 Environmental 
6.7.4.3.1 Temperature 
6.7.4.3.2 Humidity 
6.7.4.3.3 Cleanliness 
6.8 
6.7.4.4 Purge 
Hazards (Description of Potential 
Hazards and the Necessary Safe­
guards) 
6.8.1 Radioactive Materials 
6.8.1.1 Type 
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Figure E.3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
LEVEL OF 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) INTEGRATION 
IV 'II/II I 
FLT POST 
MISSION 
6.8.1.2 Special Handling 
6.8.1.3 Storage Requirements 
6.8.2 Toxic Materials 
6.8.2.1 Type 
6.8.2.2 Levels 
6.8.3 Asphyxiant Materials 
6.8.3.1 Type 
6.8.4 Flammable Materials 
6.8.4.1 Type 
6.8.4.2 Ignition Type and 
Temperature 
6.8.5 Corrosive Materials 
6.8.5.1 Type 
6.8.5.2 Incompatible Materials 
6.8.5.3 Reaction Description 
6.8.6 Ordnance/Pyrotechnic Devices 
6.8.6.1 Type and Level 
6.8.6.2 Location of Installation 
and Connection 
6.8.6.3 Purpose 
6.8.6.3.1 Integral Kick Motor 
6.8.6.3.2 Spin Motors 
6.8.6.3.3 Separation Devices 
6.8.6.3.4 Gas Generator 
6.8.6.3.5 Explosive Valves 
6.8.6.3.6 Other 
6.9 Technical Support Areas 
6.9.1 Chemical Lab 
6.9.2 Shop Area 
6.9.2.1 Mechanical (Machine) 
6.9.2.2 Electrical 
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Figure E-3 (Continued) 
OPERATIONS PLANNING DATA FILE 
PRELIMINARY 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
LEVEL OF POST 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) INTEGRATION FLT MON 
IV-I/IMISSION 
6.9.3 Battery Lab 
6.9.4 Biomedical Lab 
6.9.5 Dark Room 
6.9.6 Optics Test Room 
6.9.7 Solar Array Test Room 
6.9.8 Spin Test Facility 
6.9.9 Other 
6.10 Technical Support Services 
6.10.1 Clean Rooms/Laminar Flow 
Benches (Class) 
6.10.2 Data/Communications 
6.10.3 Range Timing 
6.10.4 Meteorological 
6.10.5 Instrument Calibration 
6.10.6 Chemical Sampling 
6.10.7 Chemical Analysis 
6.10.8 Component Cleaning 
6.10.9 Tool Cribs 
6.10.10 Photography 
6.10.11 Other 
6.11 Administrative Services 
6.11.1 Motor Pool 
6.11.2 Fork Lifts 
6.11.3 'Reproduction 
6.11.4 Other 
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Five-Year
12-Year 

Connect GSE to S/C
Spacecraft Subsystem 

Electronic Subsystem Test
Checkout 

Propulsion Subsystem Test
 
Propulsion Leak Tests
 
STDN/SCF Compatibility Test
 
Solar Array Test
 
In evaluating how the operations data files should be used, and therefore
 
their preferred format, it was suggested that operations flows and timelines
 
be generated in either of two modes (as shown in Figure E-4):
 
can be input and then
 Option I 	 Generalized functional activities 

the user could structure them into an operational flow by
 
sequencing a group of required functions.
 
The large number of flows that could be developed from a
 (Comment) 

list of activities is a potential problem, Some functional
 
choices include:
 
1. 	OPF vs PCR payload installation.
 
2. 	Spacecraft/IUS integration in SAEF-1 vs PCR.
 
3. 	IUS vs SSUS vs Tug.
 
4. 	 Spacecraft factory-to-pad vs factory-to-SAEF-1 vs 
facility.factory-to-spacecraft checkout 
5. 	 Spacelab Level III and II integration at KSC vs VAFB 
for VAFB launches. 
6. 	 IUS/SSUS assembly and checkout at KSC vs VAFB for 
VAFB launches. 
Option 	2 Operational flows developed for specific generic payloads 
can be input. 
(Comment) 	 Utilizing existing KSC (PGOR and VGOR) flows appears the
 
most effective way to store operations data considering
 
user complexity, flow options, and inter-center agreement.
 
As an example of multiple flow options, the PGOR effort
 
developed 37 different Shuttle flows as follows:
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Figure E-4 22882 
OPERATIONS FLOWS AND TIMELINES FILES 
4.5.5.2 NASA/COMMERCIAL PAYLOAD 
OPTIONS:OR IUIS PCR INSTALLATION 
4.5.5.2.1 POSITION CANISTER BELOW
 
ELEMENTAL FUNCTIONS ENTRY PCR
 
4.5.5.2.2 ATTACH HOIST TO CANISTER 
(GENERALIZED OPERATI ONAL 4.5.5.2.3 DEMATE CANISTER FROM 
TRANSPORTERREQU IREMENTS/FUNCT IONS CAN 

BE INPUT. DIFFERENT 4.5.5.2.4 HOIST CANISTER
 
FUNCTIONAL FLOWS CAN THEN
 
BE STRUCTURED BY SEQUENCING
 
A GROUP OF REQUIRED FUNCTIONS)
 
PAYLOAD FLOW NO. 432 - SPACELAB 
2. GENERIC FLOW ENTRY PROCESSING FOR VAFB FLIGHT 
o 60 80 ~ 100 180 20011220 '240 2 CIAB INSTALLE 
"~ 
~~~~~'T L AXJG a(SPECIFIC SHUTrLE/PAYLOAD 01111 11IM oS 
FLOWS CAN BE INPUT) 'PACAB9TALL. I 0/OSTA ITC 
SUBSYSVEF IF ?,4, IlI I 
SEG O
 
EXP cOM [IT & SERI 
pTT STPh'ePS .14 
Spacelab 13 
Free-Flyer 5 
OFT Only 4 
IUS 12 
Tug 3 
TOTAL 37 
The issues raised about the files as to the handling of intended user options
 
pointed to utilizing the existing KSC (PGOR and VGOR) flows that were
 
developed for generic payloads as the most effective way to store operations
 
data. There are two distinct advantages:
 
1. 	 Agreement with the KSC Launch and Landing Site personnel is virtually 
guaranteed. 
2. 	Less complication for the operator in real time establishing the
 
proper flow for a payload.
 
The 	preliminary Operations Planning Data Files contained a candidate operations
 
planning data file structure, format, and list of parameters to be considered. 
The 	 level of detail was too low and did not address the problem of how to limit 
the 	parameters to only those you really need for IP&MP support.
 
The attached methodology outline addresses the inherent problem of determining 
which operational flight and ground elements (facilities and equipment) you have 
to track in order to analyze both the 12-year and the five-year mission plans 
adequately. This is aimed at determining how low a level of detail you have to
 
go for operations planning. 
Operations Planning Methodology for Determining the
 
Tracking Requirements for Flight and Ground Items 
The 	process of determining which flight and ground items should be tracked will 
be 	accomplished in three phases. The initial phase will identify those items
 
which can, for one reason or another, be eliminated from tracking lists. The
 
final two phases will provide tracking guidelines for the 12-year scheduling
 
and 	the 5-year scheduling activities. 
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I. 	 Initial Phase
 
Introduction
 
This phase will identify and classify the flight and ground items and
 
eliminate those items possible by predetermined processes.
 
The flight and ground items will be classified by category to determine 
which ones should be tracked. To accomplish this, the items will
 
be processed through a sequence of tasks to determine the category 
into which each item should be placed. These categories are defined 
in Table E-1. 
Table E-1. Categories
 
ICategory 	 Definition
 
A Items requiring tracking.
 
B Items combined into a higher level item.
 
C Items eliminated by usage rate.
 
D Items where no competition for use exists.
 
E Minor hardware items.
 
This procedure will identify those items that may be eliminated in the
 
initial phase. Only items in Category A will require tracking. Category
 
A items will consist of those items not eliminated as Category B, C, D
 
or E.
 
Hardware 	Identification
 
Prior to 	categorizing hardware to determine which items require tracking,
 
it will be necessary to identify all flight and ground items. This will
 
be done by first identifying those facilities to be used by integration
 
or operational activities. These facilities will be identified to the
 
highest level possible. In some instances, the facility may be an entire
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facility and in others it may be a major operational area. This will depend
 
on the self-sufficiency of the area. For example, each of the two cells
 
(major operational areas) located in the SAEF are self-sufficient. There­
fore, SAEF-1 Cell 1 and SAEF-1 Cell 2 will each be considered a facility.
 
Elsewhere, if multiple checkout cells exist, but they are serviced by a
 
single control area which can operate only one cell at the time, the entire
 
complex of cells and control area would be considered as an entity.
 
After each facility or operational area has been identified, the types of
 
functions, or operations, to be performed in that area will be determined.
 
This will be done at the highest level possible (i.e., hoisting, assembly,
 
servicing). Then, for each function or operation to be performed, the
 
candidate hardware items necessary to perform them will be identified. For
 
example, a hoisting operation requires slings, tethers, overhead cranes,
 
spreader bars, etc. In order to accomplish subsequent tasks in this effort,
 
the types and quantities of items available or authorized must be identified.
 
In developing the list of items, those items supporting orbital operations
 
must be considered to accomplish this. For that reason, the Orbiter will
 
be included as a facility or operational area.
 
The next step in identification of hardware consists of placing each item
 
into a complexity level. This will assist in the categorizing of the items.
 
Four complexity levels will be used from minor items (Level 4)
 
to self-sufficient facilities (Level 1). Representative items for each 
level are provided in Table E-2. These items will then be placed into 
categories which will determine which should or should not be tracked. 
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TABLE E-2 - HARDWARE ITEM COMPLEXITY LEVELS
 
LEVEL 
DEFINITION 
OF LEVEL 
REPRESENTATIVE ITEMS 
GROUND FLIGHT 
1 Self-Sufficient 
Facility or 
Operational Area 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Bldg 4708 
Test Area No. 1 
SAEF-1 Cell 1 
MOCR at MOCC 
Orbiter, ET, SRB 
2 Model or Kit 
of Equipment 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Power Unit 
Hoisting Kit 
Flight Director's 
Console 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
OMS 
Module 
Pallet 
Second RMS Kit 
3 Major Hardware 
Item 
a. 
b. 
a. 
Leak Detector 
Slings 
Display Unit 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
OMS Engine 
Rack 
IPS 
Grappler 
4. Minor Hardware 
Item 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Valve 
Turn Buckles 
Switch 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Valve 
Panel 
Gimbal Ring 
RMS Elbow 
Category Identification
 
Each item will then be placed into a specific category depending on
 
Items not placed into lower categories (B, C, D, or
specific usage. 

E) will be placed into Category A and will be tracked.
 
Task 1. Category B Items Identification
 
Combining lower complexity level items into higher level items
 
First, all items which are permanently
consists of two tasks. 

attached to a particular item shall be considered as part of that
 
For example, the access
item and eliminated from the tracking list. 

are integral

stand, hydrazine servicing system, overhead crane, etc., 

parts of the SAEF-l; therefore, they are classified as Category B
 
In essence, they are tracked
and eliminated from the tracking list. 

The second task is
by tracking SAEF-l, Cell 1, and SAEF-1, Cell 2. 

that effort necessary to analyze small important items that have a
 
Usage of
 
common function so that they may be combined into a kit. 

are tracked
kits will drastically reduce the number of items that 

which will promote cost effectiveness. As an example, a power
 
supply, breakout boxes, patch panels, etc., may-be combined into a
 
Likewise gauges, adapters, regulators, valves, etc.,
Power Kit. 

may be combined into a Propulsion Kit for tracking purposes.
 
Task 2. Category C Items Identification 
Some items may be eliminated from the tracking list if the planned 
launch rate was a design requirement in the determination of quantity 
These items will be identified and may be eliminatedrequirements. 

as long as the planned conditions do not
from the tracking list 

exceed the design conditions. For example, the Space Shuttle
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vehicle, its facilities and support equipment need not be
 
considered unless the launch rate exceeds h0 per year from risC 
and 20 per year from VAFB. Other conditions may also warrant 
tracking due to unusually close launch dates, excessive mission
 
time (e.g., 30 days in orbit), etc. Certain other items, such as
 
the Spacelab support module, may be analyzed to establish maximum
 
Spacelab usage capability.
 
Task 3. Category D Items Identification
 
Some items may be eliminated if they are available in a quantity
 
which is greater than the requirements. The items usage areas are
 
summarized to show the maximum quantity that may be required at any
 
one time. Next, the maximum anticipated usage is compared with the
 
availability as shown in the matrix (Table E-3) which may be utilized
 
for Category D test. Those items which have a quantity available
 
that equals or exceeds the maximum required may be classed as
 
Category D and eliminated from the tracking list. Another group of
 
items that fall within Category D are the items which are provided
 
by the payload. By definition, payload project supplied items are
 
not used for other payloads, hence there is no competition for these
 
items and only need to be tracked internally to the payload project.
 
Low cost items that require tracking should be analyzed for a cost
 
tradeoff between the cost of procuring additional items, as opposed
 
to the cost of tracking the item. Tracking will be an expensive
 
process based on 12 years of the operational STS program. 
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Task 4. 	Category E Items Identification
 
A large quantity of items fall into Category E. They are mostly
 
minor hardware items. This category generally includes items such
 
as flexible hoses, oscilloscopes, bench equipment, etc. By definition,
 
unavailability of these items shall not cause a schedule perturbation
 
either because there are workarounds or that suitable substitutes are
 
readily available.
 
Task 5. Category A Items Identification
 
After completion of Task 4, a list of equipment is compiled which
 
could not be eliminated. This tracking list will be used in the
 
This 	list makes up the Category A items.
following analysis phases. 

II. 	 12-Year Scheduling Phase
 
The 12-year operational timelines are developed to a very high level showing
 
the facilities planned for its activities and a gross level of function
 
descriptions. Duration times should be estimated on the basis of weeks in
 
each 	facility.
 
Estimates for the starting time at each site as defined by each project's
 
programmatics should also be based on weeks.
 
The tracking list of equipment which was developed in the initial phase is
 
used as a "shopping list" for defining the equipment that is required to
 
support the particular payload ground and mission operations.
 
The resultant list of trackable items on a time required basis is stored in
 
the computer as "reserved items." Reservations are made unless the quantity
 
available is exceeded. For that case, the schedule must be shifted to allow
 
the reouired reservations to be made.
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An example of 12-year scheduling is shown on the 12-year master schedule 
shown in Table E-4. 
III. 5-Year Scheduling Phase
 
The 5-year scheduling phase is performed in the same way as the 12-year 
scheduling phase with the difference being greater depth at five years.
 
Timelines and programmatic times are based on days rather than weeks. The
 
operations functions are defined to a lower level so that more definitive
 
scheduling of trackable items may be made. As an example, if the 12-year
 
schedule has a function called subsystem checkout, the 5-year schedule would
 
break that function down to its individual subsystems (i.e., communications,
 
power, attitude control, guidance and control, etc.).
 
are entered into the computer to assure
Reservations for trackable items 

availability. If the reservation request exceeds the availability, then
 
the schedule must either be shifted or a workaround must be developed.
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Appendix F 
STS PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES (TASK 2.1B) 
To support the development of the payload planning process and products
 
(Mission Model, Planning Baseline, Mission Compatibility Analyses) and to support
 
other uses of the PPDB, NASA plans to build automated PPDB files containing
 
sets of parameters sufficient to describe specific STS payload carriers
 
(Shuttle, Spacelab, IUS, SSUS). The objective'of the MDAC task effort as shown 
in Figure F-1, was to identify and define all the parameters needed to build 
such data files. The approach taken was to review all the parameters 
currently being used in related analyses, add to, sort out, and format these
 
parameters, and indicate the applicability of each parameter and the level of
 
detail required for the planning process and products.
 
Data file parameter contents were defined for the following STS payload 
carriers:
 
File I - Orbiter
 
File II - Spacelab
 
File III - IUS (Intermediate Upper Stage) 
File IV - SSUS (Spin Stabilized Upper Stage)
 
These data sheets attempt to scope the following areas for each payload carrier:
 
1. Programmatics
 
2. Configuration
 
3. Subsystems
 
4. Operations (relevant to Mission Analysis efforts) 
5. Costs
 
After the description of each parameter is given, a checkmark is presented as
 
shown in Figure F-2 indicating whether these data are needed for:
 
1. The Mission Model (MM) 
2. The Planning Baseline (B/L) 
3. Mission Compatibility Analyses (MA)
 
The data are needed for the documents where the checkmark appears and for the 
documents which follow--but not for the preceding document(s). These estima­
tions were based on the document definitions of'Task 1.0. 
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C FIGURE F-1 
STS PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 
22714A 
OBJECTIVES: 
IDENTIFY ALL PARAMETERS NEEDED TO BUILD AUTOMATED DATA FILES ON 
STS PAYLOAD CARRIERS FOR USE INTHE PLANNING PROCESS 
APPROACH: 
1) REVIEW PARAMETERS BEING USED INTHE PAYLOAD PLANNING PROCESS 
AND RELATED EFFORTS RELATIVE TO STS CARRIERS (SHUTTLE, SPACELAB, 
IUS, SSUS) 
2) SORTOUT, IDENTIFYAND FORMAT THESE PARAMETERS 
3) INDICATE APPLICABILITY OF THE PARAMETERS FORTHE PREPARATION OF 
SPECIFIC PRODUCTS (MISSION MODEL, PLANNING BASELINE, AND 
MISSION ANALYSES) 
a22889
 
a 
3.0 
3.1 
3.1.1 
3.1.1.1 
3.1.1.2 
3.1.1.3 
3.1.1.4 
3.1.1.5 
C0 3.1.2 
3.1.2.1 
3.1.2.2 
3.1.2.3 
3.1.2.4 
3.1.2.5 
3.1.2.6 
3.1.2.7 
3.1.3 
3.1.3.1 
3.1.3.2 
3.1.3.3 
3.1.3.4 
3.1.3.5 
Figure F-2 
PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES
 
FILE (11) SPACELAB
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 
SUBSYSTEMS
 
ELECTRICAL POWER AND DISTRIBUTION SUBSYSTEM (EPDS) 
POWER (AVERAGE NOMINAL AND MAXIMUM) REQUIRED BY BASIC SL EQUIPMENT 
CONFIGURATIONS,FOR ASCENT, DESCENT AND ON-ORBIT PHASES:
 
LONG MODULE 

CORE MODULE 

LONG MODULE + PALLET(S) 

CORE MODULE + PALLET(S) . 
PALLET(S) ONLY 
POWER (NOMINAL AND MAXIMUM) REQUIRED BY MISSION DEPENDENT SPACELAB 
EQUIPMENT (MDSE),FOR ASCENT, DESCENT, AND ON-ORBIT PHASES: 
EXPERIMENT COMPUTER 
HIGH DATA RATE RECORDER (HDRR) 
DATA DISPLAY UNIT AND SYMBOL GENERATOR 
EXPERIMENT INVERTER - 400 Hz 
EXPERIMENT I/O UNIT 
EXPERIMENT POWER SWITCHING PANELS 
INSTRUMENT POINTING SUBSYSTEM (IPS) 
POWER (NOMINAL AND MAXIMUM) REQUIRED BY COMMON PAYLOAD SUPPORT 
EQUIPMENT (CPSE),FOR ASCENT, DESCENT, AND ON-ORBIT PHASES: 
TOP AIRLOCK 
AFT AIRLOCK 
HIGH QUALITY WINDOW/VIEWPORT ASSEMBLY 
MODULAR FILM VAULTS 
HIGH VACUUM VENT FACILITY 
NOTE: SUPPLIED VOLTAGE (VDC, VAC, NOMINAL AND RANGES), POWER LEVELS 
(NOMINAL AND PEAK(S) INCLUDING DURATION, FREQUENCY AND TIME 
BETWEEN PEAKS), AND ENERGY AVAILABLE, ACCESS AND EXTRACT 
THE DATA FROM THE FOLLOWING FILES: 
MM B/L MA 
X, 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
During the definition of these data files, considerations as to their usage
 
were prepared. These included:
 
a. Items/factors that appear to be required but are frommissing 
information sources. 
b. Notes, on recommended data/format which could ease solution 
approaches to various mission analysis tasks. 
c. Notes, on which files should be accessed for data (to keep data 
entry singular, and therefore controlled). 
File data input and usage for example, showed that some resource parameters 
used by one STS element are supplied from another STS element (e.g., Orbiter
 
power, ECS, RCS, etc., supplied to Spacelab, IUS, and SSUS elements) and
 
data should be accessed and extractedshould only be entered once. These 
from the appropriate STS element payload carrier data file. Changes to the 
considera­parameter values should be via single entry control. This and other 
tions are shown in Figure F-3. 
for the STS payload carrier data files are presented next. TheseThe formats 
ordered by appropriate system/subsystem and by mission analysisparameters are 
areas. Some of the parameters are probably too detailed for the products 
development, but should reside in such data files for other PPDB uses.
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Figure F-3 
PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES (NOTES)
 
a 	 GRAPHICS OF FUNCTIONAL/SCHEMATIC/CONFIGURATION LAYOUTS SHOULD BE INCLUDED TO ASSIST IN 
ANALYSIS AND AS AN ILLUSTRATIVE AID. 
s 	USAGE RATES WHICH AFFECT PLANNING SHOULD BE INCLUDED (APPROXIMATIONS SHOULD BE EXPLAINED).
 
a 	WHEN A FILE'S PARAMETER VALUE CHANGES EITHER:
 
(A) HAVE THE AFFECTED SYSTEMS (THE USER SYSTEMS) ACCESS THAT FILE FOR THE "CONTROL
 
VALUES," (PREFERRED), OR
 
(B) UPDATE ALL DATA FILES WHICH CONTAIN THAT PARAMETER.
 
* 	A REFERENCE TO THE APPLICABLE DOCUMENT AND FILE REVISION DATE SHOULD BE KEPT ON ALL
 
"CONTROL DATA" FOR QUICK REFERENCE CHECKS.
 
* 	THE DATA PARAMETERS WHEN RESIDENT ON THE DATA FILES, SHOULD INCLUDE THE DEFINITIONS OF ALL
 
THE ENTITIES TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL USERS AT INTERACTIVE TERMINALS.
 
THE PROBLEM OF SUFFICIENTLY DEFINING WHAT THE INTERFACES ARE, SHOULD BE ADDRESSED VIA
 
"THE INPUT/OUTPUT BLOCK" MODE. A SYSTEM'S OUTPUT AT ITS DELIVERY INTERFACE SHOULD BE
 
PRESENTED IN ASCENDING ORDER FROM NOMINAL TO MAXIMUM OUTPUT STARTING WITH THE BASELINE
 
SYSTEM AND ADDING PROGRESSIVE CAPABILITY VIA KITS, TANKS, FUEL CELLS, ETC.
 
PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 
PRELIMINARY 
(I) SHUTTLE (ORBITER) 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (LESCAIUETION) NM B/L Mt 
1. ER COGRAN MATICS 
1.1 
1.2 
i. 
,.3.1 
1.3.2 
1.3.3 
I 3.4 
initial Operational Capability (IOC)-(year) 
Number of Shuttle fliphts available per year 
(and by launch site) 
Orbiter usage constraints 
TTR launch site - launch rate/turnaround capa­
bility (days) 
ETR launch site - launch rate/turnaround capa­
bility (days) 
Recovery sites (list & constraints) 
tiaximun' launch and landing weight/provisions 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Y 
NI=ISSlOiN ODEL; E/L=PLANirioG BASELiNE; MA=ISSION ANALYSIS 
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FAYLOAL CARBILR DAIA FILES
 
FhELLIMINABY
 
(I) ShUTTLE (GhLITEE)
 
DAIA FILE CGN'EiT
 
PAIAF TE 	 (EcI C) [,. E/L IPA
 
2. 	 CuEFIGUEATIOU; 
2. 1 	 urbiter nardware list, mass properties and volures 
Z.1. ! 	 Lasic Orbiter hardware
 
2. 1.2 Payload chargeable hardtare itemis (nass,cg, dimen­
sions, etc of kits etc) 
2.2 	 orbiter body axis and payload coordinate system! X
 
stations
 
2.3 Orbiter dimensional an physical data
 
2.". ! Overall L.rbiter dirrensions and voluwes X
 2.3.2 Orbier carwo bay dos)
 
S"Crbiter radiator
 
2.3.4 	 iield ci viek, of the Crbiter cargc bay 

2.3.5 illuriration of Crtiter carEc baj A 
2.1' Cass propcerties ol the Critor "
 
OID'GMAy PAGE is 
DRZ !Ma QuAUITY 
,;=f-ilSSIG;4 iOLEL: B /L:PLA IN&I-5ASLLItvL; MA=MISSION ANALYSIS 
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 
PRELIMIiARY 
(I) SHUTTLE (ORBITER) 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
FARAMETER (DESCRIPTIOE) VNj E/L PA 
3. SUBSYSTEhS 
.1 Structural and rechanical payload interfaces 
3.1.1 Payload attachment concepts and locations 
3.1.1.1 Payload installation criteria X 
3.1.1.2 Payload attachment locations Jn the payload bay X 
3.1.1.3 Payload accommodations in the cabin 
(1) Forward flight deck X 
(2) flid-deck X 
(3) Aft flight deck X 
(4) Stovage X 
5.1.2 Payload-to-Orbiter interface requirements 
31.2.1 Structural interface X 
3.!.2.2 Faylcad alignnent X 
1.2.3 OrLiter deflections 
3.1.2.4 Standard payload ground handling attachnent Y 
interface 
Cargo center of rravity envelopes X 
4 Payload hay envelope 
3.1.4.1 Dynamic payload envelop (length/diameter) X 
3.1.4.2 Payload volure with kit installations X 
:.1.5 Payload attachment point load limits X 
3.1.6 Payload design load factors(linear g and an~ular 
-rad/sec2) 
3.1.6.1 Cargo limit design accelerations for 65KLE up/ X 
32kLE down 
3.1.6.2 Cargo limit design accelerations for E5KLB down X 
3.2 Environmental control and Life Support System (ECLSS)­
3.2.1 Atmospheric revitalization subsystem (PhE) 
3.2.1.1 ABS for habitable pajicads (on-orbit, via orbiter X 
air auct kit) 
(M) ABS airflow rate (cfm) 
(2) Conditioned air C02 partial pressure 
(3) devpoint tenperature 
(4) drybulb temperature 
(5) air supply pressure 
(6) returning (to Orbiter) air ,ax allovable 
depoint temperature 
(7) Returning (to Grbiter) air max allowable 
drybult temperature 
(6) Total pressure (to payload) range 
(9) Gas composition (to payload) range 
3.2.1.2 Oxygen supply to payloads 
(1) Gaseous oxygen flai. rate (om/max) 
L:,=NlSSIOw MOLDEL; B/L=PLANNIIC0 EASELINE.; MA=MISSION ANALYSIS 
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ORIGINAII PAGHFMI
 
OF POOR QUALI PAYLOAL CAhIxl DATA
PFLLIN.AFY FILE$ 
(I) SLUTTL... (OhhflLP) 
DATA FILE CGITtNT 
AA-,LThp (DLSChiPIG{J) 	 i-. lL !-P 
(2) 1.ass (nom/rax and per cryo kit)
 
(3) Pressure (norc/tEx) rancs
 
(h') Terperaturc range
 
lcate6
3.-. .3 	 Air cooling of paylcao "quiplent i Aft 
fliiht deck 
(1) Air flc, ratc
 
(2) Lrbult te1'Peraturc range
 (-. tc-Tereture ranie
ex-.point 

2o.2 Fo06, .,ater and waste nanape.ent subsystem ("v v,) Y
 
.. 2.2 .1 t-ater dumn provisions

-Iceive tterm-al .cntrol subsysen (PlCs)(ccolin; 
cn~y) 
; ." ! -'icad heat exchanger-- Ortiter coolant taterlccp 
total heat load rejection (,,atts) capacits: 
(1) On-orbit, payload doors cen 
(2) 	 un-rbit, payloac, payload doors open--using 
payload radiator it 
(3) Launch thru landing mission phases with paylca:
 
Goors clcseo
 
(4) 	 Post landing--after GSE hookup 
x
52.4 	 Sa-oke detection and lire suppression syster. 
Airlcck support sutsystem (ALSS)
 
.- lectrical Poior Sys .e: (EPS)

.3.1 .voltates(VLC, VAC, nominal, and ranges), poi.!er
 
levels (noinal and peak(s) including durations,
 
frequency and time between peaks), and energy
 
available per fl i-t -hase:
 
X
3.-3. 1.1 rciaunoh and post !andir.-

.. 1.2 Launch, ascent qnd descent
 
3.3.1.3 	 Cn-crt it: 
X
(1) 	 Fri mary p_ ,er 
(2) 	 tack-up power 
2(3) nergy kits (i4nax) 

(4) Additional pot,,er (for systens located in
 
Ortiter Aft flight deck, Am',)
 
'.q.2 	 blectrical interfaces (list,locat-in(s) and
 
nominal usagcs)
 
3.3.3 	 hipple and operational voltages
 
3 Fuel cell powerplant (FCF) pcrformance X
 
Fa~lcadenergy availacle
 
3-:.L hlLergcncy poiter (ceraring descri.tion, levels,
 
ard 	 systens elfected) 
3. ii 	 Remcte manipulator s ster.(hIhS) 
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PAYLOAA 'i 'NAMyA FILES 
(I) SUbTTLE 
DATA FILE 
(ORBITER) 
CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) ME E/L MA 
3.4.1 
3.4.2 
3.4.2.1 
3.4.2.2 
3.4.3 
3.5 
3.5..I 
3.5.1.l 
3.5.1.2 
3.5.1.3 
3.5.2 
3.5.2.1 
3.5. 2 . 2 
3.5.2.3 
3.( 
3.6.1 
3.6.2 
3.E.3 
3.C.4 
3.(.4.1 
3.6.4.2 
3.7 
3.7.1 
3.7.1.1 
3.7.1.2 
3.7.1.3 
3.7.1.4 
3.7.1.5 
3.7.1.6 
3.7.1.7 
Functional capability 
RMS performance 
RMS Physical and dynamic characteristics 
Payload deployment and retrieval 
RHS lift and reach capabilities 
Shuttle payload performance capability 
RC performance 
Circular orbit altitude -& inclination payload X 
performance 
Elliptical orbit altitude & inclination payload X 
performance 
Launch site inclination limits 
WTh performance 
Circular orbit altitude & inclination payload 
performance 
Elliptical orbit altitude & inclination payload X 
performance 
Launch site inclination limits X 
Orbital maneuvering system (OwS) 
OMS thrust, Isp, chamber pressure, engine mixture X 
ratio(s), gimbal angle limits pitch/yaw, fuel, 
oxidizer, and pressurization tanks weight/volumes, 
and delta V characteristics 
Orbital maneuvering capability (envelopes) X 
OHS combustion products and envelopes 
Payload return capabilities (altitude & inclination 
limits) 
Direct entry and de-orbit conditions 
Abort conditions 
Reaction control subsytem (ECS) 
Attitude control performance 
Orbiter pointing stability (course and fine X 
deadbands) 
Orbiter pointing accuracy X 
Attituce disturbance by spin-up and release of 
payloads 
Translational and rotational maneuvers (thrust 
levels, isp, firing crder and logic, duty cycles) 
Rendezvous capability I 
System description(chamber pressure, engine mixture X 
ratio, number of thrusters, locations(s), thrust 
directions, fuel, oxidizer and pressurications tanks 
weight/volumes, and delta V characteristics) 
Orbiter FCS max. acceleration levels 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
SODEL; B/L:PLANNINEO EASELIE; MA=MISSION ANALYSIS 
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES
 
PRELIMINARY
 
(I) SHUTTLE (ORBITER)
 
DATA FILE CONjTENT
 
PARzi!LTER 	(DESCEIiT1ON) ME E/L MA
 
3.7.2 	 hCS propellant consumption
 
3.7.2.1 	 Propellant available (forivard and aft tanks) X
 
3.7.2.2 ernier thrusters 	 X 
3.7.2.3 	 Primary thrusters X 
3.7.2.4 	 Translational maneuvers X
 
3.7.2.5 	 Rendezvous X
 
3.7.2.6 	 Propellant usage due to attitude constraints (eg X
 
thermal control attitude propellant usage)
 
3.7.2.7 	 Vernier iCS fuel usage for limit cycle control X
 
3.7.2.6 	 p0S propellant distribution and recommended usage X
 
estimates
 
3.7.2.9 	 Combustion products and envelopes X
 
Passive attitude control mode
 
3.8gGuidance, pavigation, and controlsystem (*G,&C)

: 	 inertial zeasurement unit (Iub )(pointing accuracy) 
. Orbiter navigation bssc 
3.K.3 	 1avigation accuracy
S'pace Shuttle operational contamination control
 
.9.1 Prelaunch phase
 
3.9.2 	 Ascent phase Y
 
On-orbit phase
 
.c.L 	 De-orbit and descent phase
 
Landing pnase
 
3. 10 	 Crew interface and acccmmoations 
.C.1 Crer. size and provisions 
3.1C. 1.1 fvominal orbiter orev size (eg 4 men) X 
3. 1.1.2 	fiaximum orbiter crew size (seatir limit) X 
3.1:.!.3 	 Nominal orbiter expendables (eg 2c man days) X
 
3. 	1C. 1.4 Maximum orbiter stoiage provisions for crew X 
expendables (man days) (payload ieight chargeable 
f6r excess over nominal cret size and duration) 
3.1C.2 	 Crew compartments (accommodation provisions and list
 
of on-orbit operations and payload support monitor
 
-ing and control functions perforr.:ed at each
 
station)
 
3.10.2.1 	 Forard flight deck (comr:ander and pilot station) X 
3.10.2.2 	Aft flight deck (list of operational capabilities)
 
(1) .,ission station 
(2) Payload station 	 2 
(3) On-orbit station X
 
3.1C.2.3 Nkid-Geck
 
(1) Sleep 	stations X
 
(2) Dood 	service station X
 
(3) Personnel hygiene station 	 7 
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3.11 
3.1C.3 

3.1C. 3.1 
3.10.3.2 

.1C.3.3 

3.1c.4 

3.1C.5 

3.1C.5.1 

3.10.5.2 

3.16.5.3 

3.1C.5.4 

3.11.1 

3.11.1.1 

IX=XSSIG1s 
PAYLOAL CARRIER DATA FILES 
PRELIMINARY 
(I) SHUTTLE (ORBITER) 
DATA FILE COkTENT 
FARAWETER (DESCRIPTION) r1; BL ;/ 
(4) Exercise facilities X 
(5) Stowage X 
(6) Payload bay airlock x 
(7) Side access batch 
Crew access provisions (equipment dimensions, allow 
-able payload diameters, LVA timelines, and Eta/ 
Fescue support equipment) 
Orbiter airlock 
(1) airlock entrance hatch X 
(2) airlock % 
(3) payload bay hatch Y 
Locking module (gayload chargeable item in payload X 
bay) 
(1) Docking module X 
(2) EVA/rescue hatch 
(3) Docking module hatch X 
() Tunnel adapter 
Tranfer tunnel (spacelab equipment) 
(1) Transfer tunnel X 
(2) Tunnel egress hatch N 
(3) Spacelab hatch X 
Manned manuevering unit (M0,) (weiaht/vclunme y 
characteristics and performance) 
Crew stations and habitability 
Utility v.ork bench X 
Stova~e container N 
Standard equipment X 
(1) Tool and maintenance assembly 
(2) Trash disposal tag 
(3) On-orbit equipment restraints and stowage 
provisions 
Creh restraints/mobility aids X 
(1) Foot restraints 
(2) Locomotion aids and handholds 
(3) EVA restraint/mouility aids 
Avionics (functions, hardware payload interfaces 
and operating characteristics/limits. This describes 
the payload support services received through the el­
ectrical and functional hardline interfaces between 
the payload umbilical and the directly interfacing 
avionics electrical equipment for attached payload 
and via RF link for detached payloads) 
Functions X 
scientific data handling (on-board digital com-
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PAYLCAD CABBIER LATA FILES
 
FhELlVKi;LBY 
(1) 	 ShUTTLE (ORB1TEft) 
DaTA FILE CGPAL1T 
FAAFETLB 	 (DESCRlPT'TL) ii B/L n1i 
putation, 	 mec,;cry, data storage, data rates, format 
etc) 
11.2 Eineering data handling
 
3.11.1.3 	 uplink/forward link (bands, date rate 
mat etc) 
3.11.1.4 Audio (voice ccmrunication)
 
-.11.1.5 television
 
311.1.6 	 CA&C payload data interfaces 
3.11.1.7 	Caution and v.arning
 
.11 Timing
 
3.11 1.9 	 Rendezvous tracking 
3.11.2 bardvare interfaces
 
?.11.2.1 layload data interleaver (EDI)
 
5.11.2.2 	 Paylcad signal processor
 
3.11.2.3 	 Payload interrogatcr
1.!2.4 ihultinle/deultiplexer 	 (i-Uj] 
3.11.2.5 	 S-and Fh signal prccessor 
3.11.2.6 	 Ru-band signal processor 
Q.11.2.7 	Audio central control unit
 
timing for
 
3.11.2., Payload bay Pignting and closed circuit telsvaiEon
 
(CCT'V)
 
3.11.2.9 	 baster tiring unit (lTb) 
3.11.2.1C 	Caution and taring electronics unit
 
3.11.2.11 	Rendezvous radar
 
.11.2.12 ission sppecialist station (i!SZ) pulse code modu­
lation (PCO) recorder 
3.11.2.13 	payload wideband recorder
 
3.12 	 Payload service panels (electrical, communiation,
 
data,and fluid interface capabilities and locations)
 X3.12.1 	 Foriard bulkhead 

3.12.1.1 	 Forward payload bay bulkhead interconnect panels
 
3.12.1.2 	Forward utility bridge
 
.12.2 Aft bulkhead 	 x 
3.12.3 	 Prelaunch payload service panels Y3.12.h Bay sidevall electrical panels 

-.12.5 Payload bay cabling and fluid lines Y
 
3.12.L 	 Payload fluid fill, vent, drain and dump provisions X 
(by flight phase) 
z.12.7 Payload heat reioval kit provisions
3.12.L 	 Paylcad heat exchanger interface panel X 
ORIGINAL' PAGE IS 
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4. 
4.1 

11.1.1 

4.1.2 

4.2 

Y.3 

4.4 

4.4.1 

4.4.2 

4.4.3 

4.4.) 

4.L.5 

4.5 

4.5.1 

L'.5.2 

4.5.3 

4.5.4 

4.C 

4.6.1 

4.6.2 

4.6.3 

4.7 

-
4.8 

4.E.1 

4.6.2 

4.8.3 

PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 
PRELIMINARY 
(I) SHUTTLE (ORBITER) 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
FARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) RM B/L MA 
PAYLOAD ENVIRONMENT 
Vibration (vibration levels over frequency ranges 
versus location, mounting configuration, and 
ment weight) equip-
Sinusoidal vibration X 
Random vibration X 
Acoustics (overall db per flight phase and stations) 
Shock 
X 
X 
Accelerations and angular rates ( by flight 
phase and durations) 
Atmospheric drag accelerations 
Eoost thrust accelerations 
X 
On-orbit 011S thrust accelerations X 
On-orbit RCS accelerations and angular rates X 
De-orbit and landing accelerations X 
Temperature (operating limits) 
Pre-launch V 
Launch and ascent x 
On-orbit (with STS) x 
Descent 
Atmosphere 
Pressure y 
Composition x 
Relative humidity x 
Class cleanliness and contamination (high/lou Y. 
levels) 
Electrical and magnetic environments 
Radiated emissions x 
Conducted emisssions x 
lagnetic sources environments x 
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5.1 
PAILOAD CARRIER DATA FILES
 
PPELIPIDABY
 
(I) SEUTTL (CRITER)
 
DATA FILE CCNTENT 
PAAIAtJiEIE? (DESCRIPTION) 1v. E/L WA 
5. COST 
Recurring cost(s) per flight
 
ORIGINAL' PAGE IS
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PAYLOAD CA-RRIER DATA FILES 07-07-76
 
PRELIMINARY 
(II) SPACELAB 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) MM B/L MA. 
1. PROGRAMMATICS 
1.1 
1.1.1 
1.1.2 
Initial operational capability 
IOC of nominal duration SL 
IOC of 30-day duration SL 
- (IOC) (year) 
X 
X 
1.2 Number of available/allowable SL (module) flights X 
per year (Guideline or reference limit if available) 
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 07-07-76
 
PRELIMINARY
 
(II) 	SPACELAB
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 	 MM B/L MA
 
2 	 CONFIGURATION
 
2.1 	 Hardware content list of basic Spacelab X
 
2.2 	 Major diameter (of module and pallet elements) X
 
2.3 	 Overall length(s) (of elements) :X
 
2.4 	 Possible flight configurations (list) X
 
2.5 	 Basic flight configurations (equipment/element list,
 
gross weight, drawings, cg conditions, and available
 
/remaining payload volumes and racks)
 
2.5.1 	 Long Module Configuration X
 
2.5.2 	 Long Module plus one pallet configuraton X
 
2.5.3 	 Long module plus two pallet train configuration X
 
2.5.4 	 Short module plus two pallet train configuration X
 
2.5.5 	 Short module plus three pallet train configuration X
 
2.5.6 	 Pallet-only configuration/15 meter pallet X
 
2.5.7 	 Pallet-only/9 meter independently suspended pallet X
 
2.6 	 Volume and mounting area available to Spacelab X
 
payloads
 
2.7 	 Mass available for Spacelab payloads
 
2.7.1 	 Spacelab element mass X
 
2.7.2 	 Spacelab payload mass (ranges/limits) X
 
2.7.3 	 Overall mass breakdown/summaries X
 
2.8 	 Center of gravity constraints X
 
2.9 	 Module structure
 
2.9.1 	 Overall configuration
 
2.9.1.1 	 Basic structure floor X
 
2.9.1.2 	 Overhead structure X
 
2.9.2 	 Accommodation capability X
 
2.10 	 Mission dependent structure - racks
 
2.10.1 	 Standard Experiment racks description X
 
2.10.2 	 Standard racks - experiment allowable envelope X
 
2.10.3 	 Standard racks carrying capability X
 
2.10.4 	 Payload mounting interface within racks X
 
2.10.5 	 Payload interface to ECS, EPDS, CDMS within racks X
 
2.11 	 Pallet Segment
 
2.11.1 	 Basic configuration X
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 07-07-76
 
2.11.2 

2.11.3 

2.11.4 

2.11.4 

2.12 

2.13 

2.14 

2.15 

PRELIMINARY 
(II) SPACELAB 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) MM B/L MA 
Mission dependent structure 
Physical accomodation capabilities 
Igloo (for pallet-only configurations) equipment 
list 
X 
X 
X 
Transfer tunnel(s) X 
Module-to-pallet utility bridge(equipment list) X 
End Cone(s) configuration/capabilities X 
Subfloor subsystems capabilities X 
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 07-07-76
 
PRELIMINARY
 
(II) 	SPACELAB
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 	 MM B/L MA­
3. 	 SUBSYSTEMS
 
3.1 	 Electrical power and distribution subsystem (EPDS)
 
3.1.1 	 Power (avg nominal and max) required by basic SL
 
Equipment configurations, for ascent, descent,
 
and on-orbit phases:
 
3.1.1.1 	 Long module X
 
3.1.1.2 	 Core module X
 
3.1.1.3 	 Long module + pallet(s) X
 
3.1.1.4 	 Core module + pallet(s) X
 
3.1.1.5 	 Pallet(s) only X
 
3.1.2 	 Power (nominal and max)required by mission de­
pendent Spacelab equipment (MDSE),for ascent,
 
descent,and on-orbit phases:
 
3.1.2.1 	 Experiment computer X
 
3.1.2.2 	 High data rate recorder (HDRR) X
 
3.1.2.3 	 Data display unit and symbol generator X
 
3.1.2.4 	 Experiment inverter - 400Hz X
 
3.1.2.5 	 Experiment I/O unit X
 
3.1.2.6 	 Experiment power switching panels X
 
3.1.2.7 	 Instrument pointing subsystem (IPS) X
 
3.1.3 	 Power (nominal and max) required by common payload
 
support equipment (CPSE), for ascent, descent,
 
and on-orbit.phases:
 
3.1.3.1 	 Top airlock X
 
3.1.3.2 	 Aft airlock X
 
3.1.3.3 	 High quality window/viewport assembly X
 
3.1.3.4 	 Modular film vaults X
 
3.1.3.5 	 High vacuum vent facility X
 
Note:supplied voltage (VDC,VAC, nominal and
 
ranges), power levels (nominal and peak(s) inc­
luding duration, frequency and time between peaks),
 
and energy available, access and extract the data
 
from the following files:
 
PHASE FILE
 
(1) Prelaunch and post land --Orbiter (EPS) X
 
-ing --Orbiter (GSE) X
 
(2) Launch, ascent and des --Orbiter (EPS) X
 
-cent
 
(3) On-orbit:
 
(a) Primary power --Orbiter (EPS) X
 
(dedicated power
 
source)
 
(b) back-up 	 --Orbiter (EPS) X
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 07-07-76 
PRELIMINARY 
(II) SPACELAB 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) MM B/L MA 
(back-up source 
shared with Orbiter) 
(c) Energy kits --Orbiter (EPS) X 
(d) Additional power (for --Orbiter (AFD) X 
systems located in 
Orbiter aft flight deck, 
AFD) 
(e) Multi-mission equipment --MMSE X 
(e.g., Auxiliary payload 
power system, APPS) 
3.2 Environmental control subsystem (ECS) 
3.2.1 Spacelab gaseous nitrogen capability (kg) X 
3.2.2 Pallet mounted cold plates freon loop capability X 
(watts) (to cool pallet mounted payload electronics, 
etc.) 
3.2.3 Module cabin airloop cooling capability (watts) X 
3.2.4 Module avionics airloop cooling capability (watts X 
and m/min) (Separate system to cool rack mounted 
subsystem and experiment equipment) 
3.2.5 Spacelab (basic) configuration dependent ECS re­
quirements (watts) for ascent, descent, and on­
orbit phases: 
3.2.5.1 Core module X 
3.2.5.2 Long module X 
3.2.5.3 Core module + pallet(s) X 
3.2.5.4 Long module + pallet(s) X 
3.2.5.5 Pallet(s) only X 
3.2.6 Spacelab experiment support equipment ECS cooling 
loop requirements (watts), for ascent, descent, and 
on-orbit phases specified as to: 
3.2.6.1 Pallet-only (pallet coolant loop requirements) X 
3.2.6.2 Module-only (heatload distribution between air X 
cooling using the cabin loop and/or the avionics 
loop, and/or liquid cooling using the experiment 
heat exchanger -- which is a mission dependent, 
removable item.) 
3..2.6.3 Module + pallets (all the above) X 
3.2.7 List and description of Spacelab passive thermal X 
control devices (eg insulations, surface coatings, 
and thermal blankets to protect the module, pallet 
segments, utility lines, and externally mounted 
subsystem equipment.) 
Note:for ECS products and conditions supplied 
by STS systems other than the Spacelab itself, 
access and extract the data from the following 
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 07-07-76
 
PRELIMINARY
 
(II) 	SPACELAB
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 	 MM B/L MA
 
files:
 
PARAMETER FILE
 
(a) Orbiter (total Orbiter X
 
heat rejection) coolant
 
waterloop heatload (watts)
 
capacity
 
(b) Gaseous oxygen flow and Orbiter (ECLSS) X
 
capacity

(c) Airflow airloop capacity Orbiter (ECLSS) X
 
(kg/br)
 
(d) Air cooling capability Orbiter (ECLSS) X
 
watts) from Orbiter AFD
 
3.3 	 Command and data management subsystem(CDMS)

(Capabilities and characteristics,eg bit rate,
 
storage, number of files, etc for each of the
 
following subsystems)
 
3.3.1 	 CDMS equipment and location
 
3.3.1.1 	 Basic Spacelab CDMS equipment, eg

(1) Experiment data bus 	 X
 
(2) Back 	up computer X (3) Mass memory 	 X 
(4) Keyboard/CRT 	 X
 
(5) Intercom 	 X 
3.3.1.2 	 Mission dependent CDMS equipment, eg

(1) Experiment computer 	 X
 (2) Experiment I/O unit 	 X 
(3) Experiment RAU 	 X
 
(4) Keyboard/CRT 
 X
 
(5) High 	rate multiplexer X (6) High 	rate digital recorder X
 
3.3.2 	 Data Acquisition and control
 
3.3.2.1 	 Remote acquisition units (RAU) X
 
3.3.2.2 	 Input/output unit 
 X 
3.3.2.3 	High rate multiplexer X 
3.3.2.4 	 High rate digital recorder X
 
3.3.2.5 	 Closed circuit TV system 
 X 
3.3.2.6 	 4.2 MHz analog channel 
 X
 
3.3.3 	 Data Transmission
 
3.3.3.1 	 Network system X 
3.3.3.2 	Down-link 
 X 
3.3.3.3 	 Up-link 
 X 
3.3.4 	 Data Processing
 
3.3.4.1 	 Computer 
 X 
3.3.4.2 	 Mass memory unit (MMU) X
 
3.3.4.3 	 Data Display Unit and keyboard X
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 	 07-07-76
 
PRELIMINARY
 
(II) 	SPACELAB
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 	 MM B/L MA
 
3.3.5 	 Subsystem control
 
3.3.5.1 	 Control concept X 
3.3.5.2 	Activation Sequence X
 
3.3.6 	 Intercom X
 
3.3.7 	 Caution and warning
 
3.3.7.1 	 emergency signals X
 
3.3.7.2 	 Warning and caution signals X
 
3.3.7.3 	 Experiment/caution and warning interface X
 
3.4 	 Instrument pointing subsystem(IPS)
 
(capabilities and characteristics, eg attitude
 
accuracy, attitude hold limits etc.)
 
3.4.1 	 IPS description (equipment list) X
 
3.4.2 	 Payload accommodation capabilities
 
3.4.2.1 	 Payload mass X
 
3.4.2.2 	 Payload dimensions X
 
3.4.2.3 	 Pointing and stabilization X
 
3.4.2.4 	 Payload supporting services X
 
3.4.2.5 	Flexibility adnd growth potential X
 
3.4.3 	 IPS interface
 
3.4.3.1 	 Spacelab/orbiter interface X
 
3.4.3.2 	Spacelab/payload interface X
 
3.4.3.3 	Spacelab ground support X
 
3.4.3.4 	Spacelab subsystem interfaces X
 
3.4.4 	 Habitability and cleanliness requirements X
 
3.4.5 	 Environment 
 X
 
3.4.6 	 Software X 
3.4.7 	 Operations
 
3.4.7.1 	 Operating modes X 
3.4.7.2 	 Emergency control X 
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PRELIMINARY
 
(II) 	SPACELAB
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 	 MM B/L MA
 
4. 	 PAYLOAD ENVIRONMENT
 
4.1 	 Module flight envirndment
 
4.1.1 	 Vibrations(vibration levels over frequency ranges
 
verses module locations, mounting configuration,
 
and equipment weight)

4.1.1.1 	 Sinusoidal vibration 
 X
 
4.1.1.2 	 Random vibration 
 X
 
4.1.2 	 Acoustic noise 
 X
 
4.1.3 	 Shock 
 IX
 
4.1.4 	 Linear acceleration 
 X
 
4.1.4.1 	 Nominal mission/emergency sequence X
 
4.1.4.2 	 On-orbit maneuvers X
 
4.1.4.3 	 Orbit Atmosphere accelerations X
 
4.1.5 	 Temperature (operating limits)

4.1.5.1 	 Prelaunch 
 X
 
4.1.5.2 	 Ascent X 
4.1.5.3 	 On-orbit (with STS) X
 
4.1.5.4 	 Descent 
 x 
4.1.6 	 Atmosphere
 
4.1.6.1 	 Pressure 
 x 
4.1.6.2 	 Composition x 
4.1.6.3 	 Relative humidity X
 
4.1.7 	 Cleanliness and contamination X
 
4.1.8 	 Electrical environment - module
 
4.1.8.1 	 Radiated emissons x
 
4.1.8.2 	 Conducted emmissions 
 X
 
4.1.8.3 	Bonding and lightning protection X
 
4.1.8.4 
 Electrical surface properties 	 X
 
4.1.9 	 Magnetic environment (Spacelab and STS sources) X
 
4.1.10 	 Radiation environment (inside module) X
 
4.2 	 Pallet flight environment
 
4.2.1 	 Vibration A
AcousticI22 	 noise I 
4.2.3 	 Shock
 
4.2.14 	 Linear acceleration 
 X
 
4.2.5 	 Temperature (operating limits)
 
4.2.5.1 	 Prelaunch 
 X
 
4.2.5.2 	 Ascent 
 X
 
4.2.5.3 	 On-orbit (with STS) 
 x
 
4.2.5.4 	 Descent x
 
4.2.6 	 Atmosphere (pressure, humidity)

4.2.6.1 	 Launch sequence X
 
4.2.6.2 	 On-orbit 
 x
 
4.2.6.3 	 Re-entry sequence X
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PRELIMINARY 
(II) SPACELAB 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) ' MM B/L MA 
4.2.7 
4.2.8 
4.2.9 
4.2.10 
4.2.11 
Cleanliness and contamination 
Electrical environment - pallet 
Magnetic environment 
Radiation environment 
Meteoroids 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
4.3 
4.3.1 
4.3.2 
4.3.3 
4.3.4 
4.3.5 
4.3.6 
4.3.7 
4.3.8 
4.3.9 
4.3.10 
4.3.11 
Airlock and airlock equipment flight environment 
Vibration 
Acoustic 
Shock 
Linear acceleration 
Temperature 
Atmosphere 
Contamination 
Electrical 
Magnetic 
Radiation environment 
Meteoroid environment 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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PRELIMINARY 
(II) SPACELAB 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) MM B/L MA 
5. COST 
5.1 Recurring cost per flight X 
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 07-06-76
 
PRELIMINARY
 
(III) 	INTERIM UPPER STAGES (IUS)
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 	 MM B/L MA
 
1. PROGRAMMATICS
 
1.1 Initial Operational Capability (IOC) - (year) X
 
1.2 Number of IUS available per year 	 X
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 
PRELIMINARY 
(III) INTERIM UPPER STAGES (IUS) 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
07-06-76 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) MM B/L MA 
2. CONFIGURATION 
2.1 Hardware content list of basic IUS 
(total vehicle, stage(s), interstage, attach 
fittings, fairings) 
X 
2.2 Major Diameters per stage and per configuration X 
2.3 Overall Length, dimensions and volume per stage 
and per configuration 
X 
2.4 
2.4.1 
2.4.2 
eg location (distance aft of attach flange)eer st&-t 
and per configuration 
Pre-burn (max propellant) X 
Post-burn x 
2.5 
2.5.1 
2.5.2 
Roll moment of inertia per stage and configuration
Pre-burn 
Post-burn 
X 
x 
2.6 
2.6.1 
2.6.2 
Transverse moment of inertia per stage and 
configuration 
Pre-burn 
Post-burn 
X 
x 
2.7 
2.7.1 
2.7.2 
2.7.3 
STS mounting provisions
Cradle or bay attachment requirements
Dynamic envelope (length and diameter) 
Safety requirements (through safe/arm devices 
and/or redundant monitor/control) 
X 
X 
X 
2.8 Payload mounting provisions X 
2.9 Payload separation characteristics X 
2.10 Balast weight provisions X 
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 
PRELIMINARY 
(III) INTERIM UPPER STAGES (IUS) 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
07-06-76 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) MM B/L MA 
3. SUBSYSTEMS 
3.1 
3.1.1 
3.1.2 
3.1.4 
3.1.5 
3.1.5.1 
3.1.5.2 
3.1.6 
3.1.7 
3.1.8 
3.1.9 
3.1.10 
3.1.11 
3.1.12 
3.1.13 
3.1.14 
Propulsion (solid rocket motor(s) systems) 
(per stage and IUS configuration): 
Weight of nominal propellant 
Weight of minimum propellant (max off-loaded 
design condition) 
Weight of dry IUS stage 
Nominal gross IUS weight 
(per stage and IUS configuration) 
Pre-burn 
Post-burn 
Total (nominal) impulse (N-s) 
Maximum thrust (N) 
Average thrust (N) 
Specific impulse (Isp) at max thrust (sec) 
Specific impulse (Isp) at average thrust (sec) 
Propellant type (main propulsion, attitude, and 
auxiliary systems) and number of motors/thrusters 
List of combustion products (for payload screening 
purposes 
Restart capability (number) 
Performance specifications of engines/thrusters, 
firing logic, and control arms. 
-X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
3.2 
3.2.1 
3.2.1.1 
3.2.1.2 
3.2.1.3 
Guidance and control subsystem (G&C) 
Three sigma Synchronous Orbit Insertion 
Accuracy 
Perigee (dh,km) 
Apogee (dh,km) 
Inclination (di,deg) 
X 
X 
X 
3.3 
3.3.1 
3.3.2 
3.3.3 
3.3.4 
3.3.5 
Electrical Power System (including both the power 
required from the Orbiter, and the IUS on-board 
power available to IUS and payload systems) 
On-board voltage (VAC,VDC, nominal and ranges) 
Power levels (nominal and peak(s) including 
durations, frequency, and the time between peaks) 
Energy consumption (nominal and max) 
Umbilical attachment and retraction from Orbiter 
requirements (for caution and warning, control, 
monitoring, and power) 
Maximum free-flying lifetime hours) (operational 
lifetime based on battery, etc., limits) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 07-06-76 
PRELIMINARY 
(III) INTERIM UPPER STAGES (IUS) 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) MM B/L MA 
3.3.6 Electrical interface(s) wiring, connectors X 
3.4 
3.4.1 
3.4.2 
3.4.3 
3.4.4 
3.4.5 
Telemetry, tracking, and command subsystem (TT&C)
Command/control and telemetry capability (bps 
band(s), center frequencies, max power output, 
channels) 
Payload status, checkout, and/or abort operations 
command requirements
Orbiter display/control panel requirements (eg, 
at Payload Specialist's Station)
Navigation 
Avionics list 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
3.5 
3.5.1 
3.5.2 
3.5.2.1 
3.5.2.2 
3.5.2.3 
3.5.3 
3.5.3.1 
3.5.3.2 
IUS Attitude Control System per stage/configuration 
Attitude pointing accuracy (per axis) and stability
Payload jettison/separation tip-off rates 
Pitch/yaw (deg/sec) 
Roll 
Velocity (M/s) 
IUS-Payload controlability envelope per stage and 
per configuration 
IUS stations Z vs X (cg boundary for IUS+payload-
gimbal angle control boundaries) 
IUS/TUG X station limits for Shuttle Imposed
liftoff and landing cg constraints on: 
(a) delivery missions 
(b) Retrieval missions (Tug only) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
3.6 
3.6.1 
3.6.2 
3.6.3 
3.6.4 
Environmental control system
Passive insulation options and locations 
Temperature-time profiles (location dependent, eg 
guidance compartment, engine section)
HF shield/special environments (eg acoustic 
blankets) 
Active thermal system (characteristics, 
capabilities) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
3.7 Instrumentation systems X 
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 07-06-76
 
PRELIMINARY 
(III) INTERIM UPPER STAGES (IUS) 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) MM B/L MA 
4 ENVIRONMENT 
4.1 
4.1.1 
4.1.2 
Vibration (vibration levels over frequency ranges 
versus location, mounting configuration--with/ 
without shroud, and equipment weight)
Sinusoidal vibration 
Random vibration 
X 
X 
4.2 acoustic noise X 
4.3 Shock X 
4.4 
4.4.1 
4.4.2 
Linear acceleration 
Nominal mission/emergency sequences 
On-orbit maneuvers 
X 
X 
4.5 
4.5 1 
4.5.2 
4.5.3 
4.5.4 
Temperature (operating limits)--fairing on/off 
Pre-launch 
Ascent 
On-Orbit (with STS) 
Free Flying 
X 
X. 
X 
X 
4.6 Relative humidity X 
4.7 Pressure limits X 
4.8 Class cleanliness and contamination (high/low 
levels) 
X 
4.9 
4.9.1 
4.9.2 
4.9.3 
Electrical and magnetic environments 
radiated emissions 
Conducted emissions 
Magnetic sources environments 
X 
X 
X 
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 07-06-76
 
PRELIMINARY
 
(III) INTERIM UPPER STAGES (IUS)
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) MM B/L MA
 
5. COST
 
Recurring cost per flight X
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 07-07-76
 
PRELIMINARY
 
(IV) 	SPIN STABILIZED UPPER STAGE (SSUS)
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 	 MM B/L MA
 
1. PROGRAMMATICS
 
1.1 Initial operational capability (IOC) 	 X
 
1.2 Number of SSUS available per year 	 X
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PRELIMINARY
 
(IV) 	SPIN STABILIZED UPPER STAGE (SSUS)
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 	 MM B/L MA
 
2. 	 CONFIGURATION
 
2.1 	 Hardware content list of basis SSUS X
 
(total vehicle, stage(s.), interstage, spin table,
 
attach fittings, fairings)
 
2.2 	 Major diameter (m) X
 
2.3 	 Overall length, dimensions, and volume X
 
2.4 CG 	location (distance aft of attach flange)
 
2.4.1 	 Pre-burn (max propellant) X
 
2.4.2 	 Post-burn 
 X
 
2.5 	 Roll moment of inertia (about spin axis) (kg-m2)

2.5.1 	 Pre-burn 
 X
 
2.5.2 	 Post-burn 
 X
 
2.6 	 Transverse moment of inertia
 
2.6.1 	 Pre-burn 
 X 
2.6.2 	 Post-burn 
 X 
2.7 	 STS mounting provisions
 
2.7.1 	 Cradle attachment, retention system, tilt and spin X
 
table, etc., requirements
 
2.7.2 	 Dynamic envelope (length and diameter) X
 
2.7.3 	 Safety requirements (through safe/arm devices, X
 
and/or redundant monitor/control)

2.7.4 	 Angular accelerations and spin rates (min, nom, max) X
 
2.8 	 Payload mounting provisions X
 
2.9 	 Payload separation characteristics X
 
2.10 	 Balast weight provisions X
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PAYLOAD CARRIER DATA FILES 07-07-76 
PRELIMINARY 
(IV) SPIN STABILIZED UPPER STAGE (SSUS) 
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) MM B/L MA 
3. SUBSYSTEMS 
3.1 Propulsion 
3.1.1 
3.1.2 
3.1.3 
3.1.4 
3.1.5 
3.1.5.1 
3.1.5.2 
3.1.6 
3.1.7 
3.1.8 
3.1.9 
3.1.10 
3.1.11 
3.1.12 
3.1.13 
3.1.14 
3.1.15 
iWeight of nominal solid rocket motor propellant 
Weight of minimum propellant (max off-loaded design 
condition) 
Weight of maximum propellant 
Weight of dry SSUS stage 
Nominal gross SSUS weight 
Pre-burn 
Post-burn 
Nominal action (burn) time 
Total (nominal) impulse (N-s) 
Maximum thrust (N) 
Average thrust (N) 
Specific impulse (Isp) at max thrust (sec) 
Specific impulse (Isp) at average thrust (sec) 
Propellant type (main propulsion, attitude, and 
auxiliary systems) and number of motors/thrusters 
List of Combustion Products 
Restart capability (if any) 
Performance specifications of engines/thrusters, 
firing logic, and control arms. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
3.2 
3.2.1 
3.2.1.1 
3.2.1.2 
3.2.1.3 
Guidance and control subsystem (G&C) 
Three sigma synchronous orbit transfer 
insertion accuracy 
Perigee (dh, km) 
Apogee (dh,km) 
Inclination (di,deg) 
X 
X 
X 
3.3 
3.3.1 
3.3.2 
3.3.3 
3.3.4 
3.3.5 
Electrical power system (including both the power 
required from the Orbiter and the SSUS on-board 
power available to SSUS and payload systems) 
On-board voltages (VAC,VDC, nominal and ranges) 
Power levels.(nominal and peak(s) including 
durations, frequency, and time between peaks) 
Energy consumption (nominal and max) 
Umblical attachment and retraction from Orbiter 
requirements (umblical for caution and warning, 
control, monitoring, and power) 
Maximum free-flying life time (hours) (operational 
lifetime based on battery, etc. limits) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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PRELIMINARY
 
(IV) 	SPIN STABILIZED UPPER STAGE (SSUS)
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 	 MM B/L MA
 
3.3.6 	 Electrical interface(s) wiring, connectors X
 
3.4 	 Telemetry, tracking, and command subsystem (TT&C)
 
3.4.1 	 Command/control requirements (unless autonomous) X 
3.4.2 	 Payload status, checkout, and/or abort operations X
 
command requirements
 
3.4.3 	 Orbiter display/control panel requirements (eg X
 
at payload specialist's station)
 
3.4.4 	 Telemetry (band, center frequency, max power X
 
output, channels, bps)
 
3.4.5 	 Avionics List X
 
3.5 	 STS attitude control system (requirements)
 
3.5.1 	 Attitude hold accuracy requirements (per axis) X
 
(Orbiter supplied initial position and pointing
 
guidance, navigation and stabilization)
 
3.6 	 SSUS Attitude Control System
 
3.6.1 	 Nutation control system capability (deg) (maintain X
 
the spin coning angle within limits if SSUS re­
quired to remain in parking/phasing orbit)
 
3.6.2 	 SSUS-Payload balance and alignment criteria:
 
3.6.2.1 	 Dynamic Unbalance limit (radians) X
 
(principal pitch, yaw, and roll axes of inertia
 
deviations from perpendicular and parallel to
 
spacecraft centerline
 
3.6.2.2 	 Payload cg offset from centerline limit (m) X
 
3.6.2.3 	 Despin System Characteristics X
 
3.7 	 Environmental Control System X
 
3.7.1 	 Passive insulation options and locations X
 
3.7.2 	 Temperature-time profiles (location dependent, X
 
eg guidance compartment,engine section)
 
3.7.3 	 RF Shield/special environments (eg acooustic X
 
blankets)
 
3.8 	 Instrumentation Systems X
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PRELIMINARY
 
(IV) 	SPIN STABILIZED UPPER STAGE (SSUS)
 
DATA FILE CONTENT
 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) 	 MM B/L MA
 
4. 	 ENVIRONMENT
 
4.1 	 Vibration (vibration levels over frequency ranges
 
versus location, mounting configuration - with/
 
without shroud, and equipment weight)
 
4.1.1 	 Sinusoidal vibration X
 
4.1.2 	 Random Vibration X
 
4.2 	 Acoustic Noise X
 
4.3 	 Shock X
 
4.4 	 Linear Acceleration
 
4.4.1 	 Nominal Mission/Emergency Sequences X
 
4.4.2 	 On-Orbit Maneuvers X
 
4.5 	 Temperature (operating limits)-fairing on/off
 
4.5.1 	 Prelaunch X
 
4.5.2 	 Ascent X
 
4.5.3 	 On-orbit (with STS) X
 
4.5.4 	 Free Flying x 
4.6 	 Relative Humidity X
 
4.7 	 Pressure limits X
 
4.8 	 Class cleanliness and contamination (high and low X
 
levels)
 
4.9 	 Electrical and Magnetic Environments
 
4.9.1 	 Radiated emissions X
 
4.9.2 	 Conducted emissions x 
4.9.3 	 Magnetic sources environments x 
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PRELIMINARY 
(IV) SPIN STABILIZED UPPER STAGE (SSUS)
DATA FILE CONTENT 
PARAMETER (DESCRIPTION) MM B/L MA 
5. 
5.1 
COST 
Recurring cost per flight X 
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